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BUSINESS DIB FCTORY.

PUBLISHING

MISS LIZZIE

CO.,

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, Sr FOGS No.91 middle Street.
T.
mcOOWAN, 234 Convrem St.

NORTON,

St., Portland.

At 10D Exchinoe

Teacher of Vocal Music,

Terms: Eight I>c llars a Year in advance. To
maH subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

WM. A.

vance.

sc23

S2.S0

apply

BUSINESS

ESTES,
lormerly with Merry & Lewis,
opened the

are

Mass. Institute of

___d3t

and June Entrance Examination
Prof. SAMUEL KNEE LAND,
Mass.
se3dlm.

address

Dentist, corner of Congress aud Brown streets with
ag6eod&wtf

Dr. Boothby.

MARKS

Papers,
Sec’y Boston,

TABDIVEL, 25 W. 46th
N. V., re-opens her French, English
MLLE.
German
and

EXCHANGE ST.,

109

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted. and at the lowest prices

have removed from 18

W, H, SIMONTON,
—DEALER IN

574

—

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
all kinds ot Hard Wood sawed to

CO.,

J. A.

A.

STREET,

III

the Row opposite bend of Green Si.

St.

KEITH.

se24

2w

Carpet-Bags.
j. it. DURAii oc cu.,
I ttt Federal gtrecu.

171

uiiddie

ana

COMMERCIAL STREET.

DR.

mh3dlf

O’DONNELLl

JAMES

COUNSELLOR

LAW,

AT

RICHARDSOjf

84 1-3 MIDDLE STREET,

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

desirable
city, gaa and Sosunny
cold
water
in
hot
and
every
room,
bago,
bay windows, large brick fumaee, splendid cellar, wash trays
with hot and cold water. Apply to UPHAM &
GARDINER, Real Estate Agents, No. 7 Exchanec
Street.sel9d2vv

WILLIAM

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
OF

Roofers.

REMOVAL

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

CHARLES A. RING has removed to
413 Congress, Corner of Chestnut street.

DR.

No.

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.
FINE residence one-lialf mile from the Railroad
Deists, Po6t-offlce, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-hou3e and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on tbe
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, $ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of Q. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

A

mar21tf

MODEL MAKEBS & JOBBERS,
Watch and Chrnnnmeter maker*’* Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philovophical Instrument*, School
Apparatus. &c.,
56 market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.
0.

P.

ALWAYS UNIFQRM.ILLUMINATING QUALITIES

ANDREWS,

C.

S.

absolutelySAFE.perfectlyodorless.

_n_

_ J.
au

^uuneciiui

88 MIDDLE

T

-_

A-ic* vv

PIIDMC* IM AMV I ARAD

5

MAINE.

'.tSSAFETYunoerEVERYpossibl^
and
qualities'**
11

attended to by
promptly Bill
Collector.

LEIGHTON,

Coni cable

and

dtl

^Prompt

attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing hard wood. Contracts taken
in all parts of the Stale.

ASTHE

KEILER,

MAY

6

tf

NEW
Jul7

Pictures, Religious Articles, 4c.
234 CONGRESS STREET,
Under UongrcM Hull.
Bibles Sold on Instalments.
j>2tf

HAB.RIGAN,
DEALER8

Special attention paid

or

delivered.

ME._dtf

No. 1 1-2 UNION WHARF
POBTtiAND, MAINE,

an 18

istwtti

and

AT

—

Quincy Halls,

UVT o wJDpen
ADMISSION 50 CENTS.
eof3w

PERFECT-FITTING CORSET

^•Particular attention in called
method of fastening Bone* in thin Comet,
which i* acknowledged superior to any
to

other.

Roofing Slate,

Ju9_

W. C.

FOGG.

F O R T lu

dtf

Sole

CLARK,

au27

GAS AND

N" D

Agents

for the State of Maine.
(I3m

—ALSO—

PIPING.

White Oak & HardWood Tlank & Wedsres
AT

__“

»p21

XJ V

H O LSTEEEE

PORTLAND. ME.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,
MANUFACTURER OF
Suite, Lounges, Sprin >
Parlor
Becle, Mattresses,
iHi-Donou^h Patent Bed li©un|;e», f£i
amrled C'hnira, Ac.
ks^AII kinds of repairing neatly done. Furnitu;
oct5-*69TT&Stt
aoxed and matted.

Cider Barrels For Sale.

WILL

exchange

»e3d&wlm

« Market St ,Portland,

e

dtl

Cider Barrels
For Sale.

One Thousand Cider Barrels
best quality, in good order.
HENRY T. CARTER, 188 Fora 81.
ot

_

Bel

DRY WOOD,
—

RICH

SLABS AND EDGINGS,
FOR BALE

BY

tt

PRINTING of every description neatl f
executed at tbls offioe.

JOB

following

well

known brands,

or

or

a

on

Wanted.

A

New Fall & Winter

LOST AND FOUND.
dollars reward oftered lor
ONErestIhousand
and conviction oi the person
who fired
Alms
the

on

the

night

ar-

persons

H.TALBOT & GO.

) Selectmen
of
J
) Yarmouth.
Yarmouth, Sept. 7, 1874.fe24djtwlw*
E. G.
H. C.

WAGG,

GREBNLIEF,

opening tlieir

are now

There is

cratic, and did

gave to the horse-car conductor, but he meek-

Office._

A

—

about four hun-

A>'D

—

ly gave her back the lozenge on which was
written, “I’ll never cease to love thee,” aud
said that he was an orphan with five little
brothers to support, and must be excused.

Ladies’ Furnishing Goods.

dred dollars and private papers, among which
receipt from Alexander Edmond’s, for fifty dollars. The finder will receive $100.00 reward on
leaving it at the City Marshal’s Office.
aul2tf
ISAAC F. QUIMBY.
a

The best assortment of Trimmings
this market.

ever

offered in
The late Dr. Macadam used to tell of a

tipScptchman making his way home upon a
bright Sunday morning, when the good people were wending their way to the kirk. A
little dog pulled the ribbon from the hand of
a lady who was leadiug it, aud as it run away
from her, she appealed to the first passer-by,
asking bin to whistle for her poodle. “Wo
man,” he retorted, with a solemnity of visage which only a drunken man can assume,
“woman, this is not a day for whistlin’!”

BOARD.

& JUDKINS,

for Windham, Raymond, South Casco,
Naples and Bridgton will hereafter leave tin
office of the Eastern Express Co,
daily at 7 o’clock
A. M.

Order Book at U, S Hotel and Exprcst

The yacht “Ethel.”
length 63 fee
16 8-12 feet boarn. depth 5 9-12,
tonnagi
31 62-100. Has superior accommodations
and in every way fitted for a pleasure craft
Will be Bold low, or cnartered on favorabt
ternia to pleasure parties. Apply to

J. S. WINSLOW Ac CO,

Jn18__dU
Notice.
Bonds
the town c
on
1864, are re
present
payment, at the Cum
berland National Bank in Portland, or at the Treat
urer’s Office in Windham, as no interest will be pal
on them after Oct. 1st, 1874.
JOHN T, FELLOWS, Treasurer.
se!7w3w
Windham, Sept. 15,1874.
persons holding
against
ALLWindham,
Loan, Sept. 26th,
them for
to

quested

School Teacher.
Graduate of Bowdoin College, who has ha a
some experience in teaching, desires a positio
a# Teacher in some High or District School, this fa jl
Address TEACHER, Box 131
r winter, or both.

A

Portland Me.

w4w37*

Beaded and Jet Goods in Fringes,

Gimps, Buttons,
Belts and Ornaments.

BOARD, a suit of rooms at 37 corner of
HIGH & SPRING ST.

WITH

Ball and

A25D

ed, all Shades.
se23tf

Winter

COMFORT
LADIES

AND

Merino Underwear for Ladies and
Children.

rilHOSE desiring good accommodation] 5 minutes
walk from the
City Bnilding can learn, by applying at this office where such can he obtained.
Terms reasonable.
se23tf

miLllREIV !

We wish to call particular attention to the ComCorset which is “perfect fitting,” easy and dur-

A

To Let
Sunny Rooms to let, with Board
suite of rooms with Bay-window.

One front
PLEASANT,
»e23d3t*30 OAK

CORSETS

FMOORE,

Congress St.,

rrce sneui.

ucm

Board.
or a

can

myt9dtf

COAL!

tf

». P. H.

LOCKHART,

All from First Class

Light Carriages

&

Sleighs,

and

Stjlish

Phaetons,

hand and for sale at low prices.
work built to order and repairing in all
its branches.
aug 25
tf

Tripe!

Now is the time to send in your orders for our

Steam Refined Soused Tripe
to your

GROCERS or to the

Some people think that Moated Tripe will mt
keep in the summer which is a great mistake; we
warrant our Moaned Tripe as well in the summer
as at any other season of tbe year, if kept in a cool
place and kept under tbe pickle. We sell

of it in the Summer.

all of which I offer at the lowest market rates.
constantly on hand a nice assortment

FORGET

DON'T

E.

WOT.

jRr

I

luinnT V

crrmrivn
KJ

lias

just received

S ap oniiv ing Sub s tance,

dlm&w5w

kinds of

O

-A.

L

aul2

U2m

HILLMAN & MORRILL
respectfully inform the trade, they have oi
are constantly adding to, a desirable line o
MILLINERY and STRAW GOODS, to
the-season, also in the BLEACHERY DE
FARTMENT all the leading shapes and pre
pared to do Millinery and Transient Work
promptly, to compare iavorably with new goods.

would

hand and

251 MIDDLE, STREET.
selG
d3w
Hopkins’ Block.
Six Per Cent. Bonds,
the Bangor City Loan, to aid the constructs:
of the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad, matur
ing October, 1874, may now be exchanged for the
Maine Central Seven Fer Cent. Consoli
dated Mortgage Bonds.

now on

them and you will surely
se23d3w

see

hundred at the office of the Treat
J. S. CUSHING, Treasurer,
urer.
Maine Central Railroad Company.
jyl8ptilloc
Augusta, Julyl 15,1874.

C E N T SI

PRESS, SCREWS,GRINDERS, A

“Champion” Corset

\

—

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

MADE

CHAS. 0. CHASE Ac CO.

297 Congress St.,

dtt

sell

stand of Han

having
& Hunt, will continue the business at
THElowundersigned

Just

■

Baker & Co.

am now

An

se23Jlw

prepared to furnish you with Pickle *■
or Cider Vinegar, at the lowee tr

«

I

PETTENGILE,
j

A

au25

dlwntf

„
9

i
1

JC

Now is the time to buy lor the IV in ter.

CO.,

*

15 Exchange Street and 176 ForeStret t.
eod3,

1

WHARF,
/~1onlaininK
U2 for rale or
*e!9dlw

About
to let on

all their

strength

of this county no less than the amoui t
and we “Oxford Bears »

pic

of labor

se23

expended

“without means, dependent solely upon li s
hands’’ and lias accomplished in that time a •
I have above stated.
Such crops as bis would astonish the pe<

Less than cost to manufacture.

F. 0. BAILEY &

8 MARKET ST.
Portland, Mr.

1,1, order, for hacking left at (lailison & Colby
Ci Spring Street, wul be promptly attended I
J. RYAN.

f

invoice of

of different qualities, from the manufacturer, will
sold this week at

Found.
by

House

500 HORSE BLANKETS

(New Crop) in Wine
market prices.

E. D.

Preble

dlw

tf

Grocers Attention!
I

the

Horse Blankets,
Horse Blankets

Where the public will find New and Second Haw ,
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds, Mattrasse*
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, <&c.
Repairing of all kinds neatly done.

aul2

above

sel9

EXCHANGE STREET,

96

P

V

3511-2 Congress St.
A. A. CAMPBELL.

must have

their farms, but their system has been thi
correct one: viz.: to first make their land; ;
productive equal to their wants, and then im
prove their roads and homes.
It is a shame to charge these people witl t
indolence; the night we arrived there, Satui
day, the man was long after dark, hauling ii I
grain with one horse, anticipating rain. Mon
day morning, he and his small boy wer
theshing at daylight, to send to mill, a di;
tance of twelve or fourteen miles; this ma i
had three bushels sowing of rye, seve
bushels sowing of wheat, sixteen bushel
sowing of oats, potatoes sufficient ior his us<
beans,garden vegetables,and I noticed a sma II
flower bed at the end of his house and in at
dition to all this a new clearing; he has bee ,
there only three working seasons includin 5
the present, went th«ie as a person told mi

on

M l,SOI & CO.,

ORDER

taken the

they

—

BEATS THEM ALL.

Clothing I

A.T-

port.
v

farther particulars enquire of

TO

FOR

DOLLAR

OIF,

scl7d&wtt

circular.

Children’s

VESSEL FOB SALE.
Brig “JULIA F. CARNEY,” 3: s
register N. M., now lying in tli s
Carries cargo all under decl
Was built in 1866, and is in good orcu r
and well found,

a

they have done in so short £
time is astonishing and the report in the
Press of the 11th inst., of the canvass of tin
colony, is not overstated. It is no wonde
that they have not done more on their roads
amouut of work

7 5

OUR

a

tons

until I got to the place of our destination am
had a day to look ab out, and note the pro
gress made in clearing their farms. Tin

in the city tor

CIDER AND WINE MILLS,

Send for

off from the rest of the

people

results of their labors misrepresented.
In going from Caribou to the Capitol of New
Sweden, the road is good; proceeding west
about four miles and thence north aboul
three miles the road is bad, and I ielt like
joining in the aspersions against the settlers

Ladies’ Undervest

Publisher and Bookseller,

SALE BY

It seems cut

the

ALBERT COLBY & SONS,

FOR

iaiip.

And here allow me to say, that the pool
Swedes have been most grossly maligued and

We have the best

hand.

ag5»f

OF

Jy3i

GOODS.

Old and new books bought and sold by the piece or
by the pound. Over one hundred thousand volumes

1874 FALL STYLES. 1874

For

Berlin Zephyrs,
Dress & Cloak Trimmings.
Buttons, &c., &c.

assortment of

—

FOOT OF WILMOT ST., BACK COVE

for

Jacket Yarn,
Balmoral Yarn,

J

rrair

ject.

jumoroiaenes,

,

which they offer for sale at the lowest market prices
They also always keep on hand
HARD AND SOFT WOOD.

at 98 dollars

JL

Exchange Street.

—

O

U

In The World.

119

COAL !

P. PRINCE & SON

and

A»A4

ati

he would carefully inform himself on this subWe have nothing “outside’’ to compare with their farms and waving green fields
and none I have ever seen surpass them.
How it was beyond Caribou, I do not know,
as our business took us from that point tt
New Sweden where we passed two nights,

Kid Gloves,

Cheapest Book Store

of pack-

ing my Potash, or Lye,
packing It
only in balls, the coating of which will saponify, and
does not injure the Soap. It is packed in boxes containing 24 and 48 lbs. one lb. Balls, and in no other
way. Directions in English and German for making
hard and soft Soap with this Potash accompanying
each package.
B. T. BABBITT.
04 to 84 Washington Stieet, N. Y.

an

CHOICE

EgpTlease call
buy them.

Jouble the strength of any othe r

best

Corsets,
norstea

mn

making an appropriation for this end so far as
they have power to do so. I am satisfied no
member of our legislature would hesitate, if

Hosiery.

BECKETT,

1U.AA/JLTJJJU

VERY

LYE,

keep constantly on hand all the

Underwear,

Very Choice Goods !

Pure Concentrated Potash,

a new method
and am now

LADIES’, MISSES & CHILDREN’S

tf

AW

HAVE recently perfected

We have just bought in New York
a large variety of

Merchant Tailor I

B, T. BABBITT’S

dtf

Prom New York!

DENNISON.

rinrr 4a

be cut off from railroad communication with
their fellow citizens, except through foreign
territory? The people of Presque Isle, Caribou and vicinity, tired of waiting for any
other way, are seeking and will secure railroad facilities by way of Tobique, Woodstock,
Would it not
Frederickton and St. John.
be better for us “outside,” for them and the
state, to have direct radroad communication
from Mattawamkeag to Houlton, Presque
Isle, Caribou, etc., aud bring their surplus
products of lumber and all else to our own
markets?
It seems to me that business and property
“inside and outside” would be at once sufficiently enhanced to justify our legislators In

OPPOSITE OLD CITV HALL.
sel6

NDPBEB,

jy2T

W. C.

good stock of

CO.,
6 CLAPP’S BLOCK, CONGRESS ST,

WOOD.

THE

THREAD,

73.000 Square Fr< >*»
Long Inland. Inquire oi
J. F. SXLTBDIVAJil

ntwl

performed,

Vntlian

C

T iifi.in

Mr. Hardison went with us, and
we were gratified to see with how mu-.'h
pleasure, in every instance, the settlers, men,
women and children, gieeted him, and the
satisfaction he manifested at their prosperity
and any kindness shown them, the best proof
we could have ot his care and good offices for
them, and we feel assured that this gentleman will not be indifferent to suffering among
Swedes or elsewhere.
We also heard much
of the kindness to, and interest in, the colcnists by people of Caribou and Fort Fairfield.
Mr. Johnson, too, the enterprising and intelligent merchant and stage proprietor of
Presque Isle, made an effort to help their condition by establishing a branch of his store in
the settlement, but his agent, a Swede, did
not understand the business and the enterprise was unfortunate tor Mr. J., but he told
me be did not impugn the honesty of his
agent. Since writing the above, I see in today’s Press, the report of the condition ot
the people of New Sweden, by Messrs. Hardison and Lulkin to Mr. Burleigh
aud from
what we know personally ot the first,- and
have heard oi the other, are satisfied the
laud agent could not have committed this duty to more reliable, judicious and impartial
hands. I ought not to omit to say that many
of the Swedes inquired after Mr. Thomas apparently with much interest, and seemed disappointed not to see him with us.
In fine we were agreeably disappointed in
the Swedes; we found them as far as we saw
them indefatigable workers, honest and very
intelligent, the children having made wonderful progress in the study of our language. As
an instance, a boy, perhaps ten years of age
spoke the English language readily and correctly and at Mr. Hardison’s request read to
us at some length from an English book readily and with only one mistake in pronunciation.
I trust that the Legislature next to meet,
will make appropriations to build and improve their principal roads and leave them to
Common humanity
improve their farms.
demands that the facility ot ingress and
egress should enable them to procure medical
attendanne in case of disease or accident, and
especially at times of severest trial, peril and
suffering entailed on the female sex. I hope
also, that our new legislators, will no longer
suffer the inhabitants of Aroostook to speak
of us as outside, but examine the subject
earnestly and see the advantage to them and
us of immediate and direct railroad inter-

while holding a common
feeling with the rest for tho good of the state,
speak of the other portion as ‘outside.’
‘What they do outside,’ and ‘how is it outside,’ were common expressions.” Should
this be so ? Should the people of Aroostook

H. TALBOT &

Also

nooiit

llnrrlicrtii

CUUiUiUlllCab'UU.

state and the

Halta Yak and Thread in Black.

170 Commercial Street,

BARRELS

Htollr wrm n w*.

I

AND SOFT

HARD

Please send in yonr orders.

OR

COALS

Cumberland Coal for Blacksmith and
Steam Purposes,

Specialty

itself;

YARD.

SVHERNA, Ac.

A

Also the best of

Reach

BY THE

4 Vi nnnrVi 4c>

r-j/vnlt

and be blind to the true interests of the whole
people of the state. In a letter in this week’s
issue of the Kennebec Journal, from a traveler in Aroostook, he says, “it is a country of

CrEttNAN VAL.,

FOE, FAMILY USE.

Wagons, &c.

Soused

ACADIA

self

milk and water. I became much interested
in them and their welfare as did my two companions, and we were glad to see there were
those who have their interest, comfort and
prosperity at heart. Among these are our
worthy and kind-hearted laud agent, and his
appointees to look into their condition,Messrs.

Passing over the fertility of the soil and
agricultural prosperity, which has been pictured by so many pens, and not Jf as I had
supposed) been exaggerated, in fact, not hall
told, I think it singular that our legislators
can go to Augusta, pass so much time there,

LACE EDGE! IN REAL VAL.,
REAL

Par-

ney.

TIES!

BELTING

FRANKLIN,
and

Light

ELASTIC

SPRING MOUNTAIN and
IIAZELTON LEHIGH,
WHITE AND RED ASII,
LORRE RRY\

NO. S & 9 VASCO STREET,

enmn

and desirable styles of

NECK

Mines, Yiz.,

HONEY-BROOK,

Manufacturers of

new

in

the Aroostook
country, I cannot forbear to trouble you with

per Yard.

All the

Aroostook

Sweden

Fbyebubg, Sept. 21,1S74

Hamburg Edgings from 5 cents to $3.50

TONS!

about

To the Editor of the Press:
Having recently visited

Worsted and Worsted Goods !

Carriages!

20,000

General and New

ticular.

SMOKED PEARL,
WHITE PEARL and
FANCY BUTTONS,
CROCHET BUTTONS.

Gentleman and Ida Wife
TWObe Gentlemen
accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.

cor. Brown.

sel4

in

YAK AND HERCULES,
TRIMMING BRAIDS,
DRESS BRAIDS,

fort

OWEN

Something of litterem

CORSETS, DIAMOND,

TWO

iwius uuu uuctiu ui

full line of tlie celebrated

TREPOUSSE KIDS,

ST.

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with

picdwtm

A Visit to Aroostook.

GARIBALDI KID GLOYES !

Rooms To Let.

able.

!

Hosiery

pe23dtf

Boarding.

—

Heavy Bullion Fringes in Worst-

TABLE BOARD
152 Pearl Street.

Snii of Rooms

r-

FOR

sey

with hoar 1 at 132 PEARL ST.

“Madam Foy’s Supporters”

certain list of vices committed

A Detroit young woman tiied to be aristonot look at the money that she

TRIMMINGS

A

a

against by all aulong as human
nature; ot digested into common-places,
may serve for any theme, and never be out
of date until doomsday.—Sir Thomas Browne.

new

Lost!

is

becoming

Caribou.

in all ages and declaimed
thors, which will last as

Fall and Winter

GOLD BRACELET, probably between Firs
Parish Church on Congress Street, and India
Street. The finder will be xewarded on leaving it at
the Press
aulSdtf

Lost.
POCKET BOOK containing

in

Civility is reported to be dying in the
Umtcd States from a rapid decline. That s
because it costs nothing. Nothing is valuable here that doesn’t cost a heap of money.
It is the same everywhere else.

of Yarmouth

House In the town

Sept. 7, 1874.
P. N. BLANCHARD,

of

thy youth.

—

C3-OOIDS I

the

true to the charms of

Detroit Free Press: A man who respects
his wife and family will uever tell a lie when
any one asks him how he got that scar on
his nose, but will explain how “a stick of
wood flew up, you know.”

JjSldtfMATTOCKS & FOX.

CAPABLE Servant to do general housework in
a family of four, one and one-half miles from
the city. Address Box 15d5, Portland, Me. • my6ti

At

WINDSOR !

—

mli 26fORTLAIVV.eod7m

LOWEST CASH PRICES

LTAYLOR,
ITS COFIMEBEIAE STREET,

J. H. HOOPER,

assistant BookBookkeeper
A keeperAddress
Clerk in
wholesale store. Good
Portland Real Estate Company’s Blocks,
H. L. D., Box 1658, city.
INCarroll
and Pine Streets. Long leases will be
tf
au21;_
given it desired. Enquire of

To Let.

JACQUELINE,
SAPPHO,
ZERLINA,

ALSO

Office.__se23alw*
For Sale or to Let.

100.000 best Rift Cocn*t Treenail*,
150.000 best Hawed White Oak do.
40,OOO.,be*t quality Canada Knees

WATEB

Keep

l£cnt.

reference.

ANCHOR “G,”

STAGE

,

Locust Treenails.

i Hoorn Earn of Temple fit.,

OF THE BEST GRAVES.

STAGE NOTICE.

_

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Co.,

Jobbers of Fancy Goods,

PORTLAND, MK.
L.

Prince &

the

COAL !

1 IS Commercial, foot of Exchange Street,

Merrill,

NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
JAMES

the

travel and seh
gentleman who can

can

old

as

and complete stock ot

sp24

Ever Offered to the Public !

Wholesale Dealers in First Quality

S. G. DORMAN.

including

Of

THIS IS THE MOST

NEWBERN & CO., London.

new

CORSETS I

EXHIBITION !

The peculiar style of cutting gives sufl cient fullness at the bosom, without folding at the top. gradually and closely fitting to, and over the hips, is longer front and hack than ordinary Corsets, and in fact,
is the only Corset c»rset cut in this form.

an

Wanted.
SITUATION

RECEIVED !

HUNDREDS of

Bel 7

Jnl2___
JT. B. MATHEWS & CO.,

MATHEWS.

eod5t

MANUFAC HIRERS.

MJDAjllAmijO

CORSET!

Domestic and Foreign Bankers.
lO PINK ST., New York,
Conservatively Organized (free from speculative
tendencies) lor doing the business of out-of-town
Banks Bankers. Corporations, Merchants and individuals desiring to keep a tank accounts in Ne w
balYork City. Customary interest allowed on daily
Usual re-discount facilities granted. Corresances.
and safe in
business,
in
Prompt
solicited.
pondence
management. Bills of Exchange on the principal

Statu of Maine

JOSEPH HICKSON,
Secretary and Treasurer G, T. R., Montreal.

A

Lumber

h/ttti/'mtt k

•

that

man

the road or
Must have

P'ltupgoodB.
8150 cash. Apply at once
at 111 Exchange Street, Room 5.
au29dtf

to

JUST

—

LIVINGSTONE & COMPANY.

Cities^jTEurope^

or

t
^

No. 420, old No. 252, Congress St.,
PORTLAND,

1'. McTAGGART,
Fuel Agent, Montreal.
Sealed Tenders endorsed “Tender for Sawing Fire
Wood,” will be received up to THURSDAY, the 15th
of October, 1874, addressed to
tions

BOSTON.

—

young

a
on

for Sawing Fire Wood.

fnrnlsljing

furnished to order.

deodaw

Wanted—Partner.

I^ITHER
J goods

or

—___

A

On

West India and South American Cargoes

—

—

AND

either at mill

AGENTS.

se22dlw*

Lost.
POINTER DOG, liver color and white. Had
on a leather collar marked F.
Williams, Bangor. A suitable reward will be paid hv leaving him
at ATWOOD’S Oyster House.6e23dlw

THE

ries, Railroads, Ac^

PATENT Faneuil

Room

to

Pine

Southern

—

IN

sel6

ENGLAND

MRS. M.

hire a
6 to 12 months.
rpo
X The Wostern or central part of the City preferred. Inquire of JOHN 0. PROCTER.
seplStf.

13

Grand Trunk Railway Co. is prepared to receive tenders for Sawing Fire Wood on the district between boundary line and Gorham. Forms of
Tender and all particulars can be obtained on application to the undersigned at any of the principal sta-

Timber for Ships, Bridscs, Facto-

Co.,

in the city,

_dtf

OXFORD STREET.

—

PALMERS

McGONAGLE &

/w>

KO. 137

Commission Merchants.

BOSTON,

and dealer in

and
n__5 a..
JL uimiiu

&

rooms

housekeeping. Address
cLARXL, Woodiord’s, Deeiing, Me.

Bear of Mechanic Building.

LUMBER

YORK..

Wanted.
Daughter a lew

for

Wanted.
Furnished House, from

oc4dtf

$3.50.

RICHARDSON & CROSS.

Nos. C and 8 Custom House Street,

Bookseller, Bookbinder,

Parlor, HaU, Dining

NEW

Capen, Sprague

T. P. McGOWAN,

Catholic

juaott

SAFEST AND BEST.

108 FULTON ST.

Apply
Estate, Office

bought

Dealer in Real

PROPOSALS.

Sole Agent for Portland,

ESTABLISHED 1770.

STREET.

on

PATTERSON,

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

CHS.PRATTScCO.

Portland Me.

JylT

Reduced 3?rioe

AS THE BEST SAFEGUARD WHEN LAMPS ARE USED

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,

Woman a situation in
Family. Can give reference.
THIS OFFICE.
se22dlw

at

or

In

Adjusta- Carriages J

It will tuck any thickness or goods, from
Lact to Broadcloth, The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.

J.-^0-G.H-0UTTHE_C0U_NT_R.Y__

FRESCO PAINTER,

RESIDENCE

first class Real Estate

or

labor.

iNSMCECOIft^l^WSSitls

mj26»Uf

to JLoau.

Secuiity,
Portland,
taxes paid, &c.,
ON vicinity—Rents collected,
and sold.
Commission. Houses
to F.

Tboonly one which has a Folding: Slide,
which keeps the tuck or hem perfectly even,
Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and

A WORLD WIDE REPUTATION

U.J. MORREIiL.
B. €. MORRELL.

L*

Money

The most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

imucces™^^
1
theastraK5asno\v

House and Ship Painters and Grainers.
Office at 11 1> an forth 8t., tp Stairs.
Order Slate at WHIPPLE & CO.’?, 21 Market

W.

1

AstRal oilthatkavebeen thrown

MORRELL & CO.,

J.

and
ble Hemmer.

HASEVER OCCUREO FROM BURNING.
STORING OR HANDLING IT.
THE MANY 1MITATIONS&C08HTEBFEITS

80 MIDDLE ST.
E.

Self-Folding Tucker

WHKoACCIDENTQ^Snl^^^^ffiSlY

E. A.

mj9

its perfect burning

NEW!

FARRAND’S IMPROVER

AREPRDVE^YlISCONTjNUEDUg^NOVER

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Law.

dtOct7.

SOMETHING

HIGHLYVDLATILEANO DANGEROUS OILS.

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countde9eod&wtf
ies.

collections

MEETINGS^-

\A/ITUni IT flA Mf2m

^NUFACTURE°EXPRESSI'YTDDisPtACE THE USEO^

(in Canal Bank Bail ding,)

PORTLAND,

Be F# LIBBV, Lo. 959 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., In JDeleno’s Mill.
Is. HOOPER, Cor. Fork & maple
Streets.

Portland, Sept. 22, 1874.

OF EXPLOOINGORTAKING FIRE

STREET,

a respectable American
a small American

«.

purposes, viz:
1st. To hear the report of the Directors.
2nd. To see if the stockholders will amend the ByLaws of the Corporation so far as to increase tne
number of Directors to a number not exceeding thirteen.
3d. To elect Directors for the ensning year.
4th. To see what action the Stockholders will take
on the agreement or coutract recently made between
the Directors and the City of Portland.
5th, To transact any other business that may legally come before them.
Per order of the Directors.
WM. H. CONANT, Clerk.

PRATTS ASTRAL OIL

BABCOCK.
d&wGm

BY

Enquire

Gossip and Gleaning.

dtf

Stair Bniider.

lowing

MANUFACTURERS OF

se22tf

Wanted.

Estate

G. Patterson’s Real

F.

The Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the Portland aud Rochester Railroad Company will be held
at their depot in Portland on Wednesday the seventh
day of October next at 10 o’clock A. M., for the fol-

WOODFORD A BABCOCK,

SIKEET._

and

No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R. CO.

tt

SOUTH

with reference at 23

an

sel8

ANNUAL

built to order.

jnyl9

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABHEtt LOWELL, U» Middle Street.

J. W. Sc it. H. MCDCrFEB, Car. Middr
& I1 nion Sts.

315 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse

0. F. WOODFORD,

laSdly

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

ard’s Patent Boiler.

•pit

VOf.VG. IVe. 103 g.re Street.

B.

Apply,

on

augldlf

Agents for R. Ball’s Wood Working Msichinery, and Blanch-

a

a

£irl*

a

Tenders

J. IV. McCOY A- CO., as Spring Street.

Treasurer of the Portland,
Bangor and Machine Steamboat Co.,has removed his Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing of the Co’s Steamer.
mar23
dtf

Wanted.
to do general housework iu
small famA GIRL
ily. Good wages and
permanent situation

WAITED.
LOT of vacant land, situated
the west side
WET NORSE for
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
A
Infant child at 387 ConThis let has
A gress Square.
front of about 61 feet and is about 194
II. I. LIBBY.
feet
for

Street.

Street.

ROSS,

8

d3t

SALE.

a
plans have been drawn by How,
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire ot
EDWIN CHURCHILL,

25, 1874

MORNING, SEPT.

could have done iu the same time and unde
the same circumstances, and the other, a
farmer and manufacturer said, “I will not
admit that our own people could not have
done as mncb, but am free to sav that they
would not.
I wits informed that some had
located on bad lots, and they will be

longer
sustaining, but that their
courage is evidenced by the fact that we
STORE and HOUSE, Connected. Near the
The Richmond Enquirer calls Geueral met a
A
inau, barefoot, and his sou, backing
City. A good location for a family Grocery,
Toombs the Bobby-link of the past.
where a large business in that line
may be done
two bunches of shingles each, to the
capital,
profitably.
For further particulars enquire of
a distance of about four miles, where
they
What is the difference between a lover and received
UPHAM & GARDINER
eighty-five cents per bunch.
se23d2w
witticism? One is mon beau, and the other
No. 7 Exchange Street.
It will not do for any penny-a-liner, who
is bon mot.
“never earned the salt iu his porridge” by
To Let.
Unfurnished Front Rooms (second flight) on
hard labor, to disparage these colonists; such
The true test of friendship is to be able to
TWOWilmot,
very near Congress.to respectable gencreatures would faint at the idea ot felling
sit or walk together for a whole hour, in pertleman and wife, or ladies, mquite Corner Congress
and Chapel. FRUIT STOKE.
sc23dlw*
one of the huge trees, where they have telled
fect silence, without wearying of one anothand cleared forests, aud he shows himself
er’s company.
To Let.
sadly deficient in historic knowledge of a
BOARD. Pleasant, Front Chamber, suit
If you want to find out a man’s real dispo- race, made world renowned at
WITH
able for two persons. Also, Table Boarders
Leipzig, Lech,
wanted at 49 PLEASANT, St.
sel6d2w*
sition, take luim when he is wet and hungry. Lutzen aud Narva. It was au enterprise
If he is amiable then, dry him and fill him
To Let.
requiring courage and endurance to emigrate
No. 33 Plum Street.
up, aud von have an angel.
to a foreign and distant
country, ignorant of
STORE
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
the language of its people, go into a dark
*»el5dtf
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.
There are those who hold the opinion
•and unbroken forest remote from
civilization,
To Let.
that truth is only safe when diluted,—about
miles away from medical aid in case of sickhalf of a double Brick House ten rooms,
one fifth to four fifths
the
lies,—as
oxvgen
ness or accident and make new homes and
ONEpleasantly situated on Danfortb Street, No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W.
of the air is with its nitrogen.
firesides. Though some of them bear a
ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
d2\v
Portland, Sept, 14, 1&74.
wore aud sad look they are not despondent,
j
At a recent wedding, according to tbs Lo«but are hopeful of the future. I did no t
To Let.
dou Globe, “the bride walked on the arm of hear one
express a desire to return to their
MORRILL'S CORNER, DEERING. First
her father.’’ We fancy the bridegroom must
Fatherland. Neither did I sec an idler or
Class Dwelling house, nine rooms, with all
AT
modern improvements, gardeu and stable.
Handy have been a little alarmed to see such acro- lounger in the settlement aud those I did
to horse and steam cars. Inquire of C. E. MORbatic exercise.
RILL. near piemises, or W. H. JEKRIS, Portland,
see were busy iu some kind of labor.
Sabaull
dtf
bath day, very many went by the house I
When a Connecticut deacon nudged a
was in, to meeting aud they were
To Let.
somnolent worshipper with the contributionneatly
and
LET, two unfurnished rooms on 2d door. Also
cleanly ciad and cheerful; on their return
box, the sleepy individual awoke partially,
several furnished rooms, at No. 4 Cotton street,
TO
they came into the house to rest and sing
wo doors from Free Street.
au3dt f
smiled, murmured, “I don't smoke!’’ and
sacred music; they were refreshed with some
off
dropped
again.
Houses to Let.

Wanted.

1J.

deep,

FRIDAY

given immediately.
MATTOCKS & FOX.

For Sale

Purchase,

or

GIRL to do housework at No.
A CAPABLE
Brown Street. Good references required.

For

OKA'D TRUNK RAILWAY,

Sign and Awning Hanging,

VIACHI NETWORKS

Lease

particulars
BYsuitable
HOUSE
P. M.
au29dtf

FOR

THE PRESS.

Inquire or

ep24

house, containing 8 or 10 rooms, with
conveniences, within a few minutes walk of
Congress Square.
B. BARNES, JR.,
0414,
ee24dtf
28 Exchange Street.

Photographers.

Real Estate Agents.

Removal.

Rent,

For Sale.
No. 42 Pleasant Street.
apply at the house from 3 to 5

G.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

islwttf

elegant

NALE,-An

Fluent Block.

o

aul8

PORTLAND

JT. I.
Croiit Portland.

Plumbers.
JAMES MII.CEK.lVo.9I Federal

Office 11-2 Union Wharf.

febie

J. B.

for

A. 8. DAVIS A CO., Ha. 80 Middle Street.
A. H. I.AMSOIV, IIS Middle St.,car. Cnu.

CROSS

&

have removed

Joinmissioner of deeds for tbe several States,

KANDFACTTOEIIS

IT CLARK
Congress Street. Office hours
jy9dtf

House to Let.

-D U lJlJlli JL lAi

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR, 950 Fore Street, Cor. of

REMOVAL.

has removed to
NO.

G

has removed to 334
from 2 to 4 P. M.

Wanted—Carp enters.

bk23_

_d2w

Masons and Builders.

REMOVAL,

WHARF.

to

MISS FLOOD,
on the premises or to
UPHAM & GARDINER, No. 7 Exchange St.

St K. BKDUIJt, 833 1-8 fcongrr.. St.

HOLYOKE’S

All

CO., 139 middle

MEHRI

Manufacturers of Trunks, TaBses and

Order

power,

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

I. A. mERRILL Sr

Market Street to

(JUJNUJiESS

street.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

J. T. SMALL &

ti»

Horse Shoeing:*
By Timothy Sul|iean and S. Young. Ex*
perienced Horse Shoers, at No. 102 Fore

ABNER LOWELL, 155 middle Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

REMOVALS.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

St.,

and
Boarding
Day School for loung Ladies
and Children Sept. 17tli. Superior advantages. Seven
ladies and ten gentlemen are attached to the Institution. No pains are spared to improve pupils in Arts
and Sciences.
jy31d2im

Book, Card & Job Printer

an22

done to order.

a.m

Catalogue

For

BKNJT. A DAMS, cor. Exchange and Federal Streets*
HOOPER Sc EATON, Old Pest Office,
Exchange Street.
C. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Upkels'eringand Repairing

Technology.

Fall Entrance Examinations,Sept. 23 and 24,at 9

EVANS,

M.

are

infOrmotion address
au27dlm&w3m L, A. GRAY, A.M., Principal.

Corner of Exchange and Federal Streets,
formerly occupied by Morrill & Delano, where be will
be happy to meet his old friends and make new ones.

WM.

COLLEGE

For full

5

—

all kind,

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

at

LITTLE BARBER SHO?

of

St.
Upholstering
done to order.

admitted
any time when there
STUDENTS
vacancies. All parties interested
invited to
examine into its merits.

has

given immediately. Apply

Brick House, well drained, in very
Residence
location. Western end ot the

WALTER COREY Sr CO., Arcade, No.
4 S Eree Street.
liEOEGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Ex-

change

eodlm*

PORTLAND

M. B.

IXEt. .A.,

1

6 FREE STREET.

CARDS.

Carpenters and Builders.

A Cottage House One and One-Half Story*

se21

TO LEI.

A desirable
modern

THIS OFFICE.

With 10 well furnished rooms, with Gas, Sebago, hot
and cold water and all the modern conveniences. A
good lot, perfect title, back 21 Cedar St. Possession

J. PERKINS manufacturerofplain
fancy Candle., 2S7 C.ngre*. St,
Portland Me.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

WANTS.

House Wanted.

HOUSE

FOR SALE.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

:

Woodford’s

fruit trees.
at

1874.

or

two story containing 14 rooms heated
with a furnace, with all of the modern improvements. About one acre of land covered with

Dye-House.
j

in

Residence

PRESS.

want
few good Carpenters immediately.
No. G2 Pine Street (Hull Block), recently
WEApply
at shop in Doten's Mill to-day.
HOUSE
short lease.
occupied by Robert I. Hull, long
PI*4
BURROWS BROS.
Possession

Corner.

FOSTER’S Dye House, 24 Union Street.*

to

se2

Denirable

A

25,

a

Confectionery.

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, oppo.ite Park.

:i graduate of a German
university and professor of
philosophy and history who has been teaching in
Portland tor a year the German language aul literature, with great success, will Degiu his lessons for
classes and single pupils. He also intends to open a
school for boys and girls in German, Latin, French,
Geography. History, etc., according to the German
system. For best relerences, information and terms

_

No. 33 Plum

and

Mr. F. NIEBEBG.

tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

THE

L.

IU.

daily

ON

SHACKEORD,

FOR SALE !

Bc22ttApply

to
Franklin Family School
Top.ham, Mr,
Rev. H. A. Seely, I). D., Visitor. Oscar L
Billings. B. A„ Rector. Send for circular, ocltltf

ok Advertising:
One iuch of space,
of columu, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per square
lirst week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Ilalt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week.$l 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation iu
every part
Dl the State) for $100 per square lor first
insertion,
and 50 csuie per square for each
subsequent inser-

bc24

<llmT&F

Keiuored

Kates

—

SMALL A
Street.

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

a

•ngih

"BUSINESS

Exchange, No. Ill Enbu.se St.

NO. 122 STATE STREET-

THF MAINE STATE FRESS
Is published every Thursday Morning at
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

Book Binders^
QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’.

SEPTEMBER

ESTATE.

REAL

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND

MORNING,

FRIDAY

PORTLAND,

EDUCATIONAL.

DAILY

“allow’-' that we can judge of good crops »
grain as well as of the labor eucessary to pr >One of my companions (wc a e
duce them.
three Fiyeburg men) a successful practic al
farmer, coincided with me in the opinio ,
.’
that the Swedes have accomplished muc it
more than an equal number of our owo peop le

UUkLtM

Commissioner Thomas,in

w

u n tUVJ

tuc

a new

auu

importation.

Fbyebubo.

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.
Bulky B«rwi.

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals, puts forth a set of rules for tha
treatment of halky horses, which rules, unfortunately, do not always work. The best way
is to have nothing to do with balky horses.
But, nevertheless, some one of these rules, as
well as a hundred others, do work in particular cases. They are as follows:
1. Pat the horse upon the neck; examine

the harness carefully, first on one side and
then on the other, speaking encouragingly
while doing so; then jump into the wagon
and give the word go; generally he will obey.
A teamster in Maine says he can start
2.
the worst balky horse by taking him out of
the shafts and making him go round in a circle till he is giddy. If the first dance of this
sort doesn’t cure him, the second will.
3. To cure a balky horse simply place your
hand over the horse's nose and shut off his
wind until he wants to go, and then let him
go.
4.
The brain of a horse seems to entertain but one idea at a time; therefore continued whipping only confirms his stubborn resolve. It you can, by any means, give him a
new subject to think of, you will generally
A simple
have no trouble in starting him.
remedy is to take a couple of turns of stout
twine around the foreleg, just below the knee,
tight enough for the horse to feel, and tie in
At the first check he will gena bow knot.
erally go dancing off, and after going a short
distance you can get out and remove the
string, to prevent injury to the tendon in
your further drive.
Take the tail of the horse between the
5.
hind legs, and tie it by a cord to the saddle-

girth.

6. Tie a string around the horse
close to his head.

s

ear.

Tw*.Y«acOM Beef.
J. uu

i^u^usu

am

uuivu

«uv

wgv

•>«

which they force their cattle to the beef point.
How it is done was told by a fanner at a

meeting of the Kingscote Agricultural Association :
Twelve cows are engaged in rearing calves,
which are fattened from birth, and are sold at
about twenty-two months old, when they
weigh trom 100 to 200 stone. The calves are,
of course, well bred.while those calves which
have to be purchased are carefully selected.

They are weaned at three months old, having
been previously kept short ot milk, and fed
partly on gruel, and thus induced to feed on

oilcake and hay.
Supping them to be
weaned in December, their daily ration at six
months old would be one and three-fourths
pounds or two pounds of Unceed cake, with
the same quantity of bean meal, and a sufficient amount ot grain, mangolds and hay.
The cake and meal are gradually increased,
till at twelve months old the calves get twice

the quantities just mentioned.

In summer the other articles of diet which
have been named are replaced by trifolium,
( which is excellent food while Jit lasts,) tares
(which is also good) and grass, with secondcut clover. The whole ot the green food is
cut and brought to the animals in their sheds
and houses, which they do not quit till the
them to the
proper period arrives for sending
butcher, by which time their daily rations
four
to
have been increased
pounds ot cake
aml six pounds of bean meal, with roots and
The principle
a moderate allowance of hay.
of management is to let the animals continu-

ally

master or

outgrow their food, pushing

them on rapidly the last three months, so as
to land them fat at something under two
years old.
After some discussion, the following resolution was passed by a large majority“This
meeting is of opinion that a well-bred call, if
kept well from the time it is dropped, and not
turned out the first year, can be brought out
tit for the butcher at two years old, with|pro-

Ut’”

__

Does Adveutisinq Pay?—There Is n# Instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success. in aa»
“My success is owing to my liberality

vertising.”—Bonner.
‘I advertised my productions
ey." Nicholas lAmgworth.

and made mon-

—

“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
so wealth.—Stephen Girard.
“He who invests one dollar In business shoulw
dollar in advertising that business.’
one
invest
—A. T. Stewart.
com“Advertising has furnished ms u ,.

prelude

petence.”—Amos Lawrence.

THE
FltlUAV

PRESS.

MOSKINC,

SErT.

1874

S5,

A Gentle lUmonstrancc.
The Bangor Whig does not set itself up to
be a funny paper, but, occasionally, when it
mounts its high horse and prances forth to
lecture some erring contemporary, it becomes
irresistibly comic. Like one of the mythical
dragons, which St. George demolished, it
shakes the earth with ponderous tread,
breathes forth a double stream of fire from
distended nostrils, lashes its sides with its
tail and leaves the air behind it tinged with
blue and pervaded with a heavy sulphurous
odor. The melodramatic element is strong in
the Whig, and blood and thunder predominate in its mouth-filling and tremendous utterances.
This sort of thing may sometimes
startle children, but grown persons, who fail
to see much that is formidable in it, are more
inclined to laugh.
This time the Whig takes a higher flight
than usual and presumes to take the Press
to task in a way that is very near akin to impudence. It intimates that the Press consorts with the Democracy, has a disposition
to break up the Republican party, and is generally in a bad way. It “wants to know, you
know,” whether or not the Press is sound
on the goose, and “demands” a categorical
statement of our “views.”
It fills twothirds of a column with imposing balderdash
in order to make this “demand.”
And all
this because the Press reprintei a paragraph
from the Advertiser on the. senatorial question, which the Whig says is disloyal and revolutionary, but has not the grace or fairness
to publish in its harangue, so that its readers
may judge for themselves of its character.
In order that the full enormity of our conduct may appear we republish the offending
paragraph, which is as follows:
The Advertiser says that “from the best inwe can get we believe the one hundred and thirteen Republicans, whose election
to the Legislature was reported last week, are
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election, and 56 are opposed to him, while 11
are reported as doubtful.
Giving him ‘all the
logs not marked,’ this would make a majority

of

in the caucus, if there i° a caucus. It is
not probable, however, that be can count on all
the doubtful ones,land there are 45 Democrats
who will have something to say, if the question
comes before the Legislature, where it belongs.
The contest is not over, as the Hamlin newspapers pretend, but is just beginning.”
The Whig says that by this act we “counone

sel a bolt” and we suppose that our logical
critic would insist that we approve of southern outrages because we quote from White
League newspapers without comment. We
do our readers the justice to assume that

they

distinguish between what is quoted
and what is original and that they would
hardly regard us as committed in favor of all
we reprint from other sources.
We should
have assumed, before this eccentric performance, that the Whig could make a like distinction. Now we don’t propose to say at
the dictation of the Whig whether we approve or disapprove of the substance of that
paragraph. In our own way and at our own
time we shall say what we please to say on
this or any other subject; and if the Whig
don’t like it, the customary alternative is
available. The position of the Press is such
that it don't require the bolstering of specific
declarations of principle and when the Whig
thinks the matter over a little, it may have
the sense to see the ridiculousness of its ludicrously portentous exhibition in reading the
Press out of the party with bell, book and
candle in language too heroic for mere mundane affairs. Did the Whig ever hear of the
Pope’s bull against the comet?
We should not do our full duty by the
Whig in this connection without a few
words of friendly reproof and counsel.
That journal has, at one time and another,
indulged itself in similar diatribes
against about every paper in the state. It
seems to become periodically wrought up to
a pitch of frenzy, and to find it necessary to
work off the superfluous mental steam
through the escape valve of a Bombastes
Purioso article of denunciation of the mote
which it detects in some brother’s eye. Such
conduct is not at all pretty, and our cantankerous neighbor should seek at once for some
other mode of relief. The Whig is in general a well meaning paper but makes a grievous mistake in lapsing occasionally into the
swashbuckler style of journalism.
can

In general, Spilkins is a model man, but
still he is beset by human weaknesses.
For

instance,

Mrs.

Spiikins,

model

housekeeper,

sends the stoves up stairs for a summer vacation. Vacation is now over, and yesterday

morning, after breakfast, that good woman
intimated to Mr. S. that the stoves must be
put at work. Accordingly he went up the
narrow stairs, found the iron monster, and
embraced it with truly masculine vigor.
Spilkins isn’t “horny handed,” thongh strictly honest. The result was that at the foot
of that fitst flight of stairs he dropped the
stove with an improper remark and concluded to waltz the iron concern the rest of the
way. He did. Result: Mrs. S. mourns a
ruined stair carpet.
But Spilkins’ troubles
did not end there. The stove in place, the
pipe would not fit. The pieces would not
match, the elbows were jammed and the
joints were only joints by a lying figure of
speech. Spilkins got heated. He tried to
induce the pieces to unite with a hammer
and a flat-iron. The funnel wouldn’t be convinced. Spilkins waxed very excited; he
danced, he-well, cut his hand and such.
When we saw him he was loaded down with
the

stove-pipe

on

his way to the stove

store,

his new hat was smashed, his usually clean
hands were blackened and bloody, his comely
face was adorned with streaks of black, a la
Indian in mourning. We stopped him. He
related his trials.
We instanced Job and
Moses and such. “Job,” exclaimed Spilkins,
“Job would never have got all this reputation had he lived in these days of civilization
and iron stoves. Why can't some fellow invent a decent stove-pipe and thus make
homes happy?”
x/Ai
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closes its second annual exhibition.
As an
evidence of what Maine can do in truit culture. it has been a most gratifying success;
and although exhibitions of thrs class are not
attended with the marked demonstrations
which the average agricultural horse trot receives, the gentlemen who are engaged in
this work have a right to congratulate themselves with the fact that they are doing for
the state a work of the greatest importance.
There are thousands of dollars for Maine
farmers and gardeners in intelligent fruit cutture where there are not hundreds in
rearing
horses or any other of the more expensive
departments of agriculture and stock breeding. The mission of this Society is to turn
public attention in this channel.
The Gallatin, 111. Gazette man may have
attended the Yale school of journalism but
we cannot think that he has ever
spent an
evening with the gentleman in politics. The

following

item

respecting the editor
Tazewell County Republican leads us

of the
to the

above conclusion;
He is a

thief, hypocrite,

a

scoundrel,

and

a

who had not fiiends enough
drunkard;
when he left Shawneetowu to give him a decent burial; a mao who robbed a gaming-table
anc reveled in the dens of prostitutes; a man
who would wear a countenance that would deceive both God and the devil, and still have the
best end of the bargain.
a man

And this, too,

on an

off year in

politics.

In his speech in the New York Republican
Convention, Wednesday, Senator Conkling
made a good point when he said that the Republicans of that state did not revolt against
a fraudulently elected
Governor in the case
of Gov. Hoftman, who was
counted in by
using 30,000 fradulent votes in two cities.
They did not attempt to overthrow a minority
state government by
employing armed mobs
but waited until the next election.
The Hon. Job E. Stevenson has been
nominated for Congress by the Republicans of
the
lid Ohio District.
Mr. Stevenson was a
member of the XLIId Congress and made
himself famous by getting dreadfully worsted
in a contest which he invited with
Speaker
Blaine, His disposition for controversy seems
to be as strong as ever, for be is
trying to
draw his opponent, Congressman Banning,
into a public discussion of political questions.
—N. Y. Tribune.

Current Notes.
Ex-Gov. Noyes of Ohio, iu reviewing carefully tlie situation in the Congressional districts of that state, predicts that twelve certainly out of tho twenty will go Ropublican,
and he thinks that Garfield’s district ought to
be added to the list.
The New York Star, Democratic, says that
“Mr. Tilden’s friends must pour money out
like water, if they want the ghost of a
chance.”
Senator Conkling is said to have stated
that President Grant would not on any account
consent to be a candidate for a third term.
What is all this touse about?
A Pittsburg woman was cured of speechlessness by the prayers of a priest. Her husband is now prowling arouud after the priest

shotgun.—Exchange.
when did the Democracy in the
days of its power ever investigate and expose
dishonesty and fraud committed within its
own ranks?
Never. When did the Republican party ever fail to do this? Never.—Burlington Hawk Eye (Rep).
Compare the Democratic and the Republiwith a

Tell

11s

state conventions of this year with those
of 1870—the character of the prominent lead-

can

ers, the tone of the talk at the conventions,
the spirit that either honestly animates, or
else is assumed by, most of our political leaders.
There has been an improvement in evThe days when muscle and
ery respect.
money could openly and defiantly control the
intelligence and principle represented in state
conventions, have gone—not to return, we
hope, for a long time.—N. Y. Mail.

Why wake up past reminiscences ? Here
everybody had been believing that Mr. Tilincorruptible, and could never have
made a salary-grabber of himself under any
circumstances, when along comes a member
den was

of the late

Constitutional Convention and
says that Mr. Tildeu drew pay at the rate of
$6 a day for five months that he was not
present. The worst of it is that the charge
is true. Cover that “salary steal” back into
the Treasury, Samuel—quick!—N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.
We demand a sensation.
We must have
something new. The wealher is too beautilul to make fun

by

a

mad

iviuovo

dog

of, nobody
months,the Cremation Club

for
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happily at

has been bitten

1100.11,
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discount,the Mayor has subsided,
settled thing that Gen. Dix is again to
a

it is a
be Governor and there’s no excitement in the
fight, and wbat are people to do.—N. Y.

Mail.
Mr. Simmons is to have a little civil service
reform by order of General Grant, which
looks as though the “poor boy” had not been
such a model of reform as has beeo represented by his enthusiastic admirers.—Hartford Courant.
The Democratic organs squirm under the

announcement that the Comptroller has
$15,000,000 in the sinking fund, set apart
for the redemption of the state debt. In
1872, during the last year of Hoffman’s ad-

ministration, it was only $871,244.09. At
the close of the first year of Dix’s administration it had increased to $5,328,903.05, and
now it has reached the large sum above
stated.—N. Y. Commercial.

home stretch was a warm fight between the
Dare winning by a neck in 2.3G, with
the Boy second, Plymouth Rock third, Air
fourth, aDd Mabel just saving her distance,
Mabel Grey was then withdrawn.
Third Heat—Knox Boy went directly to the
front, the other horses in a bunch close his

leadets,

wheels. On the second quarter Dare and Plymouth Rock made up to him, and for a time it
was a race of three.
Knox Boy worked ahead
at the half-mile pole and kept his advantago 10
the finish. The horses came in under the wire
nearly in a bunch, the Boy winning in 2.38,
Plymouth Rock coming in second with his nose
to the winner’s neck, Dare close to Plymoulh
Rock’s flank, and Air fifth. It was the prettiest heat trotted during the day.
Some dissatisfaction had been expressed during the second heat with the driver of Plymouth Rock,
and so a new driver
the third heat.

gig

for

Fourth Heat—The horses got off with Knox
Dare at his wheel. The Boy
led to the half-mile pole, with Dave close up,
Plymouth Rock at Dare’s wheel, Air behind.
On the third quarter Plymouth Rock worked
up to the Boy’s neck, and passed him on the
home stretch, winning the heat in 2.38. The
Boy broke and came in third, Dare second, Air
fourth.
Dr. Fitzgerald, Dexter, enters.g g Jas. Fisk.
Henry Carville.Shooting Star.
C- H. & J. M. Skinner, St. Albans,
b s Emperor William.
H. W. Brackett, Dixfield.g g Androscoggin Boy.
H. C. Thayer.b g Careles3 Boy.
John Shaw.s g Gold Dust.
Watsou Blaisdell, Burnham.ro g Honest Harry.
The second race was the 2.52 class fora purse
of 8180; §100 to first, 850 to second, 830 to

third.

The following were the entries:
James How names. blk s Bismark.

Brackett.Messenger Knox.
First Heat—The horses get off with Androscoggin Boy at the pole, Honest Harry second,
Emperor William third, Jim Fisk fourth,Careless Boy fifth, Shootiug Star sixth, Gold Dust
seventh. Androscoggin Boy led the first quarter, when the Emperor took the lead and held
it to the close, winning in 2.49. He was hard
pressed on the home stretch by Gold Dust, who
Id. J.

in

second, James Fisk was third, Honest
Harry fourth, Androscoggin Boy fifth, Shooting Star and Careless Boy distanced.
came

Second Heat—The horses got off .well, Emperor William taking the lead and keeping it
tVin f? niolv
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second, Gold Dust third, Androscoggin

Boy fourth, .Tim Fisk fifth.
Third Heat—Some delay

occasioned by
the non-appearance of Dr. Fitzgerald’s horse,
and one of the spectators suggested that he was
in a trance. Finally Jim made his appearance
was

and the horses started. The fight was between
Honest Harry and Emperor William. The

Among the articles in the halls certain craydnawings executed by C. W. Waldron of
Lewiston are deserving of attention, displaying
as they do marked talent and
originality. Two
fine top carriages, eutered by Albert Chase of

Portland, attract deserved attention, and the
sixty-five different kinds of ploughs exhibited
by Fred Atwood of Winterport, delight the
hearts of the agriculturists.
The unprecedented attendance has brought a
great deal of money into the coffers of the society, and the receipts so far have been large
enough to pay off the society debt. This will
prove gratifying news to its friends. The baby
show will come off Friday at 11 a. m* and wil
doubtless attract a crowd of visitors.
The entries have all been made.
There was a large attendance at the park iu
the morning to witness the exhibition of geldlu^oauu

iuo

^iauu ]nuv.C33iuu
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were

the entries:

7.
V
For road horses—to be trotted to road wagons.
A. F. Bailey names.b g Jury.
G. W. Hawkes.eg Col. DeWitt.
C. B. Gilman.b g Bay,

showing very fine training. At nine o’clock
there was a ploughing match.
The grand procession of stock arouud the
track came off at half-past eleven, and was a
sight worth seeing. Hampton with his forty
odd colts led the way.
Following him came
the Fearnaught brood marshalled by Mrs.

moved some six rods up the track, thus giving
to the horses a better “send-off.” The engross-

ing

feature
of the three days fair will
be, without doubt, the grand sweepstake
race
on
Friday. Among the entries
for this race, the champion stallion of Maine—
Messenger Knox—is entered, but he must look
well to his newly won lautels, for that spirited
jet black stallion, Phil Sheridan, is in the field,
whilst the swift footed and beautiful bay stallion, Lightfoot, is under training in Massachusetts for the race. King William and Shepard
Knapp, Jr., are also said to be entered. A
temporary hut substantial one story building
has been erected upon the grounds which will

gelding

and mare by L. P. Warren of Saccarappa; the stallion “Tom Knox,” by Charles
W. Mitchell of Yarmouth; the stallion “Highland Patehen,” by S. L. Holbrook of Oxford.
There is a very good show of fowl. Albert
Noyesof Bangor, exhibits fine Plymouth Rocks,
Hamburgs and Cochins, and a selection of pigeons, such as Nuns, Fantails, Jacobins, Tumblers. Carriers, &c.
J. V. McKenney of Auburn, shows good specimens of Asiatic fowl.
Alexander Robertson of Mechanic Falls, does
well in the line of Houdans and Leghorns. W.
E. Shurtleff of South Paris, makes an excellent show of Aylesbury ducks.
A. B. Crosby
of Lewiston has a creditable display of China
and Africa geese and Pekin ducks. J. P. Turner shows some top-knot ducks, and Caleb
Blake of Turner, many fine Aylesbury.
In the morning John Ockly, a Fall River pe-

headquarters tor the officers of the society. H. H. Boody’s Hall is being fitted up
for the reception of the agricultural and house-

serve as

hold products and wares. For this purpose the
hall is being enlarged by an additional structure of fifty feet in length, which will give ample room for all who desire to show their produces and goods for the large premiums offered
by the society.
'The hotel accommodations are thought to be
sufficient, as many of the private dwelquitehouses
will be thrown open to the public.
ling
Hon.Geo.W. Woodman,president of the society,
has engaged rooms for himself and family
at Mr. Thomas McDonald’s residence, formerly known as the North Windham House,which
on this occasion will be opened to accommodate the public.
Mr. York, proprietor of the
Sebago House, has erected a large pavilion
and connected
the same with
his
hotel. This will be used as a restaurant and as
a dance hall.
Manchester’s full Quadrille band
will furnish the music.
It is expected that

to walk a mile inside of
eight minutes on an outside wager, and succeeded, doing his work in 7 minutes 19 seconds.

destrian, attempted
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minutes.
A lot of

Plymouth Rock,
day, is attracting

the winner in 2 33 Wednesa great deal of attention
He is one of Sultan’s
among horse fanciers.
progeny, and is a dark red powerfully built
horse, eight years old. He has been rather a
“shady” horse, and last summer was engaged
in the plebeian occupation of raking hay. His
best previous time

was

for

The

his

s

18Gi, the Court of Appeals maintained this
point of exemption of property outside of the
state, bht the Tax Commissioners contended
that this decision was not applicable to corporations for the reason that they are taxed on
different rules from those which regulate the

Boy

W. Brackett..hr
g piymoutb Rock’.
First Heat.—The horses got off with Dare at
the pole, Plymouth Rock second, Air
third,
Knox Boy fourth and Mabel Gray fifth. At
the start Plymouth Rock, Kuox Boy, Dare and
Air ran in a heap. At the first quarter Knox
A.

taxation of individuals.
Special stress was
laid by them on the value of the franchise as a
subject of taxation, and it was urged that the
personal estate of a corporation is blended with
the franchise. This view was disapproved by

Boy worked to the front and led the field to the
half mile pole, the other three in a bunch behind him, and Mabel Gray far behind.
Dare
and Plymouth Rock then made a push for the

the Supreme Court, who decided against the
Tax Commissioners on the authority of the
Hoyt case; and the Court of Appeals have now

lead, but the Boy shook them off. On the third
quarter P’ymouth Rock made a bad break and
fell to the rear. The home stretch was a warm
fight between the Boy and Dare, but the Boy
won by half a length in 2.35, Air
third, Plymouth Rock fourth, and Mabel Gray a bad
fifth.
Second Heat—After a number of false starts
the horses got off, the Boy leading, with Dare
to his flank, Air and Plymouth Rock close behind, Mabel Grey fifth. At the half-mile post
the Boy and Dare were neck and neck. Then

Plymouth Rock swept to the front, but soon
broke to pieces and fell to the third place. The

Corporations.—The

op

which holds its charter under the
laws ef New York, refused to pay taxes on the
steamships used exclusively in navigating the
Pacific Ocean, on the ground that as the tax
laws have no extra-territorial operation, this
property, being situated permanently beyond
the limits of the st ite, is not liable to assessment for taxation there. In the Hoyt case, in

g Dare.

Knox

Taxation

corporation,

5' ""derson.g m Mabel Grey.
.bn

,im:_...

the Supreme Court in the question
at issue between the Tax Commissioners and
the Pacific Mail Steamship Company.
This

10,000 persons present. At 2 o’clock the 2.37
race
for a purse of $3oO, $170 to first, $80
to second, $50 to third, was called. The following were the entries:
a

—:n

judgment of

2.40.

names.b
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Court of Appeals in New York has recently
made an important decision, affirming the

THE RACES.

Milliken,

e

__De Poe.

In the afternoon there was an immense coucourse of people at the park anxious to witness
the races. There could not have been less than

C. B.

re

annual address on Thursday evening, Oct. 1st.
If the weather holds favorable, there will be, 1
venture to say, more people present than has
ever greeted our county fair before.
North Windham, better known as “Poverty
Corner,” is very pleasantly located in the
center of the county, at the foot of Lake
Sebago. It is whispered that this place will
be the permanent seat of our county fairs
hereafter.

Jerseys, entered by Robbins of Winthrop, attract much attention by their great
size and large udders. The flower of the lot is
the cow “Cream Pot.”

performance yesterday surprised all,

Four year old stallion race for §100.
J. H. Nye, Fairfield, names.Uen. Knox, Jr.
C. H. & J. M. Skinner ,jSt. AI bens.Leader.
A. C. Marston, WeBt Waterville.Comet.

150
stalls and pens
are
to be
put up for the stock; and a well is now being
sunk
the
The
track
upon
grounds.
has been
worked
into
a
most excellent
condition; the
judges stand re-

Jersey bull by J. N. Brown of Falmouth; a
yoke of oxen by William Warren of Scarboro;
a yoke ol
working oxen by Sidney S. Drew of
Cape Elizabeth; some Kerry stock by J. B.
Straw of Lewiston; six yearling mules, steady
looking fellows, by A. S. Garland of Carmel; a
pair of matched horses by Fernald & Sawyer
of Portland; Gilbert Fowler’s “Tom Patehen;”

naihcu a uiliC

Friday:

people;

Noticeable in the line were the county teams
for Androscoggin, Kennebec and Franklin;
Shorthorns, Ayrshires and Jerseys from the
college farm at Orono; a fine display of Herefords by G. E. Shores of Waterville; a plowing
team entered by I. Frye & Son of Portland; a

uaa

grey made a rush and won by half a length in
in 2.37, the black breaking. Bismark did some
splendid stepping, making but one break, and
that the fatal one on the home stretch.
Neither of these races were finished.
The following is the programme of races for

elect—the area of Sebago park has been
much enlarged, the enclosure now embracing
some fifteen acres; seats are to he constructed
of the capacity of accomodating some 2000

Hereford, Ayrshire, Durham, Devon, Holstein, Kerry and other well known families
were large and fine.

uc

First Heat—Bismarck had the pole and kept
straight lead to the quarter pole, where the
grey passed. The Messenger soon broke, however, and fell to the other’s flank. This position was kept to the home stretch, when the
a

er

sey,

oajo

H. D. Pinkbam.blk m Hallowed Gin.
S. Taylor.b g Little Fred.

K.

form your readers that the executive committee of the society are doing their best to make
the county fair of this year the most successful and attractive exhibition which has ever
yet been given under their patronage. Under
the direct supervison of Mr. Samuel Dinglcy,
secretary of the society—county commission-

D’Artheny. Then came representatives of
other famous breeds. There were 275 horses in
the procession. The show of neat stock was
most excellent, and the representation of Jer-

a

Timothy Irish.b g Butcher Boy.
S. Witham.g g Grey Jackett.
C. Cottle... b s Lightfoot.
J. W. Munger.bn Lady Teasle.
D. W. Wtegin.8
g Billy.
William Maney.g g John H. Maney.

Cumberland Agricultural Exhibition.

of geldings was very fair.
At eleven
o’clock the matched horses were brought out
attracting but little attention. The display of
matched steers was excellent, some yokes

affirmed this judgment.
Resolute vs. Androscoggin.—The game at
Lewiston yesterday, between the Resolutes and
,

than three score years. Ho was a man of great
natural ability, aud though enjoying but very
limited advantages for education, his uatual
thirst for knowledge led him to read very ex-

tensively, religious, scientific and historical
works, and to keep well informed in all matters of public interest. He was truly a selfmade man, aud though not a man of genteel refinement he was Indeed one of nature’s noblemen and in general information and judgment
upon all the ordinary affairs of life, he compared favorably with those of more learned
For many years, and when the trust was of
far more significance than now, he was a justice of the peace, and has ever been familiarly
known by the title belonging to that position.
His counsel and advice were extensively sought
For several years he
and highly respeoted.
was one of the selectmen of the town aud often
held other offices of trust. In 1860 he was representative to the legislature from the towus of

Gray and

ness, dishonesty
deception were dispisable
his sight, and yet he was never wanting in
charity for the faults of others. Tenacious of
his own views, he always respected the opinions of those who differed with him. He was
in

particularly

of children, and his kind
generous nature, like magnetism, drew around him a large circle of little
admirers, who will miss, but never forget him.
His children
children
aud many grand
will ever be proud to reverence his memory.—
Manhood found in him a sympathizing friend,
words and

fond

warm

u^c

a*

cuiujMuiuu.

The f-culties of his early days he retained to
the end of life, and was therefore indeed “an
old man in whom was also something of the

young,”

so that he was heartily welcomed in
ail circles. Those most familiar with him felt
it a pleasure to render to him their hospitalities.
The community have indeed met with a great
loss
his departure, as the large concourse of

\>y

mourning friends

.Androscoggius,

resulted in a victory for the
Resolutes by a score of 8 to 7.
The Resolutes
played a very poor game, and the Audroscoggins a fair one. The game, however, was quite

interesting, the score being very close.
Wilson acted very acceptably as umpire.

Androscoggius propose
shortly in this city.

to

play

a

A Picturesque Epistle.

return

Mr.
The
game

Portland Sept 24th 1874
to the Press Mr Edilor Dear Sir the misrepresentation of your reportter on the woman
suffrage gathering at old Orchard shall not be
overlooked I Demand an apology I dont know
why I should have ben Selected out and slared
in that report more than anyone els who spoke
at that gathiring my name was put on tbe List
of spekers and I was to have five minutes when
tbe meeting opened I was seated in the audience several
Ladies come in when we were
nearly half through I brought my Chair forward and gave it to A lady and was obliged to
sit on the Edge of the speakers platform as
several others were at the close of the meeting
I rehearsed some poems outside on pale theology perhaps they contained to mutch truith or
the sentiments in them did not suit your reporter but I dislike verry mutch to see one man
write his individual opinion and publish it in a
paper say that was the opinion of the audience for several persons thanked me verry
kindly for rehearsing those poems and said
they were verry good now I do not wish to say
any thing to Dwarf the intilect of that reporter or stop his growth but in my humble
opinion
that reportter could sit at a common desk and
write and sweep the Cob Webs of the plastering
over his head with his Ears in my speaking out
side I said nothing about S Daniel Pratt or G
F Train but I did say and still maintain it that
Gov Newton Booth of Cal will be tbe nex
President of the United States and P if that
reporter wiil come to me I will Enlighten his
minde and tell him what a cichometrest is sow
that he need not show his ignorance through
the collumes of a News paper
verry respectfully yours
Prof Nathaniel M Pierce
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commission for cotton destroyed, where nearly
all the evidence upon which it was founded
turns out to be fraudulent The fraud became

fully known

to our authorities before tho payment, but after the final decision and formal
award, it was decided that then, as under the
award was

binding,

the

only course

pay the sum over; thereafter
it would be proper to call the attention of the
English authorities to the facts in the case, so
that the money may be retained from the parlies seeking it frudulently. In such case it may

resulted from the explosion of a blast of powa portion of a ledge was thrown
some hundred feet and struck Mr. E. S. Durgin, injuring him severely though not danger-

some leading Southern
papers,
filled with abuse of the President for his interference at New Orleans, and one contained an
editorial urging the people of Louisiana to take

Kellogg, Casey, Packard and Longstreet
hang them to lamp posts in New Orleans,

and
pre-

dicting thereafter an era of peace and quiet.
Aurora, 111., has had a rousing sensation, in

disappearance of a ,'pretty young
boarding-school miss. They rang the fire bells
and scoured the town, but in vain, and all bnpe
seemed dead, when unexpectedly the evening
the

sudden

—

YARD.

INCHES
AT

WIDE,

CENTS

—

YARD.

PER

black
CENTS

VERY

YARD,

CHEAP ! !

BRILLIANTINE,

BLACK
A.T

ALPINE, &c,

POPULAR PRICES.

OP

THE

As Cheap

SILKS

as

HAKES

VELVETS

CUT ON THE BIAS FOB TBI3IHING.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Col. A. W. Wildes and John F. Anderson,
Esq., Railroad Commissioners, have been over
the Somerset Railroad, examined the bridge at
Norridgewock and made a thorough examination of the line as far as completed. They were
well pleased with the road and the manner of
its construction.
There is a good prospect of
the iron being laid to Madisou next month, and
that the contemplated change of crossing at
Madison bridge will soon be determined.

SHAWLS I

LADIES’ SUITS
—

HOUSEKEEPING
LOWER

August Flower.
The most miserable beings in the world are those
suffering from Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint.
More than seventy-five per cent, of the people in

the United States are afflicted with these two diseases and their effects, such as sour
stomach, sick
head ache, habitual coitiveness, impure blood, heaitburn, water-brash, gnawing and burning pains at
the pit ot the stomach, yellow skin, coated tongue
and disagreeable taste in the mouth, coming up ot
the iood after eating, low spirits, &c. Go to
your
Drug Store and inquire about it or get a sample bottle for 10 cts. W. F. Phillips & Co., wholesale agents.
8625
TS&T&weow3m
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INDUSTRY,

Will hold business meeting in Arcana Hall this
FRIDAY evening at at 7^ o’clock. All members are
requjsted to attend,
Per Order THOS. BURGES, Pres.
se25snlt
C. HOYT GREENE, Sec’y.

A Case of DRESS GOODS Just Received
At Go well Sc Greenougli’s.
All dolor*—worth 37 1-3 to 43, Helling

at

33 eta. per yard.

snlw

WOOLEN

Sc

SON

COVERS,
l

PRICE

We solicit an examination of our Marseilles Quilts
which we are confident will satisfy the closest buyers.

PRINTS AND DOMESTICS
At Price* to correspond with the recent
Beeline.

JB.—Congress

N.

Street has

bered.

been

renum-

OUR OLD NUfiBEB WAS 334,
OUR NE W NU TIBER IS

534

CONGRESS

ST.,

EASTMAN BROS.
eo21

sntf

W HITE’S
SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.

of any

remedy.

to eat only the plainest food, and very little ot that.
I tried physicians and remedies without relief until I
learneifot “White’s
for Dyspepsia,” which
has entirely cured me.
(Signed)
Mrs. B. L. WEST, Vineyard Haven, Mass.

Specialty

Springfield, Ms., Oct. 18.—Mr. White, Dear Sir:—
The “Specialty” is liked very much by every one who
it.

uses

selling

We have sold it for two years, and are not
anything but the “Specialty” now for “Dys-

pepsia.” Yours truly,

C. P. ALDEN.
Price $1 por Bottle. For sale by all druggists.
Send for Descriptive Circular to the proprietor, H.
0. WHITE, Cambndgeport, Mass.
nel6
d&w6mos
_______

SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTOR OIL
reliable and safe vegetable substitute for

Castor Oil ever compounded. Instantly relieves
Colic, Cramps, Diarrhoea, and all diseases of children
teething. Causes natural and healthy sleep, gives
rest to mother and child, regulates the bowels,
assimilates the food, and builds the child right square
up. from suttering, puny weakness to strong and

STREET,

ones.

A

perfect medicine chest for

Only 25 cents, by all

dealers.

our

jy3snd3m

BOSTON Sc MAINE TICKETS

and sell all the

FIRST
just

as

$2.25

OF COAL

QUALITIES

F.

cheap as any other dealer in the city of Portland from one ton to ten thousand, viz.,

W.

sndtf

HONEY

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

LOR BE It Y and
FRANKLIN

The

above Coals

are

Steam, Furnaces,
We warrant

our

COAL;

every way suitable for

Parlor and Cook Stores,

Coal to gi?e perfect satisfaction in

QTJAXiITY

A.NT>

QUANTITY.

liberal discouat to purchasers of large

A

quantities.

S^Tlease call and get
ng elsewhere.

our

prices before purchas-

S. ROUNDS &
36

NO.

SON,

COMMERCIAL STREET,

HEA® FRANKLIN WHARF.
sntf

jy23_
A

lot of Double and Single Breech and Muzzle
L. BAILEY,
48 Exchange Street.
CS.

sel5sn2w

HOT AIR

FURNACES.

HABRISO N»S

Indorsed by all the Medical Journals as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

COSTIVENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
never require Increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
once the next morning.
Warranted in all cases ol
the Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour
Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Coeflaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
AND

IRBEGULARITIES, NEURALGIA, FAINT-

ALL

NESS &C.

GUNS!

new

D R.

PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.

Travellers find the Lozenaes just what they need.
as they are so compact ana tnoaorous that they may
be carried in the veet pocket, and as an aperient or
laxative these LozengePhave no equal.
Trial Baxes 30 c. large Baxes 60r. sent
by mail free af postage ta any address.
For sale by E. S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.
se9sneodly

Notice.

BUCRNAIU’S Store Store,
199 Fore St.,
between Exchange and Plum streets; also, all kinds
of Stoves and Furnace repaired in the best nanner.
se23

,ntf

ROBERT
THAYER
WILDE,
The Natural Magnetic Physician,
Rooms 11 and 19 Fluent Block.

aulO

snlw*ttf

BOSTON & MAINE R. R.

TICKETS $2.3 0.’
TO BOSTON,
—

OE

—

It having been reported that the “Narragansett F.
& M. Ins. Co.,** of Providence, li. I., has failed, 1
would notify policy holders that the company has
stopped doing business, and reinsured all its outstanding risks in the “Commercial Union Assurance

Co.,’* of England, and
are perfectly good.

R.,

Before You Ride or Sail.
Buy some of those choice Imported Havana
Cigars that ALLEN is selling so cheaply at No.
11 Exchange Street. 11 for $1.00.
au28sntf

TO

BOSTON

se22snlm

»R. BICKNELL'S SYRUP
Cures Bowel or Snmmer Complaints.
Being composed largely of Brandy, SDices and
simple astringents, without a particle of Opiate, has
proved after a 23 yeais’ trial superior to any other
article for Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera
Morbus,
Cholera-Infantum, Colic, Cramp, Sick or Sonr Stom-

plant.
only

TUCKER’S

PRINTING

HOUSE.

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at the

Stand,

RAIL

Bristol.
Ar 23d. sch H T Townsend, Hilyard. Wentworth.
Cld 23d, barques
Payson, Galveston; Jennie Cobb, Small, Barbauoes; brigs J H Dillingham,
Erskine. for Bermuda; Manson, Smith, Port Natal;
Edith. Johnson, St George, NB; sch Scio, Smith, for
Pembroke.
Passed through Hell Gate 22d, schs Evelina, Port
Johnson for Salem; Ned Sumpter, from Amboy for
Boston; Hiram Tucker, Knowlton, New York for
Portland; David Torrey, Soule, So Amboy fordo;
Grand Island,Miller, Rondout for do; Martha Weeks
from New York for Boston.
Sid 22d. barque Courser, for Brunswick, Ga.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 23d, sebs Frances Arthemius,
Cole, Shnlee, NS; Wm H Mailer, Crowley, St John,
NB. for Pawtucket; Orozimbo, Guptill, Calais.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 22d, sch Fanny Fern, Eaton,
Port Johnson.

orders,

prompt attention.

personal

or

Has

returned to Portland and resumed the prac-

tice of his profession.

Office No. 131
MIDDLE

Mussey’s Row,
8TRKKT,

PORTLAND.
ault

tut

DR. SANFORD SAYS.
“A scries of experiments in tbe use of brandy in
the treatment of diseases for which the preparation
of Jamaica (Huger is
recommended, convinced me
that it is vastly superior to alcohol as used
fry all
other manufacturers. It produces a more beneficial
astringency in summer complaints, while its stimulating effects in the weak and sickly are more 2ui
form and lasting.
By its use, also, the harsh, nuu
gent taste of alcohol from which poisonous lusil oil is
seldom absent, is entirely avoided."
Assured ot its superiority over all other preparations ot Jamaica Ginger, by carelnl
comparison with
all known "Essences1’ and “Extracts,” the
general
agents otter, in good taitli, a reward of

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
For

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER.
Sold ty all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

WEEKS & POTTER.
General Agents.
W. F. PHILLIPS, A Co.,
J. W PERKINS & Co.,

w noiesaie
_A_erents.
ap-*4_Wi-jaa 1 w

KID GLOVES!
WE

VinrAiil

Vpanlrtnrt

■

Mnma

Sapp

Norfolk.
Sld 23d, schs Abbott
to load lor Aspinwall.

Devereux, Rich, Philade'phia,

NEW FALL SHADES,

JOB LOT.
Fine, Fall, Finiikc, .Utriuo

UNDERWEAR
-NOW OPEN

Singapore

21st, ship Western Chief, Hill, ior

Passed St Helena Aug 18, ship Timour, Robbins,
from Bombay for Liverpool.
Ar at Malta —, barque Smyrniote, Sears, from New
York.
Sld fm Batla 9.h lust, sch S N Collamore, Perry,
New York.
At Baracoa 13th, barque Yumtiri, Carlisle, for New
York next

day.

Sld fm Cardenas 12th, brig Manlius, Nichols, for
New York.
Sld fm Havana 13th, brig Nellie Hosted, Green, lor
New York.
Ar at St Jago 20th, brig Guiding Star, Moore. New
York via Guantanamo, (and sld 1st inst for Peniacola); 28th, P M Tinker, Bernard, Cow Bay.

[Latest by European steamers.l
Sld fm Liverpool 11th inst, Alice Reed, Kelleran,

Akyab.
Cld 10th,

Ar at Cardiff 10th, Nina Sheldon, Sheldon, Gloucester ; Gettysburg, Alexander, Bristol, (and ent out
for Callao.)
Ar at Shields tlth, McNear. Caster. San Francisco.
Ar at Glasgow 9th inst, Florence Treat, Short, fm

Winter
OUR

Staples,

New

Malaga.
Sld fm Sourabaya July 13, Castine, Wilson, Probolingo; 15th, Lepanto, Staples, Pekalongan.
Ar at Port Elizabeth, CGH, 11th ult, Envoy, Berry
York.

inst, Fannie, Carver. Newport.
inst, S C Evans, Yates, from New

Ar at Lisbon 3d inst. Josie, Pettigrew, New York;
Jennie Cushman, Smalley,Boston; 4th, Sandy Hook,
Barstow, and Helen O Phinney, Boyd, New York.
Ar at Havre 9th inst, Halcyon, Hardy, New Orleans.
Sld 9th. Borneo. Snow, New York.
Sld fm Antwerp 9th inst. Tirrell, Morgen, England
Ar at Hamburg 9th inst, Thomas Fletcher, Pen-

dleton.
Sld tm Cuxhaven 8th
Charleston.
Ar at Stetin 7th inst,
New York.

inst, Eldorado, Larson, for
R W Messer, Hewett, from

Sept 21, oft Montauk, brig Charles Wesley, Irom
Darien for Waldoboro.
Sept 21, oft Montauk, brig Kossack, from Cienluegos for Boston.

Congress St., cor. Brown.

ge2S__

IXIIE It VESTS

•

6’s

....
...

Bangor
Lemston

•

Cleveland 0.,
“

•
•

Toledo

...

Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky.,
Maine Central R. R.
SALS

6’s
6’s
6’s
7’s
8’s
7’s
7’s
7’s

7’a

E. & N. American K. B. Gold
FOB

6’a

6’s

AT

—

—

50 CTS I
The greatest bargains in these
ever offered in this Citj,

goods

ALSO

JUST RECEIVED
A FULL LINE OF EXTRA

Merino Underwear
and

Children all

qualities at
VERY LOWEST
—

AT

PRICES

—

ANDERSON'S
Hosiery, Glove and Corset Store,
3
Deerin# Block.
»e25

(13l2dp

Perkin’s Anthem Book !!
PRICE $1.50. $13.50 PER DOZ.
A new and excellent collection, by W.O. Perkins.
Will be warmly welcomed by Choirs, as the anthems
are not difficult, and are Just
what is needed for

“Opening” and “Voluntary” pieces.

Song monarch

The

*

Price 73 Cent*.

Per Dm. 97.30
The best book of the Season for Singing Schools
H.R.
Palmer
assisted by L.O. Emerson. Music
By
principally secular, and is of the most interesting
character.

THE LEADER ! !
Price 11.38.

919.00 Per Dob.

The New Church Music Book, by H. R. Palmer.
assisted by L. O. Emerson, gentlemen whose previous books have been more successful than any others.

Please examine.

AMERICAN^ SCHOOL
MUSIC

READERS.

In 3 books.

Price 35 cts, 50 cts, and 50 cts.
to graded classes, in Primanr
and Grammar Schools. By L. O. Emerson and w.
S. Tildsn. Already in successful use in the schools.

Perfectly adapted

Sold by all dealers.
for retail price.

Either book sent, post-paid,

OLIVER DITSON & CO., CHAS. H. DITSON & CO
Boston.
711 B’dway, New York
se25
d<fcw2w

Farm For Sale.
/’CONTAINING one hundred and six acres, under
yj bieh Btate of cultivation, fourteen acres limber
and well watered. Fruit of all kinds in abundance.
Twelve Room House. Large Barn, Carriage Honse
and other necessary buildings situated one and a half
miles from Sellersrille Bucks Co. Penn. N. P. K. K.
tor particulars apply to
e. e. Eckstein, ns Market st.

BONDS
•

tf

Q Cases
Ladies Heavy Merino

Sp2!td1t

Portland
Bath
Belfast

IS

Owen & Moore,

York,

29th, Metis, Kent,
Adelaide.
Sld lm Barcelona 1st inst, A J Pettengfll, Hall, for

London.
Ar at Messina 3d
Ar at Seville 5th

Hosiery!

MOTTO

The Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.

Jamaica.

Ar at Batavia July 24, Dirigo,
(and sailed 30th lor Samarang);

—

New and complete assortment of Ladies' and ChiL
dren's

For Ladies

and others.

At

Boston, Idg.

!

for Ladies winter wear,at 94-50 worth 99.00

FOREIGN POSTS.
Sld fm Batavia July 26, ship Nevada, Parsons, lor
Falmouth, E.
In port July 29, ship Castine, Wilson, for Boston,

Quality,

Whites and Ooera Shades in one, two, three and four
buttons. Large sizes in ladies one and two buttons for Gents wear, at prices lower than
ever before offered in this City.

Rivlrlunil

23d, schs Giraffe. Sprague, Calais; Eagle, Bennett, Hancock; Louisa, Libbey, and Sarah Ann, Robbins, Bangor; Eva Adell, Ellis. Bangor for Washington ; Boxer, Grant, do for Plymouth; J P Ames,
Snow, do tor Marblehead.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 23d, sch John E Dailey, Long,
Ar

OF

Two buttons iu black and

Boardman,

BEVERLY—Ar 22d, brig Zavalia Williams, Veazie,
Philadelphia.
SALEM—Ar 22d, schs Glide. Miller, Bangor; Cali
tornia, Kaler, aud Henry A, Wade, Waldoboro; E A

OFFEB A FULL LL5E

Trefousse First

Baltimore.

Idg;

a

A

nr

IT. M

STKRVRVku

(i.ll^p.v(ll.

Pa

Wanted to Exchange,
FURNISHED House in the city for a furnished

House in Westbrook near the Seminary for six
or until the first ot May.
Not particular
about the bouse as long as it is comfortable anti
chance to keep a horse. Call at 65 Oxford street or
address JOE, Box 635.
se25dlw»

months,

Agents Wanted.
patent Common Sense stove
coal than all others put tocoal, keeps a regular heat.
Agents make from $1 to ftO per day. D. H.
BURNS, Corner of Newbury and Freemont Place.
se25
dlw*
sell Littlefield’!

TO damper, ot the

saves more

gether saves 1

Lost.
tkU city Sept 24th. a BOSOM PIN. Hair and
Gold, marked H. J. Conant, Alfred. The finder
will be liberally rewarded by leaving it at this office.
se25
41

BY

SWAM Ac BARRETT, IN
too MIDDLE STREET.
cod leblST

»ep21

CARD.

BONDS.

11 EXCHAHUK STREET.

FALL
—

GOODS
FOB

1874 and 1875

FERNALD’S
TAILORING EMPORIUM.
NO. 91

MIDDLE STREET.

I take the liberty to inform ay patrons and tho
1 will exhibit in a lew days

Portland 6's.
Lewiston 6’s.
Bangor 6’s.
Bath 6’s.
Cincinnati Ta.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo 8’s.

Received at

FOR

SALE

public that

“The Largest and Finest Assortment of Goods ever Exhibited by me.”
I

LlY

H. m. PAYSOM Ac

In this city, Sept. 21, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Albion
C. Bessie of Natick, Mass.,and Miss Christiaua Helen

Marquis of

Portland.

In this city, Seps. 2?, by Rev. Dr. Carrutbers, Albert L. Emerson and Miss Lizzie Brackett, both of
Portland.
Id Gardiner, Sept. 19, James H. Runnells and Miss
Fannie A. Murray.
In Gardiner, Sept. 19, Eugene E. Welch and Mias

Nellie E. Puringtou.
In
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 17. by Rev Dr. Burgess, Walter S. Pennell and Miss Annie E. Cranton,
oothot Portland.

will advertise the day of the opening next week

Respectiully,

CO.,

32 Exchange St., Portland.

T. LOBENSTEIN.

se24

iny27__codtf
SOUTHERN HARD PINE

d3t

NOTICE!! I

LUMBER.

A

MABBIED.

by mall, will receive
jy24dtlsn

L. D. M. SWEAT,
Attorney &, Counselor at Law,

sch Alice T

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 22d, sebs Lucy Lee, Ingalls, aud S D Hart, Burgess, Port Johnson for Boston: J Whitehouse, Farnbam. Philadelphia for Portland : Harriet, Small, Hoboken for Wiscasset; Amos
Walker, Gilchrist, Union Island. Ga. for Newburyport; L Stamlish, Wilder, and Almeda, Smith, New
York tor Pembroke; Sandalphon, Morang, fm ao lor
Ma/mias: Equal, Titus, do lor Damariscotta; Tennessee. Peck, and Carne L Hix. Hix. Port Johnson
for Rockland; Star, Bray, Providence for Calais; BL
Condon, Lord, New Haven for Bangor.
Sid 22d. schs Speedaway, Wyoming, Douglass
Haynes, Ringleader. S B Small, John Snow, Equal.
Only Son, and Almeda.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 2d, sch EJbridge Gerry, Arey,
New York for Waldoboro.
BOSTON—A r 23d. barque A C Small, O’Brien, fra
Cienfuegos; schs Mist, Robinson, Calais; Palos, do;
Marcellus, Remick, Ellsworth; Angola. Wooster,
Sullivan; Helen Msr,Duncan, Lineolnville; Minetta,
Fietcher, Bangor; Ralubow, Linnell, and Charleston,
Haskell, Bangor; Sarah, Davis, do; Mary A, West,
and Castellane,Clark, Hock, and; Atalanta, Rhoades,
do; Orizon, Fletcher, and Ocean, Agnew, fm Bath;
Stella Lee, Brewer, Portland; L W Pierce, Lewis, do.
Ar 24th, schs R C Thomas, Crockett, and Wyoming, Foss. Philadelphia; M J Laughton, Laughton,
Dennysville; Georgia D Perry, Sawyer. Goose River.
Me; M R Oakes, Bragdon, from Kennebunk; Fiank,
Brown, do.
Cld 24th, schs Geo W Jewett. Jewett, Kennebec,
to load for Philadelphia; Luln, Snow, do, to load for

«-‘7TJJP STAIRS.fi)3w
either

it must supplant every other medicine in tbe treatment of tbe above ailments. Its claim to
superiority
consists in the combination of tbe True Jamaica (Huger, with the choicest aromatics and genuine French
Brandy. Referring to this elegant combinai ion.

Round Pond.

115 EXCHANGE STREET/
All

22d,

WARREN—Ar 22d. sch Montrose, Allen, Calais.
Ar at East Greenwich 22d, scb Gentile, Eldrldge,
New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 2d, schs Onward, Poole, and
Nancy J Day,Day. Bristol; Rockaway.Thurston,and
Charter Oak, Fuller, Bristol ; YoSemite, Webber,

$2.20.
se2lBnti

Family Medicine.

It is the most reliable household
remedy ever compounded. It never fails to attord tbe most gratifying
relief. Its range of administration in
boundless, its
ettect always certain, and so agreeable in flavor that

BALTIMORE—Cld 22d, sch Cassie Jameson .Jameson, New Haven.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d, sch W H Rowe, Whittcmore, Boston.
Below, sch Kate Rommel, from Bath; Caroline
Eddy, trom New York.
Sid fm Lewes 23d, barques Borne, for Charleston;
Penang, for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, schs Portland, Shaw, Porto
Rico; Wm Jones, Robinson, Fernandina; Caroline
Kienzle, Austin, Kennebec; E P Church. Gifford,

WiU. ALLEN, JR.,

ach, Sea Sickness, Dyspepsia, &c., and
plioitly relied apon in the most severe

may be irncases, yet so
simple and pleasant that it may be given the most
delicate infant. It acts upon the system like water
upon a wilted
Prepared
by Edward Sutton of Providence,
R. I. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
jylsn3m

BY

Ticket, t. •» fr.at Bo.ton tit* Bonn Ac
Maine or Eaatern Railroad,

Also.

E. PONCE,
Cor. Exchange and Middle St.

Narragansett policies

se22dlwsn#J. W. MUNQER, Agent.

FROM BOSTON TO PORTLAND:

Eastern R.

that all

GINGER,

The Delicious

Boston.

cepcion Bay.)

HOBSON,

au8

BROOK,
JOHNS,
HICKERY,

JAMAICA

Boston,

Gan Eden, Brown, Philadelphia.
Eat out at London Uth, Josie Mildred, Ginn, for
Boston.
Ar at Falmouth 11th, Majestic, Gibbons, trom Con-

1

Hobson’s Wharf. Commercial Street.

SUGAR LOAF,
SPRING MOUNTAIN,

SANFORD'S

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Sid 16tb, brig MinnieTraab,Woodside. Pensacola.
PASCAGOULA—Sid 19th, brig Wm Mason, Ad-

FALL RIVER—Ar

MARSEILLES QUILTS!

little

COMMERCIAL

and

sum-

great

bottle ot any other “Essence,” or “Extract” of
Jamaica Ginger, if found to equalit in ttne flavor,
purity and prompt medicinal ettect. Ask far

Boyd, Calais.

TABLE

UNDER

robust uealtli.

still keep at

36

Linen

PRINTED AND EMBOSSED,
MTJCH

The mo3f

The old firm of

ROUNDS

Table

Doylies!

A

se24

EVER!

This is the only prompt, efficient and safe master
of such symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, palpitation of the heart, dizziness, sleeplessness, melancholy, costiveness, wind, mental anu physical debility, as well as many others, which, if neglected, will
soon place “the house we live in” beyond the reach

SPECIAL NOTICES.
xyiiigv

GOODS

T H A. N

Sour

Bunker

Entlque.

—

AT PBICE9 FRO M 98 TO 930.

Novelties
Stomach.
If the food taken into the stomach is not digested
it decomposes. In the latter case a pungent gas is
developed which causes sour eructations, or elseihe
stomach itself secretes an acid, which rising upward
at intervals, stings the gullet sharply. These extremely disagreeable sensations are attribuf able to
impared digestion. To get rid of them, or prevent
their recurrence,it is only necessary to tone and regulate the gastric organs with Hostetter’s Bitters. It
will not answer to postpone the great correcdve with
the idea that the unpleasant symptoms will
disappear of themselves. So far from that being the case,
they almost iavariably culminate, if neglected, in
chronic dyspepsia, with its con momitants of gnawing in the stomach, dizziness, perverted vision, neadache and sleeplessness. It is true that all these disagreeables may be obviated by a course of the Bitters; but how much wiser to anticipate their arrival
with one or two do^es of that sure
preventive of indigestion and strengtbener ot the alimentary organs.

lit

CAMEL’S HAIR, SERGE AND ALPACA

YORK COUNTY.

The Old Orchard Beach Association has presented Joshua K. Osgood, Esq., the temperance
reform advocate, with a building lot on Ocean
Avenue, at Old Orchard.
The Orchard Beach Camp Meeting Association holds its annual meetiug at Old Orchard
next Tuesday.

ELEGANT ASSORTMENT !

AN

—

bett Havana
Ar 23d, brig Jessie Rhynas. Willis, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 22d, ship L B Gilchrist, Emerson. New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 23d, barque Nellie May, Blair,
Wood’s Hole.

the Cheapest.

AND

ailments
diseases incidental to tbe
season, should procure a bottle of that
of
preventive
disease,

FERNANDINA—Cld 16th, sch John Douglass,
Parker, New York.
PENSACOLA—Ar 9tb, sch John McAdam, Tor-

SILKS

BEST

who fear the advent ol Cholera Morbus.
THOSE
Cramps and Pains, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, and
all the
and

MEMORANDA.
Sch Florence P Hall, of Jonesport, recently ashore
at Petit Menan. has been on the ways at Machiasport and thoroughly repaired.
Brig Wm H Bickmore, tram Cadiz for Portland,
which put back leaky, has been condemned and was
to be sold Sept 5th. Her cargo was pat into the brig
Elizabeth Winslow, which sailed Aug 25.

ams.

BLACK

Ethan Allen, Blake, Philadelphia

Teaser, Bunker, [at Wiscasset] New York—
Bunker Bros.
Sch Persis L Smith, Upton, New Bedford—Bunker
Bros.

BLACK CASHMERE,
BLACK

Calais.
Sch Afton, Wormwood. Kennebunk.
Sch Capitol, Farr, Boothbay.
Sch Goldsmith Maid, Baker, cruise, with 350 bbls
mackerel.
CLEARED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—Henry

Sch

—

PER

Eastnort for Boston.
U S steamer Dallas, Chase, from a cruise East.
Sch Sammy Ford, Allen, New York—corn to Geo
W True & Co.
Sch J C Harraden, Noonan, Boston—iron to A E
Stevens & Co.
Sch Black Warrior, Stevens, Boston, to load tor

Bros.

alpaca
AT

—

Thursday, Sept. 94.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N S—passengers and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via

Fox.
Sch

OE

CASE

ously.

at

day afternoon,

YARD.

PER

37

ONE

der, by which

The Catholic Total Abstinence Union of
America will hold its fourth annual convention

ed at the rate of 3000 per month.
A justice of the peace in Cincinnati had become so imbued with the routine of his office
that, in concluding a marriage ceremony the
other evening, he substituted for the usual formula: “You will now stand committed until
fine and costs are paid.”
The extent to which the filthy practice of
snuff dippiug is indulged in in the United States
will hardly be believed. One New York firm
last year sold 101,000 pounds of snuff, all of
which was of the kind used for dipping, besides
more than 150,000 pounds of the
regular mixtures for the old fashioned snuffers.
The Attorney General received by mail Mon-

AT

CENT'S

New and second hand Furnaces for sale low at

Chicago October 7th. It comprises 500 societies, with a membership of 100,000, and for the
past seven months the membership has increas-

PEII

—

An accident, which the Bangor Whig describes as singular, and possibly unique, hap-

be returned to the United Stales.

In a new edition of school books adopted in
the South, the Primer of the series, in recounting the story of the good centurion, says of
him: “He was a good man, and a slaveholder.”
“Sixty dollars for a thrashing machine?” exclaimed an East Side boy when he saw the card
on one for sale
yesterday; “whv, mother only
pays $2 pair for her slippers.—Milwaukee Sentinel.
There is a slightly sub-acid smack in the Pilot’s remark that no 70,000 New York Democrats will desert their party this
year as they
did when Francis Kernan, an honorable Catholic gentleman, was a candidate for Governor.

—

EMPRESS CLOTHS

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

was to

Nows and Other Items.

AT

COMPLAINTS.

NEWS!1

PORT OF PORTLAND.

DIAGONALS

CENTS

50

MA-RIINE

lot of

one

WOOL
—

4.5

45

COUNTY.

Miss Cynthia Maddocks! a maiden lady of 01
years, drowned herself at North Ellsworth last
Friday night. She was missed from her room
by the family, and on search being made was
found in the spring near the house, where she
had undoubtedly thrown herself purposely. For
some weeks previous she had shown indications
of being deranged.
Dr. S. A. Wheeler of Castine, has in print a
history of the towns of Castine, Brooksville
and Penobscot.
It will be an octavo of 400
pages.
The crops in Hancock county, notwithstanding the wet spring, are remarkably good.

ders that will keep them busy for several
months. The resumption has given employment to about 800 men. Notices were posted
at the steel works last week for all persons in-

A Fraudulent Claim Allowed sr the
Mixed Commission.—A Washington despatch
to the Boston Advertiser
says that a case has
been discovered where our government has paid
8200,000 in gold upon the award of the mixed

some

iiiGK
mer

Miuiatnre Almaaac.September 45.
rises.5.50 I High water.10.30 AM
sets.5.52 I Moon sets. 5.15 AM

SPECIAL BARGAINS,
ALL

Sept. 20, Andrew Burkett, Esq., aged

Sun
Sun

We shall otter

Mrs. Jabez Young of Honlton, fell down a
flight of stairs into a cellar last Friday, and
was seriously if not fatally hurt.

SAMUEL

tending to return to work to report to the
superintendent previous to Friday night, else
their places would be filled by other workmen.

17 years.
In Appleton,
65 years.

THE—

among them

86 years.

aged

ST If EES

SEA. SON"!

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

inces were also lost, names unknown.

eventually

—OF

The shipments of boots and shoes from Auburn and Lewiston the past week have been
2017 cases, against 1891 for the week preceding,
and 1725 for the corresponding week of last
year.

g-O^A~l7"I

Activity in the Iron Ttade.—A special
from Troy, N. H., to the Times, says
affairs at the iron works in Troy and Albany
and other places on the Hudson have taken a
sudden and radical start. A few weeks ago it
was admitted by all iron men that the
prospects
of running the Bessemer steel and the Eenseslaer rail mill were by no means promising.
This week both Kensselaer and Bessemer works
have resumed operations, having on hand or-

GOODS,

TUE

CHOICE

—

Surry, Selyn Penney, Hancock, Alonzo Colby,
Waltham, Emery Wardwell,-Wardwell,Sellars, Penobscot. Two men from the Prov-

remaining

DRESS

AND

aged

Waterford. Aug. 6. Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of the
late Wm. Kingman, aged 83 years 9 months.
In Bath, Sept. 22, Julia M. Wolston, aged 21 years.
In Boothbay, Aug.27. George Edward, son of M. D.
Fuller, aged 15 years 9 mouths.
In Gardiner, Sept. 18, Edward M. Chamberlain,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

C. Steadman formerly with Lucas, more recently with Oovell & Co now with Go well Ac
Greenongh, Invites all his old friends and patrons
to call and get good bargains in Dry Goods.

the

WEW

In Monson, Sept. 3, of paralysis, Mr. Isaac Tyler,
In

NEWS.

others of the crew were also saved, Hammond
Winterbotham of E. Lamoine, and Sylvanus
Heath. The names of her crew lost are Geo.
H. Trerett, mate, Trenton,-Webber, cook,

dispatch

OPEN

COMPRISING

35

r.a.

moine, already briefly mentioned in this paper.
She left the Grand Banks, homeward bound,on
the evening of August 2’st.
At about two
o’clock the next morning she was run iutoiby
the French barque Marseilles bound to Greenock, Scotland. The Captain. Isaiah Bowden of
Penobscot, was at the time in his berth, but
awakened by the crash, rushed on deck, and
seeing that the vessel must sink, sprang for the
main-chains of the barque, which he was fortunate enough to seize, and was saved.
Two

vreaty,

AUTUMN

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

DIED.

BROTHERS

WILL

Jerome Bonaparte, the second son of the deceased nephew of the great Napoleon, has been

recently admitted to the bar at Baltimore, and
his first plea was pronounced an admirable effort, full of promise of future distinction. He
is described as a fine looking
young man of
grave aspect, with an admirably formed head,
and a face full of intellectual expression.
An American millionaire has given an order
to Dresden for a dinner service. It consists of
1100 pieces, into which fifty different shades
and colors are introduced.
The plates and
dishes for each course are of different pattern,
and in the centre of each plate is an euamelled

SPECIAL NOTICES.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 83d,

EASTMAN

years.”

The Loss of the Schooner Fleetwing.—
The Ellsworth American furnishes particulars
of

srECIAL NOTICES.

Till BETS,

and

auuuiu

train from Chicago came in with a letter from
the young lady, telling them not to worry. She
had run oil with a Chicago drummer.
Isabella Beecher Hooker is at last couviuced
of the innocence of her brother Henry. A private letter from London says: “Mrs. Hooker
and Ned are here, aud Mrs. H. is perfectly convinced by her brother’s statement of his innocence, and of course is overwhelmingly wretched in feeling that she has so wronged him for

Otisfield.

During all his long life he was an ardent
supporter of all measures for social and intellectual improvement, was never found lacking
in works and deeds of benevolence and charity,
and was generous almost to a fault. In the unbounded goodness aud wisdom of a Divine Providence, from whose tender care none could be
excluded, he was a firm and undoubting believer, and this belief and lessons taught by it
were remarkably exemplified in his life. Mean-

atimque.

To the Editor of the Press:
The pleasant little village of North Windham has been much agitated of late, at the
near approach of the time which is to usher
in the thirty-ninth anuual exhibition of the
Cumberland County Agricultural society. As
this society commands a wide spread interest

display

born in Graf-

The following letter is published in justice
to the writer, who complains that an injury
was done him in the Press woman suffrage
meeting report. In order to do him exact justice and leave no further ground for complaint
we print his letter as received, verbatim liter-

----

xuo

was

Dust were distanced, and Gold Dust was sent
to the stable for foul driving on the home
stretch.
The third race was for the champion belt,
open to all stallions kept in Maine for the use
of mares for the present season. The follow-

PUBSE SO.

on

Lawrence;

that met to pay a last tribute
to his memory will testify, but his example
and many good deeds are a treasure which they
retain and will ever highly prize.

G. C. Goodale enters.b g Charley Morrill.
J. W. McDuttee names.b s lung William.
V. C. Hall names.blk s Phil Sheridan.
L. J. Brackett, Windham.g s Messenger Knox,

He who tried to push his way through tlis
crowds that filled the streets of Lewiston yesterday met with indifferent success. In the
early hours of the morning the thoroughfares
were thronged, and by noon were fairly packed. The halls were filled to overflowing, and
more than once the keepers were obliged to
close the doors.

and Amos

Emperor did a fearful amount of running, but
Harry honored his name and did some square,
honest trotting, winning the heat in 2.36. The
Emperor was close to him, but was set back to
third place for running. The second place was
given to Androscoggin Boy, Jim Fisk and Gold

STATE SWEEPSTAKES.

TliirJ Day—Gathering of the Dorse Men

rence

ton, Mass., but removed to Gray in early boyhood where he continued to reside for more

professions.

Boy leading and

ing

(Reported for the Press]
The State Fair.

put into the

was

Ephraim Lawrence.
This venerable aud highly respected citizen
died at his late residence in Gray on the 20th
inst.at tho advanced age of eighty-one. He was
a distaut relative of the late Hons. Abbott Law

3,000,000
Feel Timber, Plaak aid Beard, far Shi*.
Bridge, Factory, Car aad Home
purposes on WharJ
lortnient offered in

anil at tbe Mill*. The only
Maine.
CF~Orders by mall promptly attendeil too.

To be sold
make

a*

J. W. DEERIXG,
HEAD RICHABDSON’S WHARF.
iadtl

JvU

Fine
room

LARGE LOT OF

Stationery,

immediately,
new

for

goods.

without regard to cost, to

FRANCIS II. COFFIN
120 MIDDLE STREET,
se24

Under Falmouth Hotel.
dlw

THE

Friday morning, sept.

I Vr vr A •ivcrtiscnieutM

25, mi

THIED

To-Day.

and could the show last a week
doubtless the number of visitors would grow
each day. Some additional entries were made
yesterday and the exhibition was more complete than on the day before.
The display of cut flowers deserves more
than a passing notice, for it probably makes
more impression than any other department in
the hall. The exhibitors are Mrs. B. B. Farns-

Windham.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Ativust Flower—W. F. Phillips ft Co.
Dirigo Council—Sovereigns of Induatiy.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Kid Gloves—Owen & Moore.
Undervests— Auderson.

Exchange.

Lost—Bosom Pin.
Perkins* Anthem Book—Pitsou’s & Co.
Sanford’s .Jamaica Giuger.
Farm for Sale.
Agents Wanted—D. H. Burns.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Steamer Chesapeake.
For the Race—Steamer Gazelle.

|

BEFOltK JUDGE MORRIS.

Thursday.—Henry Perdul and Humphrey Desmond. Intoxication. Fined S3 each with costs.

Jottings.

The new engines on the Grand Trunk were
tested yesterday.
The mackerel catchers report big hauls.

The Forest City and Maine Shooting Clubs
will go on an excursion to Gorham, N. IT., the
last of the month.
Officers Gribbcn and Rich arrested a notorious thief
yesterday morning for stealing a number of bags aud two coats.

The little item iu the Pbsss of yesterday

re-

garding the figure

1 t id at Littlefield Bros
caused over three hundred persons to call and
and see it.
The Eastport aud St. John steamers will
make only two trips per week on aud after

Monday, the 28th, leaving
Thursday each way.

every Mouday and

Elder J. B Goodrich of Hartland, will hold
religious meetings at Alleu’s Corner on Satur
day and Sunday, 26tU and 27, in Seventh Day
Advent Hall at 10^ a. m., and 2 p. m., and 7 in
the

evening.

Edward P. Chase, Orin King, and Edward
Coburu having resigned their positions in the
Custom House, Joseph Sterling of this city,
Mr. Hobbs of L'miugton, and J. C. Merrill of
have been appointed to fill the vacancies.
Mr. It. T. McLellatt of the city, salesman for

Durham,
Whitney

& Thomas, was standing on the roof
of a store in North Edgecomb, when his foot
slipped and he fell seventeen feet to the ground

breaking his wrist.
Deputies Bridges

and

Williams

arrested

James Smith and Margaret Cameron for assault yesterday morning. The Cameron woman
was accused of throwing water on a woman,
and Smith of striking a man in a blacksmith

shop.
A person who witnessed the disturbance yesterday afternoon on Fore street, is inclined to
think that the affair was enlarged upon in the

Advertiser,

hurt much, none
knocked into a cellar, and the whole thing
lasted only about five minutes.
The steamer Express will follow the yachts
in the race to-morrow. Tickets 50 cents.
There will be a union temperance prayer
and conference meeting at the Allen Mission
this evening. The public are cordially (invited
to attend.
Pine street charch society have $25,222
as

no

one

worth,
gardener who is up to the
professionals, and who shows three hundred
and twelve bottles of flowers embracing 137
different varieties, Mrs. A. B. Strattard of
Monroe who makes a fine display, J. A. Dir-

was

pledged for

their new church,
The letter carriers of this city who have been
employed a year are to have their salary increased from $600 to $700 a year.

Judge Symonds sentenced Thomas Libby to
the state prison for t wo years for shooting at
Miss Rolfe.
The Boston steamers did not leave here last
evening until ten o’clock, owing to the fog.
Lecture and Concert Notes.—The following movements of lecture and concert companies is furnished through Mr, Geo. A. Jones’
Boston Lecture and Concert Agency:
The
Boston Philharmonic Club fill an engagement
of five nights at Halifax next week, opening
the St. John course on their return, and giving
concerts at Dexter and other places on their return to Boston.
The Barnabee Concert Company fill engagements at Portland, Lewiston, Oxford, Bruns-

wick, Bockland, Bath, Belfast, BaDgor and St.
John, commencing Oct 5th.
Eev. Dr. Tiffany, D. E>. of Washington, De
Cordova of New Jersey, Bev. Thos. W. Brown
of Dover, N. H., Henry Gerritt Brown, Esq.,
of Philadelphia, Miss Lillian Edgartou and
John Boyd, Esq., together with several others,
fill the St. John course the coming season.
Mrs. Scott Siddons, who has a large number
of engagements in this state, as well as other
New England States, has been obliged to cancel her engagements in America the coming
season, having fallen from her horse and injured her .spine, and through the carelessness of
her maid a glass of caustic was administered
instead of brandy. Mrs. Siddons’ health will
admit of her coming to America this sea-

not

whose

beautiful,

Albert

Noyqs of Bangor, who also
shows a number of specimens of the same,
Mrs. Charles Stanley of Winthrop, who exhibits zinnias and phlox and Mr. C. F. Bryant,
who makes an excellent display of verbenas.
other floral decorations are a
snperb basket of flowers contributed by Mrs.
Dr. Gilman, a floral collection from Mr. P. H.
Brown’s garden, beautiful dishes of pinks, and
stocks and ziunias by Mrs. B. B. Farnsworth.
Mrs. Win. Jacobson of this city contributes an
hydrangea, and a fairy bell. C. H. Greene of
this city exhibits a fragrant myrtle raised from
a slip token off a piece of wedding cake.
Mrs. Geo. W. Rich displays a basket of dah-

Among

the

lias rnd a collection of autumn leaves.
In the fruit department John Hanscotn of
Saco exhibits several varieties of apples from
York county, among them a dish of gravensteins. E.
Perry of this city makes a fine
display of pears. The golden drop pears raised
in the garden of J. R. Thompson of thi3 city
E. II. Ellwelljalso exhibits
are very fine.
splendid plums and S. S, Lowe of Bangor several varieties of pears and plums.
Geo. Barboor of Deering exhibits a splendid dish of
pumpkin sweets. S. P. Batchelder of the
same
town has some excellent specimens of
Bartlett pears.
Waldo county furnish specimens of fruit
raised by F. W. Ritchie of Winterport
Mrs. A. B. Strattard of Monroe displays a

fruit, fine specimens of winter and auapples and grapes besides her large con-

dish of
tumn

IwIK.Hinr.

O*_* *-1

Half,*’

which will be presented to the public
late in January. Mrs. H. W. Smith will assume the soprano part.
The Temple Quartette'are engaged for con-

certs in

this state

hi

January.

Sacked Concert.—The tickets for the sacre 1
concert at City Hall, Sunday evening are sell
ing rapidly and all who wish goods scats should
apply at once. The following is the
PROGRAMME:
PART

FIRST.

Ovciture.Fiotow.
Chandler's Band.
This is the Lord’s own day.Kreutzer.
Amphion Club.
Consider the Lilies.Topliff.
Miss Nellie St. John.
Remember tby Creator.Rhodes.
Amphion Club.
Selection.Donnizettl.
Chandler’s Band.
PART SECOND.

Visions of Youth.Spencer Lane
Miss Nellie St. John.
Musing Sad and Lonely.Rudolphsen.
Mr. James Whitney.

Evening Hymn.Bank.
Amphion Club.
How dear to

the hour.ICIeber.
Miss St. John and Mr. Whitney.
Selections.
Chandler’s Band.
mo

Wedding.—A very pleasant affair came off
in this city last evening.
It was the occasion
of the marriage of Miss Sarah L. Russell and
Mr. L. B. Gerts, formerly of this city, but now
employed in Boston. The ceremony took place
at the residence of the bride’s father, Mr. Jos.
Russell, on High Street. Rev. Mr. Dalton officiated, and the following gentlemen acted as
ushers: Frank Boise, of the firm of L. D.
Boise & Sin, Boston, O. K. Kimball of Boston, and P. Y. Griffin of thU city. There were
a

hundred of the friends of both

parties

present, and everything passed off very pleasuuuy.

xrir.

v/uauuier

muu

uau^uta

luxmaucu

music, which was very fine. The happy
duple left for Boston on the midnight train.
the

Mr. and Mrs. Gerts were the recipients of a
very large number of beautiful and valuable
presents, both from those who witnessed the
ceremony and many absent friends.

_

premium for the best plan of a flower garden, offered by S. L. Boardman of Augusta,
the

which is to be awarded next winter.
Henry McLaughlin of Bangor enters two
specimens of pears, the “Eastern Bell” and
“Indian Queen,” varieties originated by himself, and oil painting of the same for Mrs. A.
E. Hardy.

Henry Ingalls of Wiscasset, John C. Mower
of Greene, T. S. McLellan of Brunswick, S, L.
Goodale of Saco, B. C. Crowell, J. A. Varney
of North Vassalboro’, J. Wilson of Cumberland, F. M. Woodard, J.« Wilson of Cumberland and J. Maxwell of Portland enter several
specimens each of apples and pears.
The display of apples made by Mr. Z. A. Gil.
bert of Turner, the President of the Pomological Society, is very fine.
Mrs. Strattard contributes a collection of varieties of flower seeds.
A dish of jelly receives considerable atten
tion, at least it did yesterday. Whether there
is any left now is doubtful, as a lady apparently from the country was bending over it attempting to convey it with her fingers from the
dish to her mouth. Not beiug very successful in this sbe procured a card and with this
for a spoon succeeded much better.
Her face
bore an expreesion of deep hapuiness—which is
the greatest tribute which can be paid to the
qualities of the jelly.
We add a list of entries, made yesterday,
from the Secretary’s book.
Entries.
Mrs. E. Phiuney, Portland, collection of pints;
John C. Mower, Greene, collec’-ion of apples; lieury
Ingalls (additional) 2 entries, foreign grapes; T. S.
McLellan, Brunswick, seedling apples; Mrs. A. B.
Strattard, autumn and winter apples, 3 varieties
grapes, dish fruit, cut flowers, roses, asters, pansies,

zinnias, phlox Drummondii, petunias, everlasting
flowers, collection of flower seeds; Alfred Smith,
Monmouth, (additional) dish porter apples; Henry
McLaughlin, tor MrB. A. E. Hardy, oil paintings of
pears, 20 varieties pears; 8 varieties apples; seedling
pears 2 varieties; John Hanscora, Saco, collection of
apples for Tork county, and single dish apples; S L.
Goodale, Saco, collection apples, 5 varieties pears; A1hert Noyes, Bangor, collection gladiolus; C. H.
Greene, Portland, fragrant myrtle; P. H. Brown,
collection of green house plants; Jefferson lltubbs,
Hampden, dish seedling peara.
ANNUAL

In the

afternoon

MEETING.

the

Pomological Society

met pursuant to notice, but adjourned to 7 p.
In the evening the society re-assembled
m.
pursuant to notice, Hon. Geo. Woodman, Vice
President in the chair, and proceeded to the
election of officers for the ensuing year, with

following

the

resalt:

President—Z. A. .Gilbert, East Turner.
Vice Presidents—Geo. W. Woodman, Portlaud, A. L. Simpson,'Bangor.
Swretary—Geo. B. Sawyer, Wiscasset.
Corresponding Secretary—Dr. J. C. Weston,

Bangor.

Treasurer—Charles S. Pope, Manchester.
tTwAOKllwA

Miss Alice Carle, formerly of Portland, has
been engaged to take part in tbe Barnabee
operatta of -‘Sir Marmaduko, or Too Attentive

about

collection of gladioli is very

wanger,

son.

by

amateur

an

municipal Court.

ri

large

was

Singing School—IV. L. Fit b.
Cattle Show and Fair—North

Itrirf

DAY,

The interest in the pomological exhibition at
City Hall seems to increase each day. The
attendance yesterday afternoon and evening

AUCTION COLUMN.
t, rivate Sale—Morgan & Dyer.
KNTEKTA1NMENT COLUMN.

Wanted to

FLOWERS.

The Exhibition at City Hall.

AND VICINITY,

CITY

A

FRUIT AND

PR Fa SB.

TUa

1 >

1

.1

J.

Secretary, ex officio-, Samuel Rolfe, Portland,
James A, Varney, North Vassalboro’; Henry

McLaughliu, Bangor.

Trustees—Rufus Prince, Turner, Androscoggin county; J. C. Madigan, Houlton, Aroostook county; S. P. Perley, Naples,Cumberland
county; Hannibal Belcher, Farmington, Franklin county; C. G. Atkins, Bucksport, Hancock

county; Henry Taber, Vassalboro’, Kennebec
county; H. J. Simmon, Waldoboro’, Lincoln
county; Albert Noyes, Bangor, Penobscot
county; Calvin Chamberlain, Foxoroft. Piscataquis county; Washington Gilbert, Bath, Sagadahoc county; J. W. Lang, Brooks, Waldo
county; Wm. Freeman, Jr.,Cberryfield, Washington county.
The election of trustees for Knox, Oxford,
Somerset aad York counties was postponed to
the winter meeting.

Voted, That the Treasurer and Executive
Committee have leave to present their annual

verdict:
That deceased came to his death by accident,
the 22d day of September,
on the morning of
1874, at Beering in Cumberland county, on the
line of the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad,
and that his death was caused by the explosion
of the boiler of the loeomotivejeugine ’’Saco,”
of which he was then in charge as as engineer,
and that from the evidence in the case the jury
are of the opinion
that said explosion was due
to a latent defect in the iron of the boiler which
could not have been discovered by any of the
ordinary tests which are applied in such cases,
and that from the evidence, it further appears
that said accident was not due to any improper
management of the engine, or to any uuusual
strain to which the boiler was subjected, but
rather to the continuous strain and concussion
of the boiler which gradually resulted in what
js termed an internal grooving of the iron.

Western Maine Baptist Social Union.—
The next regular meeting of this association

Reception Hall, City Building,
at six o’clock.
Monday evening, Sept. 25tb,

will be held .at

It is very desirable that all the members of
the Baptist churches in this vicinity should beThat all may be
members of the Union.
that
provided for at the table it is essential
those intending to be present Monday evening
should notify the Secretary,Rev. H. S. Burrage,

come

as

early

as

Saturday morning.

Enterprise.—Mr. Daniel Libby, who had
his carriace factory burned not long since, has
erected another building on the site of the one
burned, and already has bis workmen at work
in it.

gouleme.2 00
61— Alfred Smith, Monmouth.do. Flemish Beauty2 00
62— Samuel Rolfe, Portland, do. Fulton.2 00
63—Geo. Jewett, do, do, Glout Morceau.*00
64—S. L. Goodale, Saco, do, Goodale.2 00
66— Geo. Jewett, Portland, do, Lawrence.2 00
67— E. N. Perry, do, do, Louise Bonne de Jersey.2 00
68— Alfred Smith,
Marie Louise.2 00
69— Samuel Rolfe, Portland, do, Seckel.2 00
70—S. L. Goodale, Saco, Sheldon.2 00
72— Alfred Smith, Monmouth, Vicar of Winkfield2 00
73— Jefferson Stubbs, Hampden,seedling pears.. ,3 00
Geo. B. Sawyer, Wiscasset, best dish Buff urn
Pears.2 00
Special premium, one copy Themas’ American
Fruit Culturist, to Henry Ingalls, Wiscasset, for the best six varieties for home use,
in succession—Clapp’s Favorite, Bartlett,
Belle Lucrative, Louisa Bonne de Jersey,
Seckel and Lawrence.
Several exhibitois did not
enough of correctly named varieties to entitle them to the
for which they entered them. Others lacked the required uumber of specimens, rendering it necessary
to exclude them from competition. The premiums
now having all been awarded, it only remains for
your Commitree to add that the thanks of the Maine
Pomological Society are due to Messrs. E. C. Andrews, J. S. Bedlow, Dr. E. Clark, P. ©uftee, Edward Gould, J. Maxwell, II. I. Robinson and G. W.
Rich ot Portland, A. M. Baker and S. P. Bachelder
of Deering, Calvin Spaulding of Hallowell, Henry
McLaughliu of Bangor and J. M. Knight of Wiscasset who also made a display of Pears which coutributed much to the iuterest and success of the exhibition.
PLUMS.

Monmouth,

present

premium

Best general exhibition of plums,S S Lowe, Ban£«'»•..
Second do, E Spau.ding, Hallowell. 6
Third do, H. P. Storer, Portland..4
Best single dish of plma, stogie variety, S. S.
Lowe, Bangor. 3
Second do, G W Woodman, Portland. 2
Best dish green gage, S S Lowe, Bangor. 1
Best dish Prince Imperial Gage, Edw.
Gould,

Portland..

Best dish Coe’s Golden Drop, J R Thompson,

Portland.
Best dish Lombard, J C Weston,
Bangor.
Best dish Columbia, C Spaulding, Hallowell....
Best dish Magnum Bocum, E Gould, Portland
Best dish Washington, S S Lowe, Bangor.
Best dish Jefferson, S S Lowe, Bangor.
Best Ornamental Fruit, Miss M L Pope, Man-

1
1
1
1
1
1

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

chester, gratuity. 3 00
Second do, Mrs. A B Strattard, Monroe, gratuity. 1 00
Exhibition of Fruit JellieS, Miss Mattie Colcord,

Portland.

1 oo

Portland.
Second do, Miss M F Bryant, Portland.
Oil Painting Fruit, H McLaughlin for Miss A E
Hardy. Bangor.

2 00
1 00

Exhibition of Wax Flowers, Miss M F Bryant,

present annual exhibition, and
with a certificate of life

dress at the

that he be

presented

membership.

Voted, That the thanks of the society be tendered to the Portland Horticultural Society and
the citizens of Portland, for their generous cooperation and assistance during this exhibition.
•
Voted, that the thanks of the society be tendered to the press of the city for courtesies extended.
Voted, That the thanks of the society be tendered to the Boston & Maine, Grand Trunk,
Portland & Rochester and Portland
Ogdensburg Railroads, Portland and Bangor and Lake
Sebago steamers, for reduction of fares to the
exhibition.
At this point the question was asked; Why
not made with the Maine
arrangement
Central Railroad for redaction of fares?—in aniwer to which, the Secretary stated, that he
bad at an early day made application to the
superintendent for the usual concessions, which
was refused; and that he made farther
efforts,
and tendered the most absolute guaranties
against any abuse of the privileges asked, but
without avail.
Voted, That the thanks of the society be tendered to the Mayor and city government of
Portland,for the facilities afforded at this exhibition.
An invitation was presented by the Portland
Horticu'tural Society to this society to nsrtalre
in

jf

was

fruit supper at Reception Hall on
jvening, which was accepted.
a

Adjourned to meet at Augusta on
ruesday of January next.

the

i'jui uia?»es;—trio

oi

inorougnoreu
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is

following is the list of premiums as far
completed last night. “Apples" and “veg-

etables"

were

not

complete:

Best exhibition roses, C F Bryaut, Portland.... 3 00
Second, Dirwanger. 2 00
Best exhibition of dahlias, Mrs Charles Stanley,

Winthrop.
Second best, Patrick Duffee, gardener to J B

Brown.2
Best exhibition pinks, C F Bryant. 2
Best exhibition of asters, Mrs A B Strattard,
Monroe.. 2
Best exhibition of zinnias, Mrs B B Farnsworth 2
Second best, Mrs A B Strattard, Monroe.2
Drummond Phlox, Mrs Charles Stanley. Winthrop.2
Second best, Mrs A B Strattard. 1
Stocks, Mrs B B Farnsworth... 2
Second, Mrs A B Strattard. 1

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
oo
00
00
00
00
00

Mrs A B Strattard. 2
Second, Mrs Charles Stanley. 1
Gladiolas, Albert Noyes, Bangor.3
Second. C F Bryant. 2
Tuberose, C F Bryant. 2
J Vickery, Portland, Ferns.2
Second, Miss Mattie Colcord, Portland. 1
Best dish of Pansies, Mrs. A. S. Sawyer, Cape
Elizabeth. 2 00
Second best, Mrs B. B Farnsworth. 1 00
Best pair of parlor boquets, C. F. Bryant. Portland. 5 00
Wall boquet, Wm. Coburn. 2 00
Hand boquet, J. A. Dirwanger. 3 00
Second best. J. Vickery. 2 00
Single boquet, J. Vickery
2 00
Second best, Mrs. G. B. Sawyer, Wiscasset. 2 00
Boquet of Asters, Mrs. Jennie Wilbur, Winthrop. 2 00
Second best, Miss Mattie Stanley, Winthrop.... 1 00
Boquet of Dahlias, Mrs. Charles Stanley, Winthrop. 2 00
Floral dssign, Mrs. Charles Stanley. 8 00
Floral wreath, Mrs. A. B. Strattard.2 00
Basket of wild flowers, Miss Louise
Andrews,
Portland. 2 00
Second, Miss Mabel Elwell. 1 00
Collection of flower seeds, Mrs. A. B. Strattard, 2 00
pot plant, J. Vickery. 2 00
Fuchsia, Maid of Haverhill. 2 00
Second, J. A. Dirwanger.
1 00
Hanging basket, J. Vickery. 3 00
Second
do
do
2 00
Third, J. A. Dirwanger.*. 1 oo
Shrubs, best exhibitiion. Miss C. C. Chase...3 00
Second, T. C. Hersey,..2 00
Dried grasses, Mrs. Chas.
2 00
Stanley.
Second, Miss Mattie Colcord.1 oo
Everlasting flowers, Mrs. B. B. Farnsworth,... .2 00
Secotio, Mrs. A. B. Strattard,.
1 00
Greenhouse plants, J. Dirwanger.10 00
Second best, J. Vickery,.8 00
Third be9t, T. C. Hersey.
5 oo
Wardian case, Mrs. E. C. Andrews, grotuitv,... .2 00
Floral designs of wild flowers, Mrs. Thomas
Shaw. Portland, grotuity.2 00
Patrick Duffee, exhibition of Coxcombs,.3 00
Reuben Ruby, Mexican strawberry and Cactus,.2 00
Mrs. B. B. Farnsworth, collection of Chinese
binks,.. 00
Mrs. A. B. Strattard,crosses and flowers,.1 00
Mrs A. B. Strattard, sweet peas,.1 06
Mrs. Charles Stanley, monument and basket of
flowerrs.. 00
Rustic Stand, filled with iruit and flowers, Miss
L. M. Pope, Manchester,.3 00

Single

..

Yacht Notes.—The iron vacht Vicdex.Capt
of New York, is now in this port. She
is a fine yacht, G6 tons burden, and t^raws nine
feet of water. Yesterday afternoon she took a
number of ladies on a sail down down the harbor.

Senter,

The yachts Gannot, Fawn and Ripple, had a
six mile race in the harbor
yesterday'morning,
resulting in a victory for the latter.
For the Regatta on Saturday for the challenge cup for 1st class yachts, the Juniata has
drawn the 1st position, Sparkle 2d, Ray 3d, and
Viva 4th, or outside. The yachts will anchor
in line off Custom House wharf in the order
named at 10 a. m., and will start at a signal
from judges at precisely 11 a. m., passing over
the course before described. As this is an important race, and promises to be sharply con-

tested, it is particularly requested
yachts and vessels not entered in the
keep clear from the contesting yachts.

that all
race will

Personal.

GRAPES.

Hersey..
3d do Patrick Duttee, gardener to J. B.

8 00

burg

to Andrew S. Sawyer,Cape Elizabeth 2 00
!7—Best cluster of Wilmot Hamburg, H. P. Storer, Portland. 2 00
'8—Best cluster of Victoria Hamburg, H. P.
Storer, Portland.2 00
'9—Best cluster of White Frontignan, J.C. Weston, Bansor. 2 00
11—Best cluster of White Muscat, H P. Storer,
Portland. 2 00
12—Best cluster of White Chasselas, Andrew S.
Sawyer. Cape Elizabeth. 2 00
14— Best cluster oi buchland Sweetwater, Henry Ingalls, Wiscasset.
2 09
15— Best cluster of Trentham Black, Henry Ingalls, Wiscasset. 2 00
(6—Best collection grapes grown in open air,
Henry Ingalls, Wiscasset.10 00
17—Second Best do do J. Maxwell, Portland_8 00
For the other premiums and for the special
premiums ofleredby Henry Ingalls of Wiscasset there were no entries.
Philip Brown, Portland, collection of foreign
grapes, gratuity. 3 00
L. J. Perkins, Deering, Black Hamburg
grapes, gratuity. t 00
George B. Sawyer,Wiscasset, native grapes,
gratuity. 2 00
A. S.
Elizabeth,Bed

Sawyer,Cape

Chasselas,
gratuity.2
Dr’
Clark of Portland for display of Isabella

00

ing

week, returning

of the

Poland, sails for Europe
in season for the conven-

Legislature.

Sacred Concert.—The sacred concert in
City Hall Sunday night by Chandler’s Band
and the Amphion Club, with Miss Nellie St.
John as soprano, and James Whitney as tenor,
will not be forgotton by those who appreciate
excellent music. Reserved seats can be obtained
at Hawes’ music store.
Trieaaal Festival.
The

following correspondence explains itself:

Portland, Sept. 1874.
Hon. C. P. Kimball—Dear Sir:—At a meeting of the committee ou “Triennial Festival,”
appointed by the Maine Charitable Mechanic
Assoc ation, it was the unanimous vote of the
committee to invite you to deliver the address
before the Association at the Festival to be held
on Wednesday, Sept. 30th, 1874.
An early reply will oblige,
Very truly yours,
Geo. C. Littlefield,
H. C. Barnes,
fv-Rin

A

Hadv/\v

J. B. Thorndike,
Richard Cole,
Committee.

Portland, Sept. 18,1374.

Gentlemen:—I have the houor to acknowledge the receipt of your kind note of yesterday,
and will say io reply that while I have other
and siiuiar duties on my hands that ought to
occupy all my spare time, I do not, under the
circumstances, feel at liberty to refuse to comply with your request
I will therefore accept the invitation, and do
the best I can for you.
With kindest regards I remain,
Yours very truly,

Portland, best general exbibipears.*.20
second best. 13
Wiscasset, best 20 named va...

To Geo. A.
mittee.

Littlefield,

C. P. Kimball.
and others of the Com-

Anderson’s announcement that he will ofas a special
bargain two cases of ladies
heavy merino vests at 50 cents will no doubt
fer

attract

a

crowd to 3

fleering

00

00
00

jeldtf

BY TEIEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE
THE STATE FAIR.

Premiums Awarded—Race« Wot
Completed.
[Special to Press.}
24.—The first premium for
thoroughbred; stallions was awarded to Gen.
Tilton’s Saltan; for 4-year olds to A. B. Conger’s Eclipse; for best brood mare over four
years old to Gen. Tilton’s Vistule; for one year
old, to Mrs. D’Arthenay; first premium to stallion for general use, to Lyford’s Hambletonian;

Lewiston, Sept.

second to Palmer’s Palmer Knox; first premium to best four year old, to Marston’s Comet;
for best two year old, to John Thompson of

l^rtland; second
Membrino; best

best to Gen. Tilton’s Albion
herd of Jerseys to Dr. Boutelle; best herd of Ayrshires to J. & N. Dane
of Keunebunk: second to Orouo College farm;
best herd ot Short Horus to Warren Percival;
best cow and best bull to P. W. Ayer of Freedom; best Holstein bred bull and cow to Gen.
Tilton; best Durham cow to J. N. Mitchell of
Lewiston; best Hereford bull to Underwood of
Fayette; best herd to Warren Percival; second
to G. & G. Underwood; third to J. & N. Dane.
The second heat of the stallion race was won
by Messenger Knox in 2.3G; Bismarck was then
withdrawn, and Messenger Knox jogged over
the course in 2 55.
The fifth heat of the 2 37
class was won by Plymouth Rock in 2.33. Ow-

ing

the darkness

to

race

was

morrow

neither this nor the 2.52
completed. They will be finished to-

afternoon.

Gov. Dingley gave an informal reception to
the officers of the society this evening.
[To the Associated Press.l
Suicide of a Portland man.
Bath, Sept. 24 —A young man named Deer-

ing of Portland, who has been teaching school
at

Round

place

this

Pond, Bristol, shot himself
morning. Cause unknown.

at

that

NEW YORK.
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the steamboat Wyoming, the members of
the Irish team being at Creedmoor practicing
for the contest Saturday.
Graffula’s 7th regiment National Band, accompanied the
[party,
which was limited to 250, and a luncheon by
Delmonico was served on board, after which
Mayor Havemeyer made a speech introducing
the Lord Mayor, in which he said that it was
the first time in the history of New York that
the authorities were called upon to pay respects
to the corporate representatives of the metropolis of Ireland, a country with which our people
are so closely connected.
The Lord Mayor in
walking through the streets of New York and
meeting so many countrymen, might think
himself in Dublin and the thought must force
itself upon him that it was a good thing for the
Irish race that Columbus discovered America.
He believed he could say for the Irishmen of
this city, whether in office or not, that they
were
happy to see the Lord Mayor of the chief
city of their native land.
The Lord Mayor relumed thanks for the
kindness and hospitality of the authorities and
private citizens of New York, and said: “We
were not prepared for this hearty welcome, because apart from the ties of race and kinship
the fact is universally recognized that the native energy of the American is only equalled by
the sense of good fellowship and manly gener
osity. When the story of our visit is read in
the homes of thousauds of Irish men and
women who have good reason to love America,
the kindness of New York would be gratefully
remembered.
He hoped the city of New York would main
tain her splendid position among the cities of
the world, and the Republic of the United
States receive the blessiugs of peace and proson

perity.”

Various Matters.
A fire in Mercer street tbit morning damaged Santer’s box factory $3500; Otto Sebler’s
looking glass frame works, $3000; Shor’s photographic instrument factory, $2000, and several others in small sums.
The building was
damaged $12,000. Fireman’s Hall, adjoining,
was in much danger, but was saved
by the hard
work of the firemen.
Mayor Havemeyer is preparing another series
of charges against John Kelley.
The Park Commissioners have appointed a
committee to select an appropriate site for the
statue of Daniel Webster in Central Fark.
The committee will confer with Mr. Burnham,
the donor.

WASHINGTON.
Another Report about Black Hills.
Washington, Sept. 24.—Fuller and later reports received here show conclusively that the
recent glowing accounts from the Black Hills
are entirely unreliable, and confirm the
opinion

of Prof. Wir.chel that there are no valuable
minerals m me couutry.
upi. i red tyrant, who
accompanied the expedition under special instructions to report upon its
geological character, says that the rock on which it is clai med
gold was discovered, is of a metamorphosis
character, in which no precious minerals have
ever beeu found.
Not over $3 worth was
brought under bis observation during the entire
expedition, and it is a question whether this
was not imported into the section.
The timber
is spruce and yellow pine but is valueless for
lumber.
The area of tillable lauds is very
small, there not being enough for a dozen good
sized farms.
The Sioux commissioners lately sent to negotiate with the Ked Cloud and Spotted Tail
bands, went on their explorations to tb9 base
of the Black Hills, the south side, and give
substantially the same views as Col. Grant regarding the character of the counTy and the
absence of minerals.
The President is emphatic iu his determination to prevent all invasion of the country
by
intruders so long as by law and treaty it is se
cured to the Indians.
The Grand Jury Legal.
The case of Underwood and Hall,
holding
office under the District government, charged
with the forgery of a fireman’s pay
certificate,
is pending before the criminal court. A
plea
on abatement was raised
by their counsel, involving the question whether the graud jury
which found au indictment was properly drawn
or qualified.
The court, after argument, decided ior the government. The same grand
jury
found indictments in the safe burglary
case,
and a contrary decision would have rendered
their work abortive.

Newspaper Postage.
The Postmaster General will doubtless adopt
the recommendations of the report made by Assistant Barbour and A. D. Hazen, chief of the
stamp division, with regard to carrying out the

law which goes into effect on the first of January requiring prepayment of postage on newspapers or periodicals mailed from the known
office of publication and addressed to regular
subscribers and news agents. They believe the
best plan is to affix stamps to a memorandum
of mailing, the stamp to be cancelled by
perforation, and that they range iu value from 2
cents to

$60.

A Navel Case.
S. B. Murdock, who attempted to blackmail
FernaDdo Wood, by sending him a
threatening
letter charging him of criminal act with a woman who visited him last June to
get an office,
was found guilty to-day in the District Court
He wanted $50,000.

Treasury Balances.-

following are the Treasury balances todayCurrency, $14,129,312; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, $60390.000; coin, *75,456,514, including
coin certificates, $28,687,140; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
A Played oat B areas,
Nimp

Vadir

Qonf

OA

a

nr
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a

ial states that a man named
Nettleship, employed in Whiieley’s corps of the secret service detectives, has been found to have drawn
immense sums from the secret service fund.
He was paid six dollars per day regular salary
and three dollars per
day for subsistence, besides great sums under the head of incidentals
and expenses. In addition to all this he was
also appointed inspector in the New York custom house by Murphy in
1871, and had been
drawing three dollars per day. Three similar
charges are made against Newcomb of Whiteley’s force.

RAILROAD

ACCIDENT.

HSCELLANIlOIJIi NOTICES.
Steamer Chesapeake of the Maine Steamship Liue will leave New York for Portland
every Saturday at 5 p. m., aud from Portland
on Tuesday at 5 p. m.
sp24-lt
For the Race.—The steamer
Express will
accompany the yachts on Saturday, Sept. 2'ith
leaving Custom House wharf at the departure
of the yachts. Tickets 50c.
sp24-2t
Door Plates and Numbers.—The best asof door plates and numbers in New
England at Tierney’s, 31 Market Square, Lancaster Hall building, over Horse Railroad ofhoe.
au31eodlm
sortment

Do Justice to Nature.—It is ingratitude to
not to preserve aud keep in
splendid
a good set of teeth.
Nothing can be
All that is needed is to brush them
briskly night and morning with purifying Sozodont.
It will make the mouth a perfumed
The Ladies’ Gossamer Waterproof weighs
can be carried in the pocket.
For sale at
Hall's Rubber Store under Falmouth Hotel.

Baltimore, Sept. 24.—The officers of the
Baltimore & Ohio railroad gives the following
particulars of the accident on the Parkersburg
Branch last night:

The west bound passenger train leaving Baltimore at 6.30 a, m., and east bound passenger
train leaving Parkersburg at 6 p. m, collided
at Suiithton, the regularly
appointed "meeting
place, eight miles east of Parkersburg.
Both engines were wrecked.
Tbe postal car
attached to the west bouud train was burned,
fire being communicated from the lamps to the
mail matter. The fiames make snch progress
that one of the postal clerks, named Bradford,
was burned to death before
extricated, and the
bulk of tho mail matter was destroyed.
The
baggage car of the same train was also burned,
with the greater portion of its contents.
The
platforms of a number of the passenger cars
were demolished
by the force of the collision.
None of the passengers were injured, aud but
one of the train hands received a slight flesh
wound.
The west bound train had arrived at Smithton and was preparing to go on the side track
when the east bound train, which was behind
time, suddenly came up.

lOoz;

sepl9

dlw

raiNOU 1ELEGBAIII4.
Mr. Beecher and party returned to New York

Several passengers were killed and a number
injured by a railroad accident in Alabama ou
the Selma and Rome Railroad
yesterday mom
The internal revenue

receipts yesterday

3—31,320.

persons.

Blood, Woodhull and Claflin are said to
na^e passed
through Worcester on the New
lork owl train for Boston early
yesterday moni-

POLITICAL.
Senator Schurz on National Affairs.
St. Louis, Sept. 24.—Senator Schurz made a

lpnortliD and

alahnrata

cncooh

unnn

and state questions at the Temple to-night.
After referring in general terms to the present condition of the public mind, the wide
spraad and deep distrust and skepticism which
have taken the place of confident assurance
and sanguine expectation formerly prevailing,
he entered into a discussion of Louisiana affairs.
He reiterated his opinions, expressed iu the
Senate, that the Kellogg government is an usurpation, but it had been recognized by the
President,and wheu last week the McEneryites
overthrew it. the President constitutionally reinstated it, and that was the end of the Louisiana revolution, but it was not the end of
the
disease, neither is it a final remedy.
A great wrong has been committed.
The
wrong does not consist in the intervention of
the President against those who bv force of
arms had driven Kellogg to
flight, for the President acted in the exercise of his constitutional
authority. Neither can, in a republic,the right
of self help by force be admitted, for such an
admission wonld encourage every party and
every individual that has a grievance, either
real or imaginary, to resort to force for redress
aud a state of anarchy would ensue which no
political or social organization could withstand,
but the great wroug was committed before, ft
was when a federal judge,
palpably overstepping the limits of his jurisdiction and perpetrating an outrage without ‘precedent iu our
history, was supported by the power of the
national government iu an act of virtually creating a state government which had no 'legal
evidence of election by the people.
It was
when even after the President had expressed
his doubt that Congress neglected to undo the
usurpation aud to make room for those wfco
had prima facie evidence of an election by the
people. The wrong was committed even before that and iu more states than Louisiana.
It was when the federal office holders in the
South were permitted to use their authority
aud prestige as a power iu a partizau conflict
and for the suppo.it aud perpetuation of parti
zan state governments, the most
rapacious aud
corrupt that ever disgraced a republican coun-

try-

Nor was that the only wrong committed in
•
the South.
There was another aud oil the other side. It
was when the bands of lawless ruffians infested
country, spreading terror by cruel prosecution
and murder. It was wheu the nelpless prisoners were slaughtered in
cold blood.
It was
when neither officers or volunteers could be
found to arrest the perpetrators of such bloody
deeds, or no jury to convict them. It was when
tBe better classes of society contented themselves with condemnatory resolutions.au 1 pious
whites, instead of straining every nerve to
briDg the malfactors to justice, and now it is
Baid that many of the bloody stories which
reach us from the South are inventions exagerated. That may have been, and undoubtedly
in some cases, were so, hut we know also that
very many of them were but too true, and they
cannot be explained as a mere defence against
official robbery, for the murdered victims were
moriany poor negroes,wnue me real plunderers
went free and sale.
We know also that there
is a ruffianly element In the South which unless
vigorously restrained by all power of safety
will result in bloodshed as a pastime, especially
when it is permitted to believe itself to be engaged in partizan service and safe under the
protection of public opinion.
The Senator then said:—This is the state of
things we have to deal with” and asks if there
is no remedy except
by the employment of
force. He thinks there is and proceeds to say:
“There is no further attempt to monarchial
movement on the part of the people of Louisiana, but there is another kind of anarchy
which is just as dangerous to republican institutions aud to the welfare of the nation as the
lawless self-help by the force of individuals and
parties. It is the anarchy of power. It is the
lawlessness of authority. If you want people
to respect and obey the laws, convince them
that those in power do not willfully disregard
them.
United Americans.
Sept. 24.—At the session of
the National Couucil of the Order of United
American Mechanics la3t evening, which was
protracted till a late hour, the following officers were elected for the
ensuing year and installed: National Councilor, C. E. Reiffsnider
of Ohio; National Secretary, Amos S. Rodstreak of Pennsylvaniar National Treasurer,
John Walker of Delaware.
Order of

Cleveland, O

Ohio River Coramiwisn.
Evansville, Ind., Sept. 24.—The commissioners for the improvement of navigation on
the Ohio river have adjourned to meet in Washington on the 10th of October. They passed a
resolution, recommending that Congress take
immediate action for the improvement of the
mouth of the Mississippi river, and against the
erection of another bridge across the Ohio
river at Cincinnati.
The

Highway Robbery.
Wilmington, Del., Sept. 24.—George Eagle,
s batcher, of
Newcastle, Delaware, was met
by five highwaymen last night, on a public road
between this place and Newcastle, when they
took him out of his wagon, emptied his pockets
>f 3420 and made their escape with the horse
*od wagon, which they afterwards abandoned
iwo miles from the place of attack.
There is
ao

clue to the robbers.

Highway Robbers.
24.—AsJ'. A. Wakupof Frammarketman
oybam,
having disposed of his
oad of vegetables in Boston, was on his way
some last night, foot pads attacked him in a
onely spot, knocked him from his wagon with
club, made him insensible with chloroform,
ind lobbed him of $55. He was found this
norning by the wayside insensible, but will re-

Friday Ercuingg, gcpt.

SEXUAL SCIENCE

very firm. The market is very bare. Susteady aud show no change. Butter and
are firai and an advance is
expected. Molasses
is in good demand and
prices are quite firm. We
have no change to note iu quotations.
are

reasonable

76J

w. l, fitcii.

TICKETS FOR TWENTY LESSONS,

Gentlemen $3.00, Ladies $2,00.

I>*uie«tic market*.
Nbw York, Sept. 23-Kvemng.—Cotton
quiet and
unchanged; sales 1113 bales; Middling uplands at
lfifc; forward deliveries unchanged except for Sept.,
wuich udv&nced Jc. Flour—receipts 11,505
bbls; the
market is without decided change with a fair
export
demand for shipping grades and a moderate home
trade inquiry for better kinds;sales 11,300 hbls; Western and State at 4 40 @ 5 35: White Wheat Western
extra at 5 85 @ 6 40; extra Ohio at 5 10 ® 6
85; extra
St Louis at 5 33 @g)o0; including 9000 hbls shipping
extra, part to arrive, at 5 00 @ 5 30,and closing quiei;
Southern flour at 5 25 @ 9 00.
Wheat—receipts 297.787 bush; the market opened heavy ar.d lc lower and
closed rather more steady at a decline with a little
better export inquiry; sales 252,000 bnsli: No 3 Spring
at 1 07 @ 1 084; ,\o 2 North Western
Spring at 1 U) w
111; No 2 Chicago 1 to @ t 11; old and new do I 11;
No 2 Milwaukee 111 @ 1 12}; old No 2 Chicago and
Milwaukee 117 @ 118; ungraded Jowa and Minnesota Spring at 1 07@ 1 25; Not Spring 1
20® 1 27;
new Winter Red Western 1 20
@ 1 22; new Amber
Western 122} @ 1 26; White Western 1 24
@ 1 38
Corn—receipts 169,050 bush; the market opened heavy
and le lower, closing rather more steady; sales
216,000 hush at 95c for Western Mixed iu
store; 96 (5) 07
for Western Mixed afloat, chiefly % @
1 00 for
96jc;
White Western. Oats—receipts 68,000 bush the market is heavy and decided lower; sales 38,000 bush at 62
@ 64Jc tor Mixed Western; 63 @ 65}c for White Western; also 15,000 bush first half Oct at 64}c;25.000 hush
all Oct at 64t. Coftfee active at lc
advance; Rio quoted at 151 @ 20Jc in gold: sales of 11,000
hags on p t.—
Sugar Arm; fair to good reAning 84 @ 84c; 8} @ 83c
lor prime; gales ot 1725 blids of Muscovado at 84
®
8}c. Molasses is quiet. Rice unchanged. Petroleum
Araaer; sales 1000 bbls crude at 5Je; 2500 bbl. reAned
at 12Jc; 3500 uo early in Oct at 121c. Tallow is
quiet
at 8J ® 8}c, Naval Stores—Rosin excited and Armer at 2 40 for strained; Spirits
Turpentine unchanged at 35Jc. Pork is quiet and steady; sales of 102 bins
new mess, job lots, at 23
37} @ 23 75; seller Oct 23 50;
buyers option for Oct 23 25. Beet unchanged. Laid
Armer; sales of 150 tes prime steam at 148c; 250 do for
seller Oct at 148c; 250 tes buyers option for Oct 14} ■;
1000 do sellers option for six months at 12 13-16
@ l.'l.
Butter is Ann; 25® 30c lor Western; 30® 43c for

IN'

_seSMlvt

Grand Competitive Drill
Portland Cadets

Lake Freights—Corn
Kingston 7c.

xtj

ou

spot:

Heads

Now

FULL

:over.

Boiler Explosion.
Taunton, Sept. 24.—A boiler exploded in
-he engine room of A. Feld & Sons tack works
ibis afternoon, killing one man and severely
ujuring

several

otners.

.TIETEOKOLlHjilUAL.
rROIiABILITIES FOR

THB

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

No Opeu Polar Sea After All.
London, Sept. 24.—The members of the Ausrtau polar expedition declare that the explo■ations in the direction of the North Pole are
jopeless of satisfactory results, and that the
■eports of the existence of au open Polar sea
ire untrue.
Bloody Fight oa an Americnn Ship.
A serious trouble occurred on board the
American ship S. F. Hersey from Cardiff for
Montevideo. The vessel put to sea yesterday,
jut while yet in the chanuel several sailors
jumped overboard aud swam ashore in a bleedng and exhausted condition. The accounts of
,he(affair differ, but the whole crew were
lighting and one was billed by the captain,
rhe authorities sent a boat in pursuit of the
Hersey, but it is feared did not succeed in overtaking her. All the crew belong to Cardiff.
Carliats Defeated aud Surrendering.
Madrid, Sept. 24.—Tu an engagement in the
Province of Biscay, between the Republicans
md Carlists, the latter were defeated.
Mauy
nsurgents are surrendering to the natioual
forces, and asking for amnesty.
In

Springfield, Mass., yesterday, James Mopleaded guilty to murder in the second decree in killing Stephen
Lambert at Holyoke,
md was sentenced to imprisonment for life.

at

OF

II Do

HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
YARIKS,
THREAD,

Whiskey steady

AND

Milwaukee, Sept. 23.—Flour quiet and unchangWheat is firm and in good
demand; No 1 Milw^ukee at 1 03; No 2 do at 95jc; 924c seller
Oct; s2e
seller Nov. Oats quiet and
lower; No 2 at 49*c. Corn
lower; No 2 Mixed at 80c. Rye is lower; No 1 at 92c.
Barley unsettled and lower; No 2 Spring 114; seller
Oct 1 00 @ 1 02.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo
3|c;* do to Oswego at 7*c.
Receipts—4,500 bbls flour, 74,000 bush wheat.
Shipments- 6,000 bbls flour, 11.500 bush wheat.
Detroit, Sept. 24.—Flour is quiet and unchanged*
Wheat dull and shade lower; extra at
119*; No 1
at 115* @ 115}; Amber
^
Michigan 1 09. Com
is dull, lower and nominal.
Oats are dull and de-

KINDS

ALL

OF

KTotions !

ed,

Quality of Goods Guaranteed.

WE

QUOTE

:

8 Pairs Ladies’ Colton nose
for

50

for

81.00.

Ladies’ Herino Vests

rOLEDO. Sept. 24.—Flour is dull and
unchanged.
Wheat dull aod a shade lower: No 3 White Waba>li
at 113; No 3 White Wabash at 113; Nol White
Michigan at 117* extra White Michigan at 122;
Amber Michigan l O80ct.; No 1 Red 1 114; No 2 Red
W3 do 1 03; No 1 Amber Illinois at
V » ,° 2 do 111. Corn dull and lower at 84c for high
Mixed on spot Sept, and Oct; low Mixed
82*c.—
Oats in good demand and lower; No 1 at
53c; No. 2
at 51*; seller Sept.
52c; Michigan at 52c; rejected 49;
White at 54.

from

58 cento to $1.00.

Boys’ and Hisses’ Herino Vests

J

from 43 cent*
from 13

cents

Ladies’ Silk Neck Ties

Portland Horticultural Society
will bold a Grand Exhibitiaa af
Fruits,
clablea and FI sworn, In this
city, at

CITY

from IO cents upwards.

Anil to continue tour day,.
■(liberal premium* ore offered i* ibe
ng (regale amounting
nearly 81,100,
lists ot wbicn uiay be obtaiueil of Samuel
Itolfc, Eai
corner of Uingres, ami Chestnut Street,.
The Annual Adilre** will he delivered
by

HOW. W. W. THOHAS Jr.
Al Cily Hall.
On Wednesday Sept. 28 at 8 o’clock P. M.
to which all are Invited.
Articles for exhibition will be received until Tuesday, at 4 o’clock P. M.
Tickets 25 cents, tor sale at the door and the store
ot Samuel liolfe, corner of Cougre*s aud Chestnut
selM&wtd
Streets._

PORTLAND

Museum

&

from

from

Having purchased the interest of Mr. Robertson,
of the firm of Rines <&
Robertson, we shall continue
the

THE

INAUGURATION
-AND—

GRAND

UUUI

NEW & BEAUTIFUL OPERA
will

75

all

Monday, Sept. 28th, 1874.

cento

upward*.

(FV

VCUU

SARAH’S YOUNG MAN
with the

55 ccuts

to

from 88 cent, to

RINES BROTHERS.

from

Harry Fielding.\V. Lonsdale
Moggridge.Mrs. Newman
rar?
May. Cushing
Sarah Tibbs.Aliy
Chippendale
o

JA9. A. ARNOLD. Principal Bariteae.

Riching’s Opera Company,

W31. H. TILL 4, Principal Tea or. Kel
log’s Opera Company.
IVIVN8 CLARA FISHER, Prim a Dnn.a
MISS B^AIVfcHE KldI.KR.HAIV,
The Piece de resistance” wil! be Balfo’a ( harm*
ing Opera of the

BOHEMIAN GIRL.
Count A rnhelm.J. A. Arnold
Florentine
.Walter Bin-h
Captain ot the Guard.U. Osborne
...

..Mrs. Newman

Thaddeuy....W.

Ariinc.Clara
Nobles, Soldiers, Gipsies.
8CALE

OF PRICES FOR

ouiviuu iiuu iyicN)

$3.30.

Scats may bo secured without extra
Doors oj»en at 7. Curtain will rise

Come

so

and

♦

■

P.

S.—Just received

nil the

new

AUCTION SALES.
NEXT
At Sales

so19iBtt

SATURDAY,

Room,

176 Fore Street,

Parlor Sets, Chamber Sets, Lounges, Easy
NEW
Chairs, Carpets, B. W. and Ash Extension TaHair

ble, Chairs,
Mattresses, Crockery, Glass, Stone
and Earthen Ware, Ac.
At 11$ o’clock Dry Goods, Cassimeres, Linen Towe 8, Damasks. Napkins, Shirts and
Drawers, Marseilles Quilts, Ac. Abo an Invoice of Groceries.
P. O. BAILEY Ac CO* Anetisseen.

Plants, Hanging Baskets, Ac.,
AT

AUCTION.

TUESDAY, Sept. 29lh,

at 10 A. M„ we shall
sell at salesroom. 176 Fore street, a very tine collection of Ferns and Plants for ferneries. Winter
blood.ing Carnations, White and Scarlet Bouvardiaa,
Heaths, Cailas, Fuchsias. Ac.: also Hanging Baskets tilled with choice Plante.
IF. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Aaclianean.

ON

se23_

,Wt

Great Auction Sale
OF

—

ELEGANT

New

Carriages.
We

shaU hold the

Fifth Annual Trade Sale of Carriage*
AT

—

C. P. KIMBALL'S

Spacious Warerooms

in

Portland,

Auctioneers.
sc23dtd

—

Supporters

AND

Commission

Merchants,

Exchange St., Portland.

!%’« 18
A. M.
U. H.

—

MORGAN, I
DYER,
f

ttUlldti

Prirntc Sale.
agents for the sale if “Herring A
At

M. A D. arc
Parrels Champion Safes, “Wiegands” Patent Sectional
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Strain Kugiuea,fc“Blake*"
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little
Chemical

Giant,

Fh e Engine.

MORGAN & BYER.

Extensive Auct.on Sale of Horses,
and Carriages.
SATUKDAY, 9*pt. 26th, at 11 o’clock, on
Market Square, we shall offer for sale an exten-

a

lot

of Kid Glovea,
se23<ltf

Mhndea.

stock of new and second hand Carriages in great
variety, comprising Top Buggies, Pbietons, side
soring Wagons. Carryalls, Couford Wagons, Beach
Wagons, Ac., Ac. A'lso Harnes es in all qualities,
with a numlter of Horses, Ac., Ac.
Also one Two Horse Jigger, Express Wagon* and

Dump Cai ts.

!

CARGOES OF
«

PURE

I C E

Rines Brothers.
D. T. RINES,
ALBERT S. BINES.

Carse24

AUCTIONEERS

ICE.
Its

1 30
1 00

Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts. ON
*ive

cheap.

Sec

charge.
at 7:45,

riages may bo ordered at 10:30.

81.35.

J. F. FITZGERALD,

ALPACAS
sell

,12 UU

MORGAN & DYER,

Very Respectfully,

those nice

LUCIc..

ZENAS THOMPSON, J*.

LOWER THAN THE LOWEST !

Cashmere Shawls!

Days.

few

Balcony Circle.
Balcony and Family Circle.
Balcony Stalls at Orchestra Saloon rates

f. O. Bailey dc Co.*
Portland, Me., Sept. 22, 187«.

No iloubt jealous Traders, owing to the low
prices
luuted, will try to persuade you that our goods are
sot up to the mark. To this you must
pay no attention, as our goods are the best the market can afford.
We solicit aH examination of Stock, the lesult ot
ahicli we have no doubt wiil convince you that our
3oods are equal to the best, and

Shawls,

a

SIGHT:

riage

$3.50.

Corsets, Bustles and Hose

Black Cashmeres,
New Dress Goods,

OPESIKO

Fisher

*■

lloop Skirts

Silks,

H. Tilla

Queen of the Gipsies.Blanche Ellemian

30 cent. to $1.68.

from 38 crnlt to

Thanking the people of Portland and vicinity for
their liberal patronage, we promise in future to do
5ur best to give them good eoodsat the lowest
prices.
We have just opened a splendid stock of

wo

cast:

Mrs.

Corset Covers

that

following

Sam SIoelAf...Will Cahler
Mr. Moggridge.. Oakley

uwh'uf, ivmawai*, an aiuus oi a op
and Open Buggies, Jump Seats, Wagons of different
patterns. Ac., comprising almost every kind ol Carused in Maine.
Every Carriage ottered will he sold without re»*rre.
Terms—All under $100, cash; over $100, 4 month*
approved Notes with 7 3-10 per cent, interest.
C. P. KIMBALL,

Qf.Wi

IQ

Ladies’ Drawers
35 cent, to $3.75.
Ladies’ Skirts

of

wlih

commence

the Farce of

and shall offer about 100 fine Carriages ol our own
make and from other well known makers, consisting
of Cabreolets, Carryalls. Pony Phaetons of various

from

NO. 165 MIDDLE STREET

of

HOUSE !

on

AT 11 O’CLOCK A. 9L,

colors*

—

case

take place

The Evening’s entertainment will

6 cents upward*.

Ladies’ Chemises,
from

and another

OPENING
ABOVE

OF THE

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 30tb.

Ladies’ Night Dresses

Dry Goods Business

New

Opera House.

Lessee.
^ Ellis
Proprietors and Managers. Shaw
EMU
S'-age Manager.James J Bartlett
Musical Director.Wm ihnenfeidt
Seoic Artist,.....
.Griffith Morgan
Mistress ol the Wardrobe.Mrs. Kliis
Stage Careenter.A. I>. Pago
Property Man. \Vm Gulliver

Cambric Edgings

Velveteens*

Black:

HALL

—

Ladies’ Collars and Cuffs, lined,
from 13 cents upwards.
Lisle Thread Gloves

165 Middle Street.

Vri-

Commencing Tuesday 22d Instant,

from 90 cents upwards.

name

Society,

combined with the

upwards.

from 38 cents upwards.

DRY GOODS !

a

—

Pomological

Children’s Woolen Hose
from IO cents upwards.

AUTUMN 1874 !

Under the firm

THE

—

Hose

Ladies’ Herino Hose
from 13 cents upwards.
Gems’ nil W ool Shaker Hose

tiour.31,000 bush wheat, 25.-

6 00
6 10
9.09

'•
•*

Maine State

—

00,000 bush oats.

AT

4.00
4.15
6.00

3.00

81.93.

to

Gents’ Herino

21,000 bush oats.

a

Fruit and Floral Show!

Gents’ Herino Vests, good,

Lake Freights are dull and unchanged—to Buffalo
2}; to Oswego at 5*c.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 58,000 bush wheat,17,010

.<

3 09

GRAND

from 30 to 87 ceali.

J

2jo

1874._

cento.

7 Pairs Fleeced Cotton Hose

coru.

••

“2*tJ3t

Price and

clining at 53c.
Receipts—2,000 bbls flour and 45.000 bush wheat.
Shipments-3,00o bbls flour, 47,000 bush wheat.3000
*

—

«

*<

1st
139
1 48
2.02
2.13
2 30
45

The 12.45 nnd 4.00 P. M. trains front the Fair
Grounds are ibrougb trains to Boston. The R.ou p.
M. train wtllM* through to Portsmouth.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt. 1st Div.
A. BROWN, Supt. 2d Div.
Sept. 16.
rel7dtd

& Children’s

VNREROARMElT$,

Shipments 3,000 bbls flour, 64,000 bash wheat, 150.15,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, l,u00

For New Eusland,
mil the Middle States stationary, followed

VOKE1 GN.

Ground 12 45
1.00

Lewiston,

v

000 oust corn,
bush barley.

War

by
’alliug barometer, southwesterly winds, slight
ihanges in temperature, generally clear or
partly cloudy weather.

Offering

LINE

Ladies’,Gents’

bush^barley.

HOURS

Pep’t, Office Chief Signal )
S
Officer, Washington, P. 0.,
Sept. 25, |1 A. M.))

and

“

AIJBKR’S ERA DIAVOLO, in

Boston, Sept.
a

Opening

“•

trait*.

FITZGERALD'S

bbls flour, 83,000 bush wheat, 171,000 bush corn, 76,000 hush
oats, 2,000 bush rye, 18,000

bbls

!

«
*•

83.

UETUBX1KO:

..

49^1*°
Keceipts—6,000

Shipments—1,000

Families 1

Look well to your interests.

board iu the afternoon-Wheat
closed |at 94Jc seller for Sept; 93}cj seller Oct. Corn
°n S1>0t 79*° SCller 0ct**
°aU ^ 8eller Se^

bush corn,

T

Housekeepers

On the call of the

000 bush corn,

of

Ground,

1 OAtla.

ATTENTION

Buffalo at 3; Wheat to

to

8.40
8.45
8.55

Company.

{Bulk Meats quiet, weak
sales.

to

Reserved seats for sale at Hawes’ Music store.
Drill to commence at 8.30 precisely.
Band Concert by Chandler’* Full Band otie
hour before the Drill.
sellkl2w'

at 1 08.

Auburn,

Tactic*.

Admission 50 cents; Reserved seats 75cents.
Tickets can be had at J. A. Merrill’s, Peri y & Burnells’s Hat stores, T. P. McGowan’s Book store, under Congress Hall, at the door and of members ot

Freights to Liverpool steady; Cotton per steam at
Corn per sail at 4Jd; do steam
4d; Wheat per
sail at 4§d; do per steam 4 jd.
Chicago, Sept. 24.—Flour is unchanged and quiet
with only local trade. Wheat is dull and
lower; No 1
Spring 99}c; No 2 Spring at 678 on spot and seller lor
Sopt; 938c for seller Oct; No 3 Spring 89® 891c; re85}c. Corn is In fair demand, unsettled and
jected
lower at 80 @ 80}e on spot; 79}c for seller
Sept; 781c
seller Oct; 71c seller all the year; high Mixed at 81 fa)
82c; rejected 81c. Oats are dull and unsettled at 49c
for No 2 on spot; 48}c seller for Oct; rejected at 464 foj
47c; White 4:1 @ 50c. Rye dull and lower at 90 ® 92c
for No 2. Barley is in fair demand and lower at I 00
for No 2 Spring cash; 1 02 @ 1 03 seller
Sept; 964c for
seller oct; No 3
Spring 82 ® 83c. Provisions—Pork
d- 11 and unsettled at 22 12} casli ;18 OOfor seller all the

—

D.15
9.23
9.33
9.45
9.50
lo.lo
lu.25
10.30
10.40

N.Gloucesler.8.1'!
Danville Juc,8 25

Sheridan Cadets.

vs.

Both Companies to Brill
Upton
Kcriat-d Edition, from puye l«t

either

Gray,

8.00

Arrive Portland,

t

c ityIaall !
Friday Evening, Oct. 2, 1874.

}d;

no

ADVANCE,

Let all who propose to join this class be present the
fltst evening.

—

J
7T
,7
,\
seller for all the year.
and nominally *c lower;

LIaYRR,

All who desire to become ready readers of Mu»ic
will find this class peculiarly
adapted to tbeir wants,
as the system ot Jiunical Notation will
receive
special attention.

..

if

—

Falmouth, 7.23
Cumberland. 7.30
Walnut Hill, 7.45

Fair

under the instruction of

Pacific.’

Re«laee«l

at

September 28, 23, 21 and

Leave

Thursday Evening, Oct, 1, 1874,

....

The tollowiDg were the quotations tor Pacific Rail
road securities:
Central Pacific bonds ex-div. 92V
Union
W9
Union Pacific laud graots
.88J
Union Pacific income bonds. 91

OF

TO THE

—

Lewiston.

will commence

91
381
5til
103

$3. and $4.

Regular and Special Trains

Ar Fair

sluuul,

ARCANA

preferred..

Lake Shore.
Illinois Central.
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred...
Chicago & Rock island.

—

*•

rates

siAuimy

Union Pacific stock. 36i
Michigan Central.
77

Whiskey dull

Show and Fair

Sept. HOlli, 3 P. M.,
$130 tor Horses that never trotted better than 3 mlnutes; $75 to first, $45 to second, $30 to third.
0 F. M.—Mares and Colts will he shown to track fur
Society’s premiums.
Oct. 1st. 10 A. M..
Exhibition of strength of draft cattle under 7 feet
girth.
2 P.M.-$200 for Horses that never trotted better
thin 2 45 ; $125 to first, $50 to second, $25 to third.
3 I. M.—Stallions for general use will be shown to
track for Society’s premiums.
Oct. 3, 9.30 A M.,
Exhibition of strength of draft cattle 7 ieet or over
in girth.
1°.30 A. M.—Exhibition of strength of draft
horses.
2P
M.—Sweep9takes-$250; $13J to first, $80 to
second, $40 to third.
3 P. M.—Geldings will be shown to track for
Society’s premiums.
SAMUEL
DINGLEY,
Secretary.
0
Sebago Lake, Sept. 24, 1874,
se25JIw

117J

30 CtS.

Boies

ARRANGEMENTS

THE

for all who wisti to attend the exhibition, by carriage from Sebago Lake station on the
r.tKU K. K.
The order of exercises for
Trotting, Drawing, &c.,
will be as follows:

Pacific Mail.
S. Y. Centra1 and Hudson River consolidated. ...101“
Erie. 37$

State.

OF

Sufficient means of transportation will be provided
at

The following were cbf opeuing quotations vf
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.7KV

Parquette

i^riceii.

Sept. 30, Oct. 1 and 2, 1874.

Dockland Ume Market.

.U<;|

‘^5 eta.
50 eta.

Every NaiurJoy Afternoon,
so~*

NORTH WINDHAM,

new York Stock and Money Market.
New York, Sept. 23—Evenina.—Money was
easy
at 2 @ 2* per cent. Foreign Exchange lower with
actual business at 483 @ 483* for bankers 60 days
sterling and 485} @ 486} for demand. The Custom receipts to-day were $355,000. Gold opened and closed
at 109§ with some sales at 1 09*. The rates for borrowing were 1 @ 2 and 3 per cent.; loans were also
made flat. The Assistant Treasurer paid to-day $23,•00 on account of interest and $24,000 in the redemption of bonds. Governments steady. State bonds
dull. Railroad mortgages iu fair busmes.
Tne following weie mo quotations ui tiovormnent
securities:
United States coupon 6*8,ls81,.
117}
United States5-20’s 1862.112}
United States 5-20’s 18G4.115
United States 5-2o’s 1865, old. ijm
United States 5-20*8 I865,uew .115}
United States5-20’a 1807,.,.....lp;i
United States 5-20’s 1868,.
United States new 5s.
..Ml}
uiwteu ouu.es xu-tu
111 +
coupon..
CarreDcv 6’g.

Kvrrjr .Vlouday nod
Tbumday.
Cards of Admission.

GRAND FAMILY MATINEE,

HALL,

will be belli at

fto»toa Stock liii(«

Hill

t,
Orchestra chairs

Society

[Sales at the Broker’s Board.. Sept. 23.|
Eastern Railroad.
..@61

or

Cattle Show and Fair.

Daily Domestic Kecciptx.
cornweal to G W

....

Chungo

Cumberland County Agricultural

Wood—Firm at $5 for best.

Winter Season.

Excursion tickets sold at the office for one 6ire the
round trip, leaving [.assen-ers at the Fair Grounds.
L ave Portland,
7 00 A.V. 8.50 A.M, and 1.05 P.M.
**
Westbrook 7.15
9.07
j jg .*

—

common

!

—

State Fair at Lewiston

water conveyance—1000 bush
& Co.

Rockland,Sept. 23—Market very firm;
90c @ 1 00; Lump $1 40; Casks, 25c.

THE

Admission 25 cents; Reserved Seats 35 cents, for
sale at Hawes’ Music Store Wednesday morniuu
Sept. 23d.
Doors open at Cj, Concert at 8 o'clock.
sc2!dtw

aud

Erie

seiadlw

—

The 39th Anuual Cattle

bags 3 cases merchandise 2 pkgs do for G T Railroad,
mdse lor Boston.

Me.

Monthly Eve Sept. 7tli.
Now Faces Every Week.

Accompani*,!.

are

By
True

Fall and

CHANDLER’.* BAND,
AMPniON CLUB,
MINS NELLIE ST. JOHN,
Soprano,
JAMES WHITNEY, Tenor,
MISS LEAFY CHANDLER,

Portland Wholesale Market**

Portland,

OPENING

•-FOR

Sunday Evening, Sept. 27th,

Thursday, Sept. 24.—The market is generally
very quiet to-day. Grain exhibits no
change aud
prices

or

AT

CITY

Opera House.

Music Hall,

GRAND

Sunday Concert
—

INANC'l.-tl* A*K» COifliHKIK'kAL

gars
lard

Formerly

MAN & WOMAN,
also illustrated. Course Tickets to Gents. $1.00.
Consultations as to your own and children’s Phrenbest business etc. every day t'ruin 8 A. M. till 10
ology,
P. 51. »t the Falmouth Hotel until Sept. .’Iitli inclu-

A letter from Havana says that the so-called
spontaneous offering of the inhabitants of Cuba
of five per ceut. of their
capital for two years,
requires a great many decrees from the Governor General for its collection.
Base ball, Bostou—Mutuals
8, Bostons 5.
<

Ward’s

Admission to each 50 cents.
TO GENTS ONLY.

Grand

Postmaster General Jewell has discharged
ten special agents this week.

ENTEItTA inment».

35«l«.

siye, ouly._

es*

!

conqress hall.
Ry Prof. 0. S. Fowler.

were

Ex-Postmaster General Horatio King yesterday gave a lunch iu honor of Postmaster General Jewell, It was attended by tne President,
members of the Cabinet and other prominent

tight.

it is generally understood that the leaders of
the late|riots will be indicted, and
leading business meu say that if such a course is carried
out
they will be unable to restrain younger men
from violence.
It is stated that the White
Leagues last night voted not to submit to any
such persecutions.
Kellogg last uight telegraphed to the Attorney General that if troops weie withdrawn
there might be rioting at any moment, aud not
end till Kellogg and all his peple were either
killed or driven from the state.
Three war vessels arrived below New Orleans
last night.
Kellogg also telegraphed to Washington last
night that the White League was spreading
through the other Southern states.

in

ing.

unhappy province.
The Herald’s New Orleans special says:—
\
The sudden and violeut chauge of sentiment
in the colored people since the federal occupation is exciting serious appreheusions.
HALIFAX. N3. Steamer Falmouth—25 casks oil
I kuow
to J Conley &
that the ladies have been grossly insulted while
Son, 5 crates skins to Hart & Co. 4
pkgs merchandise to Swott’s Express, 1 do merchanpassing on the streets, and .similar complaints dise
to Eastern Express (Jo, l do do to J F
come from many citizens.
Equally unpleasant aud merchandise for Canada and Boston. Liscomb,
reports arrive from the country, and it is feared
ST. .JOHN, NB.
Steamer New York—38 bdls
that

unless some salutary measuies are adopted
the whole power of the government will be required to keep the nigger element within
bounds. No violence is yet reported, they con
themselves to bitter virtuperations and
tilling
horrible abuse.”
A New Orleans special states that
Kellogg
has determined to seach for arms. The White
Leaguers state that they have no arms belong
ing to the state, and if Kellogg's police attempt
to search private houses there will be another

ENTERTAINMENTS.

yesterday.

League

New Yoiek, Sept. 21.—A special from New
Orleans contains a loii£ address of tile committee of seventy of that
city in defence of late action against
Ivellog", claiming justification in
consequence of the misrule to which they alke
tho people have been
subjected. The address
concluded as follows:
I'riends, countrymen and lovers of freedom.
V\ e make our last
appeal to you. Every peaceful remedy has been exhausted. We have’borne
aud foreborne until our submission was construed into cowardice; our desolation was accomplished; the hum of industry was stilled in
ourworshops; the wheels of commerce were
stopped; agriculture lauguisbed and capital tied
from us, our taxe3 were increased until real estate has become a curse instead of a
blessing.
In the midstof our
poverty we saw with unavailing protests and indignation, alien and
bankrupt adventuiers grow rich withjtha spoils
wrung from us by every species of unjust and
oppressive extortion. In our despair and in the
exercise of what we believe to the an inalienable right, we overthrew by arms a usurpation
begot in fraud aud maintained by force. The
power of tho United States has again set it up
to be a taskmaster over us.
Our tale of misery
is complete. Nothing remains but
submission,
relieved only by the dim and distant hope that
the sober second thought of this great
people
will reconsider calmly our conduct, end devise
in
their
wisdom
some
method
of
relief
for
this
|

ran

The bank of Industry of Pittsburg, Pa was
robbed of $2000 by a sneak thief yesterday.

While

UcIlaiBt.

WJ

U. S. Senate.
Reception of the Mayor of Dobliu.
The Lord Mayor of Dublin. Lady Mayoress,
his daughter, and Alderman Manning and
daughter, who accompany the Irish rifle team,
were entertained to-day by the city authorities
by an excursion on the rivers around the city

Mail Agent Burned to Death and
Malls Destroyed

block.

palace._sep21-d&wlw

13— Samuel Eolfe,

Block.

The

order
easier.

PEAR9.

W-Wo^nan,portian.i,

next

nature

grapes, and Mrs. A. B. Strattard of
Monroe for ‘varieties of native
grapes receive! honorabel meution.
Henry Ingalls of Wiscasset was chairman
of the committee
making awards.

14— Henry Ingalls,
rieties. •

tive from Minot and

_

Brown. 5 00
rC— Premium for best cluster of Black Ham-

tion of

Esq., leave here next week to attend the Episcopal Convention to he held at New York.
Mr. A. T. Denison, Republican Representa-

»

Best exhibition of foreign grapes in cold grapery:
r5—1st premium, J. C. Weston, Bangor.$10 00
2nd do Thomas Phillips, gardener to T. C.

Anything desired in a Catholic Bookstore
can be found at X. P. McCJowau’s, Congress

will

00
00
00
00

THE SOUTH.
AdTuirNiuliOuisiiua—The

_

llglic

Brahma Fowls, to C H lugalls, Wiscasset.
CLASS SIX, FLOWEBS.
Cut flowers, best display, Mrs B B Farnsworth.$10
Second do, gardener for John B Brown. 8
Third do, C F Bryant, Portland. 6
Fourth do, J A Dirwanger, Portland. 4
Cut flowers, Mrs A B Strattard, Monroe, gratui-

Friday
third

Vickery & Leighton, 153 Middle street,
a nice little variety of drv goods, cheap.
sep21-d&w2\v

have

New York Politics.
New York, Sept. 24.—The Herald says the
Republican State Conventioa yesterday made a
j mistake in not
declaring agaiust a third term.
3 GO
The Tribune says that it is generally considSecond do, to the same. 2 00
ered that the nomination of Dix and Robinson
Special Premium, by Albert Noyes, Bnngor, for
best general exhibition of fruit in the first
was made with the understanding that ex Gov.

Rev. Dr. Pise and George E. B. Jackson,

PREMIUMS.

Coroner’s Jury.—The coroner’s jury in the
case of G. C. Smith, the engineer who was
killed by the boiler explosion on the Ogdensburg, yesterday noon brought in the following

45 II. P. Storer, Portland, best 10 named varieties.12 00
Thomas Phillips, gardener to T. C. Horsey,
Portland, for second best. 8 00
46—Alfred Smith, Monmouth, best live named
varieties. 8 00
G. B. Sawyer, Wiscasset, second best.5 CO
47— Albeit Noyes, best single variety, lall pears,
Tyson.. 3 00
48—George W. Woodman, Portland,tor best single variety of winter pears. Lawrence. 3 00
George Jewett. Portland, second best, Beurre Gris de Hi ver No veau.2 00
49— Samuel Rolfe, Portland, best dish of Bartlett pears.2 00
50—Samuel Rolfe, do Belle Lucrative.2 00
53—Samuel Rolfe, do Beurre Hardy.2 00
55— L. J. Perkins, do Beurre Clairgeau.2 00
56— Geo. Jewett, do Beurre Diel. 2 00
57—Samuel Rolfe, do Andrews.2 00
58 -S. S. Low, Bangor, do Clapp’s Favorite.2 00
59—Geo. Jewett, Portland, do Doveune Boussock2 00
GO—Alfred Smith, Monmouth, do,Duchessd’ An-

Varnished nnd Shipped h,
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w-o CRAM.

Consignors will please forward early on
ing of sale to Market Square.
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More like brute than any man alive or dead,—
By his great pump, out of gear,
Lay the peon engineer,
Waking only just to hear,
Overhead,
that called his name,
Angry tones
Oaths and cries of bitter blame—
Woke to hear all this, and waking, turned and fled!
the man who’ll bring to me,”
Cried Intendant Harry Lee,
Harry Lee, the English foreman of the mine,—
“Bring the sot alive or dead,
“I will give to him,” he said,
“Fifteen hundred pesos down,
JuBt to see the rascal’s crown
Underneath this heel of mine;
Since but death
Deserves the man whose deed,
Be it vice or want of heed,
Stops the pumps that give us breath—
Stops the pumps that suck the death
From the poisoned lower levels ot the mine!”
“To

these states.
The average of the wheat crop by Department advices is seven per cent, greater than

"

since the first rebellion, but the proclamation of President Grant suddenly brought the
McEuery people to their senses and at the demand of Gen. Emoiy, U. S. A., the revolutionists gave up their arms, and left the state

seen

house, and Kellogg has been reinstated, the
McEnery people only making a lengthy protest. In the remote parishes, however, the

I will give the man,” said he,
“Twice that sum, who with a rope
Face to face with death shall cope.
Let him come who dares to hope!”
“Hold your peace!” some one replied,
Standing by the foreman’s side;

already goue, wlio’er he be!”

Then they held their breath with awe,

Pulling on the rope, and saw
Faintiug figures reappear,

On the black rope

swinging clear,
Fastened by some skillful band from below;
Till a score the level gained,
And but one alone remained,—
He the hero and the last,
He whose skilful hand made fast
The. long line that brought them back to hope and
cheer!

Is Ramon!
the drunken engineer—
I’m the coward, Senor”—hero
He fell over by that sign
Dead as a stone!
I’m

white leagues inaugurated new governments
which it will be more troublesome to change.
The state is in a fearful condition.
There has been little change in the situation
in other states except that the decided action of
President Grant has given the White Leagues
a head flaw. Would not the first rebellion hare
been as easily checked if Buchanau had exercised firmness?
The Democratic state committee of Tennes-

edy will

I
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a
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Days.

the fourth were almost 100 girls at work under
an overseer.
On the floor above (the fifth
story) were almost 30 of the youngest operatives
in the mill at work. With the alarm, the
flames seemed to leap up this attic from the
windows below and up the great tower in the
center of the building where were all the stairs.
The fire caught in mule spinning room on the
fourth floor in the northwest part of the room
from the friction in a male head and igniting
the cotton waste about the machine, almost as
inflamable as gun cotton, the fire flashed along
the floor toward the central tower, burning the
waste to which point the flames were drawn by
tbe draft. This tower was the only means of
escape, except two of which there were on each
side of the gable end of the mill. The burning
thick suffocating smoke and
there was enough material to make a hot fine
until the more substantial wood work was ignited.
a

The most shocking scenes followed. The operators mostly young gitls and children were
frantic with terror, running about the room,
shouting, crying and begging to be saved. The
few cooler heads who were present could have
no control over them.
Even after the tower
difficult to get even a few
of them to go up the ladder to the roof from
which they could reach the ladders leading to
the ground. They were GO feet from the ground
and could not iumn without certain death nr
was

shocking mutilation.

On the fourth floor
where there were a hundred girls the scenes
were no less frightful.
There escape, tco, by
the centre tower had been cut off, but the two
ladders of the south gable were before them;

bewildered and horror-stricken were the
poor girls with the peril of the position and the
thick, suffocating smoke, that, although urged
to take the ladder, many rushed to the balcony
so

and threw themselves into the street below
without a look to the ladder. When the means
of escape provided by the mill had been cut

people brought feather beds and matoff,
tresses to break the fall of those Who must now
jump, but in nearly every case those who took
this means of escape were shockingly maimed
the

by

The full fire debut their efforts
could only be directed to attempts to save life,
and in this they were baffled by the great distance from the ground, the scarcity of long
ladders, and the dense smoke and increasing
beat. One fireman in his heroic efforts to save
the lives of the helpless children had to be
abandoned by his friends, thus sacrificing him
self to save others. Words, say eye witnesses,
can give no idea of the terrible scenes, in the
streets and at the windows where the poor vicParents could see their
tims rushed for aid.
children cut off by flames, fifty feet from the
ground, while the whole populace was little
killed

or

partment

tho concussion.

was soon on

hand,

better than an infuriated mob. The police and
firemen showed great coolness and courage.
As the mangled bodies, some dead, others
nearer dead than alive and better to have been
dead, were taken from under the windows
where they fell, they were carried on stretchers
to

an

improvised morgue

or

hospital according

dead or alive. At the Mission
they
chapel nearly 20 dead bodies were lying at one
time. The fire was not so destructive to property as might be suspected, as the firemen confined it to the two upper stories and a short
time put it out above.
Indeed, only porof
the
tions
two upper
stories were
destroyed. It is said, however, that the walls
were

as

of the mill will have to como down latgely
as the granite was cracked by the heat and
water. As soon as the flames were subdued,
the search for victims was begun and many
were iounu so snocaingiy cnarrea tnat no one
could recognize them. Full lists of the casualties are now made up with the following
result; Killed or burned to death, 23; wounded and maimed, 3G; more than a third of these
are dangerously injured and many cannot
recover.

There are many rumors about the affair,
that the elevator by which all might have
escaped would not work; and the coroner’s
jury has taken testimony showing that the
Superintendent, who says he did all in his
power to save the girls, was not present at all.
The jury are now in session, and when their
verdict is made up the result will be given.
The total insurance on the mill is S450’000.
The insurance agents value the
reone

maining

at

property

8157,000.
THAT

DREADFUL BORE.

During

the week Theodore Tilton has punished the newspapers with a “statement” so
long that it would cover one side of this paper
in fine type. It is well written and there are
many who believe that he has improved his
case with the public; hut life is short and in
general too valuable to devote to the details of
this nasty affair, whether based on truth or
falsehood. The statement contains little that
is new, and maiuly rests upon the word of TilThe story of Mrs. Tilton’s confession
ton.
of the crime Jof adultery with Mr. Beecher is
told with great explicitness, and a letter is introduced from Susan Anthony to show that
she knew the nature of the intimacy, and
that Mr. Beecher was the sinner and a
great liar. Tilton also shows that at the time
the famous letter of
was written

apology

by

Beecher, hc(Tilton) had no trouble with Bowen
but had just entered into a new contract with
him to edit

his paper. He denies that his
first charge against Mr. Beecher was
improper proposals, by showing from the records of
church
that
he
the Plymouth
was called before its committee to answer to
that

charges
he (Tilton) had accused Beecher, his pastor,
of committing adultery, as early as August
1870, and for telling Rev. Dr. Taylor that
Beecher preached to seven or eight of his
mistresses every Sunday, as early as the spring
He further asserts that Beecher and
Mrs. Tilton confessed their crime to others
than himself and Moulton.
are the

of 1871.

new

points.

Edna Dean

Proww has

rrice75c,s

104 Federal St.
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Coal and Wood Dealers
and have taken the stand formerly occupied by

JOM T.

ROGERS,

Treatise

WHARF,

and intend to keep

on

outlaws

seem

u

COAL AND WOOD.
AV.

a

numerous

member-

com-

Despite the efforts of theTweedites, the New
York Democratic convention nominated Hon.
S. J. Tilden for Governor at Syracuse the 17th,
by a vote of 252 to 137. Tilden is a good candidate—to beat. Wm. Dorheimer, Liberal, was

dtl
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Should any person into whose hands this notice
comes, have a friend whom he knows or thinks is afflictedjwith any Nervous Disease, Nervous Debility,
etc., he will confer a real kindness on his friend by
sending it to him, so as to give him an opportunity
of being cured by the use of Dr. Lotlirop’s CORDIAL
BALM OF SYRICUM and TONIC PILLS.
Sold by all Druggists.
WHOLESALE AGENTS.
W. F. Whipple 9k Co„ JTohh W. Perkins
9c Co., W. W. Phillips 9k Co.,

Daily Press Printing House

ot

Work

jyl4

nominated for Lieut. Governor. The platform
declares for specie payments, honest payment
of public debt,local self-government, etc, There
is said to be serious disaffection at the nomination of Tilden.

luuaour,

Heart, St. Vitus* Dance, Epilepsy, Nervous Headache, Sleeplessness, Restlessness during Sleep. Loss
of Memory,
Irritability, Nervousness, Twitching of
the Nerves, and all other Nervous Diseases, will find
this medicine a real blessing.

description

PORTLAND, ME.

d3m

mTO

promptly and carefully executed

—

Republicans of Tennessee nominated
congressman Maynard for Governor. The na-

of

—

The

tional platform of 1872 was reaffirmed, and declares for equal rights before the law, but deems
a part of the provisions of the
Senate civil
rights bill unwise.

MAGNESIA.
and at the Lowest Prices.

“SUPERIOR TO CAUCUSED OR CARBONATE
OF MAGNESIA, WITHOUT THEIR DANGEROUS ASSOCIATIONS.’’
Indorsed and prescribed by the leading physicians
throughout the country, as being the GREATEST
ANT-ACID yet presented to tne medical public. It

The People’s movement in Missouri appears
to be gaining ground, nearly every Republican
paper advocating the nominations.
An exciting election took place in New Haven, Ct., Monday, for school officers, because
the Catholics, under the advice of a priest, undertook by a separate ticket to secure a majority of the board. Tho Catholic candidates received 1100 of 5000 votes. Many leading Catholics denounced the movement.
Gen. Butler is pleading for a re-nomination

'in

He saysjif he is
way unusual for him.
not elected “another watch dog will be removed
from the tower of freedom and justice”—which
is good.
Jn our own state the returns give Gov. Ding-

MARKS,

immediately

and

Democrats;

House 91 Republicans, 3 Democrats, and 7 fusionists-of vraious sorts.
Judge E. R. Hoar has again declined to
be a candidate for Congress, and Dr. Ayer of
pill fame is a competitor.
VARIOUS MATTERS.

Five masked men entered the residence of
the President of a bank at Wellsboro’, Penn.,
bound all the inmates of the house, com-

pelled the official to open the bank, from
which they took §50,000, and took an §800
ring from one of the ladies, kissed them and
r-j_a_at.

.li_v_i

arrested.

Among tlie fires of the week are the following: St. Albans, Vt., loss $14,000, insured; sash
and blind factory, Taunton, Mass., loss $21,000;
seven wooden blocks in Windsor, Ont.. loss
$40,000; hotel at Fargo, Minn., $s5,000; Kingsland’s paper mills, Passaic, N. J., loss $80,000.
Gen. Miles reports numerous fighting Indians in the Wachita Kiver country. One of
his detachment,had a fight with 300 whom they

drove off. He thinks that Santanta and Big
Tree lead them. Otherwise the Indian hostilities for the season are thought to be over.
The woman’s suffrage picnic, so popular in
the neighboring state of Massachusetts, has
found its way into Maine, and the first gather
ing of this particular description was held at
Lane and Cleaves’ pavilion, Old Orchard beach
The scheme originated in the head
of Mrs. Dr. Drury, Secretary of the Woman

yesterday.
Suffrage

Association of Haverhill, seconded by
Mr. A. J. Hoyt, editor of the Haverhill Daily

Bulletin.

Advantageous arrangements

were

made with the Boston & Maine railroad, and
yesterday forenoon’s train deposited at Old
Orchard some five hundred of the advocates
of woman’s right to vote and to enjoy the same

privileges as her brother, from Boston, Haverhill, Georgetown, Newburyport, Lawrence,
Exeter and Dover.
Among the prominent
ladies and gentlemen present were H. B. Blackwell of the Woman’s Journal, Mrs. Blackwell,
better known as Lucy Stone, Miss Eastman, a
prominent lecturer in the movement, Mr. Aldrich, night editor of the Boston Globe, and
the Strickland sisters of Chelsea, who deserve
prominence on account of the excellent singing and dramatic recitations with which they
enlivened the occasion.

Sourness

There isn’t much of importance in European
telegrams. The Spanish war has ceased to be
interesting. Germany is troubling the Danes
and attempting to get a bit of territory, to
which Russia objects because thereby Germany
will get control of the Baltic sea.
There is no improvement in Cuban affairs.
It looks as though all business and property
would be ruined by forced loans and the civil
war.

nignt.
Damage Heavy.-iho Tribune denies that arms have been shipped South.-A
dozen cattle were killed by the cars at Brighton, Mass,, Monday, but 21 cars were smashed.-White Mountain visitors are seeking

Grand Trunk

with seven inches of rain last week.-Several
fire insurance companies have suspended business the past week.-Weston, fool and failist,
can’t walk 500 miles in six days.-The Woodhull women are back from Europe. Look out
for “statements,”-The equiuoxial storm occurred last week. No doubt about it.-Two
killed Friday by a New York Central
Railroad collision.-Col. Wood, ex-chief of
the secret service, has been arrested for raising
a bond. Secrat service turns out badly, vide
Whiteley & Co.-Yellow fever at Pensacola
men were

navy yard does not abate.-A man went over
Niagara Falls Saturday. He chose to do so
-Baseball hangs on.-Jay Cooke & Co.’s
trustee finds a balance of $770,555 28 to pay his
debts.

parties cannot agree to any compromise respect-

ing election of officers,
are

very bitter.

and the white

Railway

league) 8

AS A

LAXATIVE FOR CHILDREN

AFTER THE CHANGE OF GAUGE, which will
be completed on the 98th inst., this Company will
have for gale a number of

It is superior to any other preparation, requiring no
persuasion to induce them to take it, and is also peculiarly adapted for females during pregnancy.
It is a positive preventive against the mod of infants
souring on the stomach. In cases of

LOCOMOTIVE

ENGINES

‘Summer Complaints and Diarrhoea,
so

of the Broad or 5 feet 6 inches Gauge.
These Locomotives are suitable for Train Service,
or at a moderate cost can be made available for sup-

common with

Ia

Gan, Itlillc

VI *i_

FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE BY

chine Shops, Mines, &c.
And, il desired, Boilers will be sold separate Irom
Machinery, to suit purchasers.
Samples of Engines fitted for Machinery and Heating purposes can be seen at any time on application
at the office of Mr. H. WaUis, the Company’s Mechanical Superintendent at Point St. Charles, Montreal.
JOSEPH HICKSON,
Secretary and Treasurer.
se21eod5t
Montreal, September 17, 1874.

Maine General Hospital.
Board

of Directors

to the. public
nearly ready tor
formally dedicated on the 22d
announce

THEthat theandeastern
paviilion
will be

is

occupancy,
of October.
A large supply of bod and table linens is needed
before the institution can begin its work, and the
friends of the Hospital throughout the State are
earnestly solicited to contribute any of the articles
named in the following list, in such quantities as
they may feel able to give:
Cotton Cloth, bleached and unbleached, 40 inches,
1 yard, and 2£ yards wide.
Crash, Russian and American.

Huckabuck.
Bird’s eye toweling.
Table linen, uableached and colored.
Napkins.

Ticking.
Blankets, single

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
.

■

onniriwo

J<
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AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers oi
all cities and towns of the United
States, Canadas
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

DODD'S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Advertisements receined for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
prices. Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuumished.
HORACE DODD.

contract

Secretary.

SATE THE ADVANCE ON ICE !

Refrigerators

The Largest and Best Assortment in the
State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,

inces.

Fore Si., J.F.MERRILL,
of No. lO Crow St.
PORTLAND. MAINE.

Manufactory, Rear

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds oi
Printers* Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
lowest prices. Send for estimates.
10C

GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO.,

i.i^aaaTB excepted) at *2.00 A. M. t9.10 a.
an(1 6 00 P M
Leave Portland for Portsmouth and Dover dally,
(Sundays excepted), at 9.10 a. m. and 3.15 p. m.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at [8.00 A. M„ *7.45 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 7.30
and [8.15 A. M. tl2.30, *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 7.30 and 118.15 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.30,
10.50 and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at 10.00 and tl0.20
A. M.. [3.05 jr. M., *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor. Houlton.
Calais and St. John at *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Auusta, Waterville and Skowhegan, at 17.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45
p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.50 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.45 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at 18.00 A. M., returning at 5.00 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. M. In Beason to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

■fc-M.,||3.15

Conway Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston connects with

the Grind Trunk Railway tor Montreal, Quebec and
all parte of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hal-

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Kocklaiid, &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B. This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday
morning.
t Accommodation train
[Fast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
General Manager.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, Me.

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
-ype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

LOCKE,

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
34 PARK

J.H.BATE8, late
S. M. Pettengill

D. R. Locke, o Locke &
Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.
of
&

Superior
ever

CALL

offered In

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
Xo. 5 Washington Building,

PROVIDENCE,

ai

13 Free Street
and examine for yourselves.

S. W. EATON.
Portland, July 21, 1874,jy21d3m

Maine Central Railroad Co.
Bangor City Bonds issued to aid in the construction oi the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad,
with coupons attached, falling due on the second day
of October next, will be paid at*the National Bank of
Commerce, in Boston. They may also be exchanged
for Maine Central seven p. c. Consolidated Bonds at
the office of the Treasurer at Augusta, Me. Notice
is also given that the coupons of the Maine C«jntial
Consolidated 7 p. c. Bonds, Maine Central Exteneion
G p. c. Bonds (gold), Androscoggin & Kennebec 6 p.c.
Bonds. Portland & Kennebec 6 p. c. bonds, City ot
Bath Bonds issued in aid of the Androscoggin Railroad, will be paid at the same Bank.
J. S. CUSHING, Treasurer.
se24d‘2w
Augusta, Sept. 22, 1874.
W. II. Doble, Esq., Trainer of DEXTER,
Fashion Course, L. I.,

To G. F. Whitney & Co., 1732 Washington Street,
Boston, Mass.:
Gentlemen—Wo Lave been using Whitney’s Neat’s
Foot Harness Soap, and have found it all it is warranted to be; that it will keep Harnesses nice and
limber, and give them a tine tiuish. We recommend
it to all who would keep their Harnesses in good order.
Yours respectfully,
BUDD DOBLE.

au28dlm

Property

For Sale.

Old School of First Class Reputation.
located and in successful operation.
Profitable investment tor one wishing to make
teaching a busiuess. Immediate possession given.
Price $8,000. Cash $2,500, balance on long time.
Address
SCHOOL,
Press Office*
&u25dlm

ot

For Vessels uiIII Cargo:
Ceititying Manifest. $15.00
Bill of Health...
4.00—$19.00
For Vessels without Cargo:

a.

12.00

m.

The first class Steamships, “GEO.

m.

Nortl1 Conway for Portland at 5.55 a.m.

WASHINGTON”
ami “GEO.
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
will form a semi-weekly line.leaving Boston & Maine It. R. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwel* Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines to the
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals and births included),$3.50.
For freight or passage apply to
J. N. MAGNA, Agent.
Office on the Wharf,
or CLARK & SEAMAN,
West
street. New York.
jy28tf86
___

CONNECTIONS.
Steamer to Naples,Bridgton and Harrison connects
seoago Lake station on arrival ot 1.20 p. in. train
from Portland.
Stages at South Windham by 7.15 a. ra. for Windham, Raymond, Casco, Naples and Bridgton.
Stages at Bsildwin by 7.15 a. m. for Cornish, Porter,
at

Kezar Falls, &c.
Stages at Brownfield

and Bridgton.

by 1.30 *
p.

m.

for

Denmark

Stages

at Fryeburg by 1.30
p. m. for Lovell, &c.
Stages at Bemis by 7.15 a. m. ami 1.30 p. m. for
Crawford House and White Mountains.
5.25 a. m. from Upper Bartlett connects in Portland with the 9.10 a. m. train for
Boston, arriving
there in season for all routes south and west.
11.15 a. m. from Bemis connects with 3.15
p.m.
Portland to Boston by which connection is made in
Boston with night via Springfield or shore liue for

New York, &c.

Maine

J. HAMILTON. SCPT.

Honorable Judge of Probate for the County of
Cumberland, State of Maine, Commlssioneis to receive and,decide upon all claims against the estate of
James R. Dockray, late of Portland, in said County,
deceased, hereby give notice that they have aopointed the sixteenth day ot October. November and December next, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon on each of
said days, for meetings for the purposes aforesaid, to
be held at the office of Kingsbury til Jordan, 83 Mid

umun, uaiiy.

North Waldoboro’, Washington

York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, St. Louis,
New Orleans, Texas, Chicago, Om
aha, San Francisco, and all points
Through Tickets
via either Boston & Maine and Eastern, or Steamers
to Boston, the Stonington and Fall River and all
Rail lines to New York, the Michigan Central, Great
Western and Pennsylvania Central Pacific Railroads,
and all other favorite routes

sold

by

us as

heretofore,

at lower rates than any other Agency,
information cheerfully furnished.

^Tickets to
reduced rates.

and needfu

New York and return

49 1-2

a

Exchange

St.

jnlKdtf&Sup

For Lake Winnepiseogee.

AUSTIN, lato

estate of
of Portland,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to

LEWIS PIERCE, Administrator.
sel8dlaw3wF*
Portland, Sept. 15,1874.

On and alter

July 22. 1874,

and

until

the

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

GF THE

—

BOSTON & MAINE
Will be taken

EASTERN

RAILROAD.

FRANKLIN V, ilARF, Portland,
Daily, (Sunday* excepted) at 1 o'clock P..H.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50.
Tickets and State Rooms

change

RAILROAD.

Maine

jyAitt

w as w

...... .1
m_i_
Duaiiu xi mui

t»

PORTLAND.

BANGOR

STONINGTON
FOR

CHANGE OF GAUGE
East of Montreal.
consequence of the change of gauge of the Railway between Montreal, Portland, Quebec and
Riviere Du Loup,

IN

On the 26th and 28th Instants,
The following will be the necessary arrangement of
the Passenger Trains

Montreal and Portland District.
The last Through Broad Gauge Train from MonPortland will leave Montreal at 9 a. m., on
FRIDAY the 25th September.
The Train from Montreal at 4 p. m. on Friday, the
25th September, will only run as far as Island Pond.
The last Through Broad Gauge Train from Portland to Montreal will leave Portland at'7. a. m., on
treal to

o’clock,

Friday

the 25th

Tickets to TVoltboro’ and Centre Harbor

September.

The Train from Portland at 1.20 p. m on Friday,
the 25th September, will only run as far as Island

1874.

jul2dtf

Depot for Alton Bay at 7.30 a. m. and
4.15 p. m.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor,
via Alton Bay and Steamer Mt. Washington, 7.30 a.
m. (passengers taking this train can make the entire
trip over the Lake, and return same day) arriving in
Portland at 7.20 p. m.
For Wolfboro, via Wolfboro Junction, all rail, at
7.30 a. m. and 4.15 p. m.
Tickets for sale by Rollins, Loring & Adams and at
W. H. TURNER, Superintendent.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.
ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
ARRAN GEMENT.

sc22eod3t

OF THE

—

rt.._i_

Anm

**

•%

Vo

( EMftliiiifn °n an<l alter Monday, September 21st.
blitfriiPi1874. trains will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. ior Montreal and Quebec,

ceived._

train lor Auburn and

a. m.

trom Lewiston and Auburn at
Express
Mail ftom

Quebec, Montreal

and

8.50

a. m.

West, Lewiston

and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at. 5,45 p m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

Passenger

Offices

74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

.*D

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
To Canada, Dtlr.ii, Chicago, Milwaa
lire. Cincinnati, Ml. JLoaia, Omaha,
Hagiuaw, Ml. Paul, Malt Cake City,
Dearer, Han Franciieo,
and all

points In the

J C. FURNIVAL Aft.

J^PITLLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 m value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Secretary and Treas.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
se21dtt.
Portland, September 19,1874.

For Sale
good express wagon, horse and harness,
) the buyer can have the privilege'of driving it a
few days before buying it. THUMAS C. COOPER,
Kuigbtsvilie, Gape Elizabeth.

C'iHEAP,

a

Job wagon 68.

sol9dlw

for

uj i/UuuiiLiuia

days of sailing

Gurney

Carbolic

Tablets.

LINIMENT IODIDE AMMONIA
Soreness and stiffness of the Joints and Muscles; recommends it to all gymnasts.
Wm. H. Van Cott, Superintendent of the Fleetwood Park, has used Giles’ Liniment Iodide
of Ammonia on horses and recommends it.
Hakry Bassett’s owner, Col. McDaniels, uses
in his stables Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia. Depot 451 6th av., N. Y. W. F.PHILL1PS & Co., wholesale; F. T. MAHER & CO., retail.

AGENTS

null SAMPLE to Agents. Ladien’Combinntion
Needle-Hook, with
■";-a-iA-*Chromos. Send stamp. Dean & Co.
New Bedford, Mass.
sel5d4w
-w-v

SPIRIT

OUR

Life

THE

At. linme. main

nr

fpTnnlp.

'itft.'l

bm'p

evening. No Capital
valuable package of
Fay*
all We Mendmail
1U1 U>11
with
or

free. Address
six
goods by
stamp, M. Young, 173 Greenwich St.,
sel6f4w

BOARDS

Silver Lustre, Highly Ornamental. A perfect
protector to put under stoves. Ask your dealer tor it.
se!6
t4w

WANTED—AGENTS fsihm£«

$2.00 worth of eajnples
given away to those who will become agents. J.
BRIDE «& CO., 767 Broadway, N. Y.
sel6t4w

ftAAGENT8>PBOFIT8
Will
it or

per week
• ,l)v
forfeit $500. New artiprove
cles are just patented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. H. CAIDESTER, 267 Broodway,New York.

epO

se!6t4w

UNWRITTEN HISTORY.

Full information of this Startling Book about to be
published by ns. Sent Agents who address, AMERCAN aUBLISHING CO., Hartford, conn. eel6tiw
PEOPLE—Male or Female
$30 i>er week warrantEmployment at home,
Particulars and valuable
no
capital
required.
ed,
samples sent free. Address with 6 cent return
stamp, C. ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.
sel8f4w

WORKING

HAVE YOU TRIED

BRUNSWICK, BE.
Rooms, W. B. Field,

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain, Proprietor.

Inlrrnational

Proprietor.

&

Sat’d’y

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining nail. Grand Trunk Rail-

forces.
It is no alcoholic
short time, only to

appetizer, which stimulates
let the sufferer fall to

a

for

lower

depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting uirectly on the liver and spleen.
It regulates the Bowels, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to

make the invalid feel like a new person.
Its operation is not violent, but is characsoon

terized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but
gradually
bis troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And
silently steal away.”

This is no new discovery, but has been long used
with wonderful remedial results, and is pronounced
by the highest medical authorities, “the most powerful tonic and alterative known”
Ask your druggist tor it.

For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., BOSTON.
se23t4w

B. W.

Clark. Proprietor.

ELLSWOKTH.
American House.—S. Jordan A Son, Prop
Hotel.—N.
H. Higgins A Sons, Props.
City
FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. B. Jeffords, Proprietor.

vuuuuiBNUBa

HALLO WELL.
■mhiiowe11

nouae—n.

4|tal,

q. bhii,

rrs

DART LAND.

Park Hanse-B. L. Williams, Prop.
Harllanil House—I. R. LillleAeld. Prop
HIRAM.
Ml. Caller House,—Hiram Baitsu, Pm

AST)

prielsr.

PHILADELPHIA.
Clyde's Iron Line

JEFFERSON, N. B.
Waumbek House,

of Steamers!

Merrill Ac Plaisl

—

Proprietors.

Running between Providenc®
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House, M ellen & Co., Prop rietars.

ana

LINCOLNVILLE.
Beach House—F. E. Phillips, Praprietar

and

direct

communication

to

rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reacned oy the Penn.
Cential and tbe Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission fqr forwarding.
Full information given by WALDOA. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO„ Gen'l Managers,
anil ly
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer. Praprietar.
LOVELL.
Kexer Valley House, C. H. Harris, Pro-

prietor.

MACH1AS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Staddard,

Proprietor.

pany will run .ne Mleamer t«
Beak’. Island oaly, leaving
the end or Custom House Wharf
at 9 and 10} a. m. and 2 and 3} p. m,; returning,
leave Scott’s Landing at 9} and 11} a. m. and 2} and
selld3w
p. m.

inAIL.

LI1U1

Halifax Nova

Prap.

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, O. If. Green, Prap.
Elm Haase, Main St. W. W. TV hitmanh

On and after Sept. 12th the
Peak’s Island Steamboat Com-

NAPLES*
Elm Haase, Nathan Charch Ac Baas, Proprietors.

TO

NORTH BRIDCTON.
Lake Hotel—J. B. Marlin, Proprietor.

Scotia,

NOBRIDGE WOCK.
Danlarth Haase, D. Dnnforth. Proprietor

DIRECT!
With connections to Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton and St. Johns, If. F.

Somerset
elan.

The Steamship FALMOUTH,
Capt. W.A. Colby, will leave Rail-

NORTH STRATFORD N. K.
Willard Uoase, C' S. Bailey A Co. P
prietars.

Railway,

fow

NORTH ANSON.
Hotel. BrawuAc Hilton, Prapr

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.'
Ocean Haase, B. R. Deake, Proprietor.

road W> arf,Portland,every Saturday at 5.30 p.m. for HALIFAX,direct making connections with the
for Windsor, Truro, New Glasntcrcolonial
and Pictou, ana steamers for Prince Edward
gland; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamer
for St. Johns, N. F.

Lindsey’s

PEAK’S ISLAND.

fF* RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day oi sail-

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieio

ing.
Excursion Tickets to Halifax and return good until October 1st, $10X0
For farther information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf.
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Aeent.

PITTSFIELD.

Taney Hou re—Fletcher A Gale, Proprietors.

PHILLIPS.

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washing ton
O. C. Steamship Line.

House, Adams
Proprietors

Barden

A

Robbiasoa,

Steamships of this Line sail from

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple Mt.C'haBes Adams

BALTIMORE.
Steamships:—
William Lawrence, * Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane,** Capt, Solomon Howes.
George Appold,** Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“BlacKstone,** Capt. Geo. H. Hallet.
“John Hopkins,** Capt. W. A, Hallett.
Freight forwarded from Noriolk to Washington via
Steamer Lady of the Ijake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. & Term.
Air Line to all joints in Firgima. Tennessee Alabama and Georgia; and over tne Seaboard and Roanoke It. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
Balt. & Ohio B. R. to Washington aDd all
by the West.
places
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine passenger accommodations.
Fare including Berth and Meals $12.50.
Excursion Tickets $20.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
Iune2tf53 Central Wharf, Boston.

Albion House, I IT Federal St. J.G Perry'

of Central Whan. Boston,
Semi-weekly, for NORFOLK and

Proprietor.

Proprietor.

American House, India St. E. Gray, Pro

prielor.

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. W heeler, Proprietor.

Preble no a Me, Congress St. Gibsoa A Co.,

Proprietors.

St. Julian Hotel. Cor. Middle and Plam
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. E. Cram A Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Boston
Depot, Geo.

Bradgham Jr., Proprietor.

Commercial

SUMMER

Shortest

SACCARAPPA.

Central House—Alvin Allen, Propriety
SKOWHEGANT.
Turner House, W. G. Heseltoa, Proprietor.

Elm House, M. II. nir.oa, Proprieio
VINAL HAVEN, LANE’S INLAND.
House, F. M. Lane, Proprietor.

Ocean

SERVICE.

Ocean

every ot her

WILTON.
Wilton House, U. N. Green,

Toy age.

First-class Weekly mall Bteamof this line sail Irum Quebec
every Sialurday Morning,
far Liverpool, touching at
Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail Btcsmers of this liner

sail lrom Halifax

Tuesday,

fo

Liverpool* touching at Queenstown. Passage
(tirst-class) *70 and *80 gold or Its equivalent; thirdclass *20 U. S. currency to British ports, *20 to Denmark and Sweden, prepaid *20 and *26.
The Glasgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec eveiy Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage *60, steerage *20.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of Fngland, Ireland, Not way, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

Prepaid and lietnrn Tickets issued at reduced
FARMER, General Agent

I^-Highl Sterling

m4 Upward*.

India street, Portland, Me.
Lbecbe leaned for
auaWtf

Proprieio

ThX01 ICE to hereby given that the subscriber has
XI been
duly appointed and taken n]ion himself the
trust of Administrator with the Will annexed of the
estate of
BENJAMIN WILLIS, late ot Brookline, Mass.,
deceased, who died leaving estate to be administered
in the County of Cum bemud, and given bonds sis
the law directs. All persons having demands upon
the estate of said deceased are required to exhibit
tbe same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
LEWIS PIERCE, of Portland,
"ltU ,Ue Will »nn«id.
*',?li”iB,™,1or
Portland, Sept. 15.1874.
sel8dlaw3wF*
■
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FOR SALE.

many.

rates. Apply to J. 1*.
for New England, No. 3

House—T. O. Sanborn A Co..

Proprietors.

LINE

ers

a

Depot,

way

ARE YOU

or Debilitated ?
Are yon so Languid that anv exertion requires more of an effort than you feel capable of
making?
Then try JTIJBIJBEBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so
beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital

Simpson,

C
BBEB.
Bay ViewHonse, E. H. Demnth, Prop.

.

Weak, Nerv ous,

CALAIS.
Hotel, W. D.
»

TO Leu Wharf, Berm.

ALLAN

J U R U B E B A

Record,

Proprietor.

end

Articles in the World.

A

P. A K. Dining

until 4

PORTLAND"

Publishing Oo.

13 Uaircr»lly Place, Mew Yark,
Wnui Agent, everywhere for the following:
OP THE HOLY RIRI.E. Edited by Frank Moore. A n elegant 8vo, 6t0 pp.,
500 Engravings—from the Old Masters. Price, $5.00,
FIRST HUNDRED YEARS. The
Lite of the Republic. By C. Edwards Lester. 12
monthly parts. 00 pp.each. Royal 8vo. 50 cts.each part.
and public services of
CHARGES SUMNER. By C.Edwards Lester. 5thEdition,revise.! and enlarged.Svo,700 pp,$3.75.
MEW YORK TOMBS. By Warden
Sutton. A complete history of Noted Criminals of
New York, and tho Romance of Prison Life. 8vo, 670
pp, $3.50.
Circulars, specimen pages, and teims to agents on
sel6t4w
application as above.

Co. Proprieton.
BETHEL.

For Peak's Island.

WANTED

For Best and Latest Map of Unted States and
World ever published, together with Charts and Pictures.
Large wages made with certainty. Send
for terms at once to D. L. GUEBNSEY, Pub., Concord, N. H.
self4w

House, Treason! St.—Chapin

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS,

Harry Hill, the Champion Wrestler, 26 East
Houston St., says GILES’
cures

Wed’s’y

lot Freight or Passage, apply to
K. B. M.tmi'NON,

—

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
ATRIEDAND SURE REMEDY
Sold by Druggists.
selt4w

A

Chapman Bouse,—Andrews
Proprieton

R. STUBBS. Agent

uuco iutnaiuvu uc« ui

Use

ST th

etor.

Tranent

the West by the Penn. R. R., and Sout

Jn23-ly

Lewiston at 9.30

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p, m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.
St. James Hotel—J. B. Crocker, Propri-

sailing vessels.

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

cent return
N Y.

Ion.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Whart, Phi la
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

Freight

BELFAST.
House. Clark Bro’a, Proprie-

American

Wharfage.

a

ut uni.
EVERY ROMO
purchased previous to October 5th will participate.
Address tor Bonds and full particulars,
MORGEMTHAU, BRUNO A to,
Financial Agents, 33 Park Raw, N. Y
P. O. Drawer 39. Applications for
Agencies reselttw

week, day

BATH.

Steamship Line.
leave each port every

Si., McLaugh-

Sagadahoc House—E. B. Bnyhrw, Prop
Bath Hotel, C. B. Plummer, Proprirtor

BUY A

-vvx.

-.1,

Proprietor*.

PHILADELPHIA

N. Y. Industrial Exhibition Co.

f f vl A

BANGOR.

Harriman House, J.E. Harriusan A Co.

St.

A

Authorized by the Legislature of the Stato of N. Y.

Ilf

ton.

BOSTON

Mortgage Premium Bond

Wells’

on

A. Young,

AUGUSTA.
Stale St. Harrison Bak
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. A H. Cony. Proprie

Eastport

erickton,
jtyFreigbt received
o'clock P. U.

■■$20"
—

at

It. W. M. A

Augnstn House,

for St. Andrews,
Robbington, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John ior Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Snediac. Amherst, Pictou, Suinmerside, Charlottetown, and Fred-

POSTPONEMENTS IMPOSSIBLE.

First

AUBURN

House, Court.
Proprieton.

Elm

On and alter Monday June 15th,
the International Steamship Company’s Steamers, City of Portland,
•Capt. S. H. Pike,New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester,and New Brunswill leave Railroad Wharf, foot
wick,
ot State St., every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY, at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John,N. B.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
Connections made

Bouse, K. IV. Gcdiag, Proprietor.

Franklin House,—Harlow
lin A Dario, Proprieton.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK!

JOSEPH HICKSON,
Secretary & Treasurer.

ALFRED.
Alfred

Jshn. Digby
Windsor and Halifax.

days.

DIRECTORY,

HOTEL

Embracing the leading Hotel? In the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

same

Presklent.

HOTELS.

m.

The last Broad Gauge Train from Portland to
Lewiston will leave Portland on Friday, the 25th
September at 1.20 p. m.
The last Broad Gauge Train from Lewiston to
Portland will leave Lewiston at 4.15 p. m.,on Friday,
the 25th September.
The New Time Table on which the times of these
trains are based will come into
operation on Monday* the 21st September. See advertisement.
On Monday, the 2Sth
September, the Trains on
the entire line of the G. T. R., except the River
du Loup Branch, will be run on the Narrow
Gauge*
and on Tuesday, the 29th
September, the regular
train service on the River du Loup Branch will be
resumed.

WILL,

Gen. Pascnger Ag’t. New York.

__dir

For iurther particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
Portland, May 1874.my!8tf

and

imuugu*

Ticket* procured at depots of Bcston & Maine an«l
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 0 Exchange St., and W. D. Little Jk Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILK1NS.
D. S. BABCoCK.

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. C. Kilby, will leave Railroad Wharf every Monday
Wedne*day and Friday Evening*, at JO
o’clock, or on arrival ol ExnressTrain from Boston.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucxsport, Winterport
and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landings, arriving in Portland at

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

September 19th,

uuecneu

I

Boston.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert,) each trip from June 19th to Sept. 18th in addition to her usual landing at So. W. Harbor, during
which time the Lewiston will leave Machlasport at
4,30, instead of 5 A. M.

Eaatpert, Calais

OTHERS.

Af.E

Wednesday

*«• *•

Lewiston Branch.

The United States

Portland & Rochester

or on

OF

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boaton & Providence R. R. Deoot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and stiDerb Steamer Rhode Inland, every
and Friday, and with the elegMonday,
ant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always in advance ef nil ather line*. Baggage

Macbiasport.
Returning, will leave Macbiasport every Monday
and Tbxrsday morning at 5 o’clock,touching as above,
arrivingl n Portland same night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains for

Pond.

Retnrn, $4.00.

Trains leave

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Char. Deebino, will
leave Railroad Wharf toot of
State St., evenr (Tuesday
and Friday Evening.at
arrival of Express Train from

buuuucuviuK

5 o’clock p.

LIKE]

'■Ills is the only inside route Aval
ing Point Judith.

For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
West Harbor (Mt. Desert), Millbrldge, Jonesport and

DURING
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Hallway

ARR.4NGEMESIT OF TRAINS

Co.

The Steamer CHESAPEAKE
will run between here and Near
York in connection with ih»* ELEANOR A
and
FRANCONIA
leaving here every Tuesday, at 5
P, M., and New York every Friday at ft P. M.
The Eleanora and Franconia will continue to leave
Monday and Thursday, as usual.
Freight taken at the lowest rates. Apply to
HENRY FOX,
Agent,
Franklin Wharf, Portland,
or J. F. AMES. Agent.
selltf
Pier 38, East River, New Yoik.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

O

Steamship
—

they

Two

t»e obtained at 24 Ex-

TR[-WEEKLY LINE

Will until further notice run as
follows:
Leave Franklin Wharf,Portland
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier
38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and fiom New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
leave
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can be obtained at 22 Ex-

Steamboat Company.

CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen. Manager.

July 21. 1874.

can

Street.

Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.
Freight taken ai low rates.
J. B. CO YLK, J R.,General Agent. mcliJOtf

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

change Street.

GOI9IG

Leaving

Co.

Steamship

mea
superior
DTEinERS

JOHN BROOKS AND FOREST CITY
will, until further notice, run alternately a» follow*:

Jy1«jWf

the

on

§4 rf, hi Wi)

DAILY EXCURSIONS,

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.

is

-,

NOTICE.

Jgggy|||funher Notice,

CO.,

For Sale.
the flourishing village ot Milton Mills, N. H.
My Slock and trade in Millinery,Dry, and Fancy
Goods. Having a splendid trade, and tie best location in the village, with low rent, and the best reasons for selling. Small capital required, the
Village
Is goowing very fast, anil this is the only store of the

hereby given, that the suoscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
NOTICE
the trust of Administrator of the

Eastern Railroad.

selt4w

Northwest, West and Southwest

kind in the place. A splendid chance for a Dress
Maker, all which will be sold at a bargain. Those
looking for a business would do well to investigate at
once.
Enquire of MRS. W. P. FARNHAM, Milton
Mills, N. H.se23eodlw*

selSdtf

New

die Street, Portland.
LEONARDO. JORDAN, I
ALFRED M. BURTON, f Commissioners.
sell
dlaw3wF

IN

leave Portland daily for all stations
Returning leave Upper Bartlett at 8.50

SPJECIAL

the

SEMI-WEEKLY

trains

a. m.

a- >“•

Portland

Warren for Jetterson and Whitefleld, Mondavi

For

of Health. 4.00—$11.00
THOMAS LOZANO,
se2dtf
Spanish Consul.

Commissioners’ Notice.
undersigned, having been appointed by the

at 9.45

—

YEW YORK.

1.30

m.,

AND

—

For

Bill

PETER

PORTLAND

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Certifying Manifest.$7.00

THE

a. m.

Waldoboro,

a. m.

on

prescribed by the Government of the Republic
Spam in regard to Consular lees will take efiect.
The fees for clearance ot vessels are as follows:

The

From

Mitucu iui

Passenger

R. I.

notified that
and after the first
YOUday othereby
September, 1874. the
regulations
are

Damariscotta,

Auburn, and Lewiston.

new

AT

Portland for all stations at 7.15

11.30

Wlscasset. New

rail route to

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. m., and 1.00
P. M.
Stages connect at Rockland. *or Camden, Lincoln
ville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for UnioD, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston for St. George daily.

WINTER

To Merchants and Shipmasters.
to

Difee

_..

Depot.
jyl7dtf

ROW, NEW YORK.

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
Warranted

TIME.

Bemis for Portland at 11.15 a. m.
.,L,«ave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 5.25 a,

_dtf
KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

—

FOB ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,

&

notice:
Leave
p. m.
Leave

au3

and

ADVERTISING AGENTS

Sewing Machine

PLEASATLY

—-

C-

W. D. LITTLE &

ADVERTISING AGENCY A PRINTERS’ WAREHOUSE,

BATES

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of {Management, Durability, Dryuean and Purity
•f Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
xjim
Ian oi uemg convmceu oi tnis iacc oeiore
buy-

and British Prov-

T. C. EVANS,

THE PEERLESS.

Valuable School

Passenger trains leave Portland dalESrSSSayBSIlv. for Portsmouth and Boston. tSnn-

are

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in all

se22dtd

OF

COMMENCING AUG. 3, 1874.

West and South.

WAS BIN G TON S TREE T, B OS TON,

Newspapers in the Uniied States

Remnants of Carpeting.
Articles may be left with the janitor, at the Portland Fraternity Rooms. Congress Street, or will be
called for, if notice ot their locality is given. The
donor’s name and statement of contents should be
attached to each package. Public acknowledgment
of all gifts will be made.
It is requested that douations be made as soon as
possible, as the need is immediate.
By order ot the Directors,
FREDERIC HENRY GERRISH,

CHANGE

__

and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, dally.
Freight TrainB daily and freight taken at low rates
Jv29dtf
c. A. COOMBS. Snn’t.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

Thread.

F3p“Scnd stamp for our Waverlev.

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

At Waldoboro’ for

S. R. NILES,
ADVERTISING

H. TURNER, Superintendent.

Jyi__tf

At

121

Waterboro* for Limerick, Parsonsfleld

WILLIAM

Wednesdays and Fridays.

AGENCIES.

No. 10

Tape.

any Machine
this market.

daily.

S. HI. PEXTEHGILL & CO.'S

Mosquito Netting..

raay26dtf

..

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

double.
Bed Covers, single and double.
Rubber Blankets.
White Rubber Cloth, 1 yard wide.

New

w

myl

and

Dry Air

Mills daily.
At Centre

Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between

Try it once and you would
not be without it.

ITIntivc PAtvcr

Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Corner and Dam’s

young children, the

Milk of Magnesia

plying

trains

7.20 A. M. 12 M. and 5 P. M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

»

will he found invaluable.

4|

THE LATEST.

There are serious apprehensions that tie
trouble at New Orleans is not over. The two

Rheumatism and Gout.

OF CANADA.

Young

many Reformer Kelly because he stole only
$80,000 while sheriff.-New York was washed

Stomach,
Indigestion,

ing running time.-Chicago will have no
more wooden buildings erected.-Brigham

propriates several millions to pay the debts of
the Prince of Wales.-Mayor Havemeyer of
New York is making it disagreeable for Tam-

of the

Dyspepsia,

home.-Sam A. Briggs, a thieving Chicago
bank officer, who did it to the figure of $100,000, was arrested in New York Tuesday.Tuesday a collision occurred on the Belvidere &
Delaware Railroad, near Easton, Pa., by which
one man was killed and a dozen persons injured.-Fall River mill owners think of reduc-

is so sick as to make his numerous wives
aud friends anxious.-J udge Curtis of Boston, formerly of the U. S. Supreme Court, died
last week.-Bradlaugh promises to make it
hot for monarchy in England if Parliament ap-

or

Headache,

in?*
Salesroom 253

BRIEF MENTION.

Dubuque, Iowa, reports a terrific storm and
gale iu that part of the country Wednesday

relieves

Acidity

MANAGER.

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

FOREIGN.

certainly

Heartbnrn,

a

The Legislature is
ley a majority of 11,500.
composed as follows: Senate, 28 Republicans,
3

M.

WI.

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

Portland, Sept. 12,1871.

leave Portland for
£££^-^£^3 Rochester and intermediate stations at
r mn
A# M>> 1>30 and 4>15 P# M<> making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls aud Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at

Passenger

speedy

109 EXCHANGE STREET

Every

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R

Freight

fully

Book, Card and Jot

night

White Leagues embrace
ship and are well armed.

raig.

.mm-

PT!r“”.":“711nn<l
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to experiment both on himself
tem. This induced
and some of his patients, and such was the wonderbeneficial effects, and so rapid the cure of those
afflicted with nervous diseases, that Dr. Lothrop
came to the conclusion that he had discovered a new
and valuable addition to the medicines of the pbarHe soon found that this medicine,in conmacopcea.with
some others, cured nervous diseases of
junction
all kinds with a certainty and rapidity of which he
had do previous conception.
A lew words on that special disease
generally known
as Nervous Debility or Weakness. This is in most cases
b.-ought on by total ignorance of the fearful pernicious effects, but it is also brought on in many cases
brought on through no fault of the person afflicted,
but by disease, long confinement, and several other
causes—but in all cases the effect on the constitution
is the same. Heretofore, there has been no cure for
this disease, but Dr. Lothrop, having put up this
medicine in the form of CORDIAL BALM OF S/RICUM AND TONIC PILLS, combined with other
medicines, offers them to all sufferers as a safe and
cure. Our Lunatic Asylums are full o! patients, in many cases brought thither by the effects
ot Nervous Debility. Many thousands suffer in silence, hopeless of relief, having often been deceived
by unprincipled quacks. Such is not the case with
Dr. G. Edgar Lothrop’s CORDIAL BALM OF SYRICUM and TONIC PILLS. A very short trial will
demonstrate their efficacy.
Any who suffer from the effects of over indulgence

DVEB.

ap2_

STEAMERS.

—

During the year 18fi5 Dr. G. Edgar Lothrop had a
and peculiar drug, from the interior of Africa,
brought prominently under his notice by the very
strange effect it produced on an animal who had
accidentally swallowed a large quantity. Owing to
this circumstance he was led to make many experiments on the lower animals, and he soon discovered
that it had a very peculiar effect on the Nervous Syshim

CHARLES F. BOUND*,
AVILA. I A.71

Nervous Diseases

Cordial Balm of Syricum.

to naveittneir

four stages were waylaid and robbed—
the portion of the passengers who were so
unfortunate as to be males. The ladies were
passed by. The robbers have been pursued and
surrounded in the woods.
All advices from the South indicate that the

Passenger trains will leave Portfor Boston, at C.15, 9.10 a. m.
15, 6.00 p. m. Kctu ruing. leave Ram
ton at 8.15 a. m., 12.30, 3.30,6.00 p. m.
For Ncarboro, Blue Point, Old Oreuaril
Beach, Snes aud Biddcford at 6.15, 9.10,10.25
a. m.; 1.15. 3.15, 6.00 p. m. Uetnrning leave Biddeford at 7.51,11.20,11.55 a. m., 4.35. 7.26, 9.25 p. in.
Bor Great Balls at 6.15,0.10 a. m„ 3.15,6.00
p. m.
For Lowell (via Lawrence) at 6.15,9.10 a. m.,
3.15 p. m.
For Fortcunouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a. m.
For Concord aud Manchester (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m., (via Lawrence at 9.10 a. m.
For Rochester, Alton Bay, Wolfboro*i|gli aud Centre Harbor (via Dover & Winnipibcogee It. R. and Steamer Mt. Washington) at
9.10 a. m.. 3,15 p. m.
Parlor Cara on trains leaving Portland 9.10 a. m„
3.15 p. m.; Boston 6.15 a. m., 6.00 p. m.
All trains stop at Old Orchard Beach.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
....

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD*

new

full supply of the best
grades of
hand

on

AND THE

No. 160 Commercial Street,
HEAD OF UNION

RAILROADS.

On and alter Monday, Sept. 14th,
sXQQV trains
will run as follows until further

ault

or

This week we have to record the occurrence
of one of those calamities resulting in great
loss of life and limbs, which afterthought easily provides a remedy and points out the almost
criminal carelessness which results in such terrible scenes. Saturday morning when the operatives in Granite Mill No 1, at Fall Kiver,
had been at work about twenty minutes they
were startled by the cry of fire and the escape of
smoke from the fourth story. In the room on

but

.

DICKS & CO.,

Avraansas,
way, stage robbery beiDg the present recre
ation of a chivalry that won’t work. The oth-

A SHOCKING AFFAIR.

impossible,it

■

■% pa

a

ROUNDS & DYER
have formed

& MAINE
RAILROAD.

Ou aud after Monday, lug. 3, 1874.

it needs
only a trial
to satisfy the most
Skeptical. No humbug about it. Money given back it it
tails to cure.

CATARRH.

POLITICAL.

was

r\ I

II

COPARTNERSHIP.

Copartnership Notice.

BOSTON

cure

Catarrh

_»

_

own
AUrttiii/%

for (he week ending Wednesday
Might Sept. 33d.

cotton made

It
is important
that people should
know it.

Dr. Evans’ Rem-

Rev. Mr. Beecher addressed an agricultural
Ooncord, N. H,, yesterday on the blessings of work. He returns to Brooklyn to-day.

attributes all the lawlessness in that state
the proposed civil rights bill.
In Kentucky a large band of outlaws have
seized and fortified the court house in Breathitt
county, and the governor has sent a large force
to capture them.

er

n«a

Q fj
U \ Ci

see

xu

[From tlie Maine State Press of Sept. 24th.]

The

I I

to

Haggard, gasping, down dropped he
At the feet of Harry Lee,—
Harry Lee, the English foreman of the mine;
“l have come,” he gasped, “to claim
Both rewards. Senor, my name

of Seven

THE NEW REBELLION.

Last week when our paper was issued, the
country apprehended that there would be a season of bloodshed such as the country had not

“To the man that sets them free,”
Cried the foreman, Harry Lee—
Harry Lee, the English foreman of tlie mine,—
“Brings them out and sets them free,

Hrat JTna)

RAILROADS.

months from the 22d of July 1874.

From the ladder to the well—
To the poisoned pit of hell
Down below!

History

MEDICAL
_

fair at

has received a
large number of letters from Alabama, Louisiana, Tennessee and Mississippi representing a
terrible condition of affairs in some parts of all

claimants for damages caused by the Alabama,
the Florida, the Shenandoah, and their tenders
that they must file their claims within six

Mounting on the weaker’s shoulder,
Grappling, clinging to their hold or
Letting go,
As the weaker gasped and fell

—

The Republican Convention of New York
nominated Governor Dix and the balance of
the present officers.
Hard money, economy
and equal rights by state or national government is the spirit of the platform.

ceding year $578,938,985.
Attorney General Williams

last year.
The President, has issued an order extending
the civil service rules to the federal offices in
Boston.
The safe burglars w'll be tried in October.
The Alabama claims commission notifies

No one answered, for a cry
From the shaft rose up on high:
And shuffling, scrambling, tumbling trom below,
Came the miners each, the bolder

one

against Moulton for $100,

NATIONAL CAPITAL,
The reports of the bureau of statistics show
that our imports for the fiscal year ending Juno
30,1874 amounted to $595,801,248; for the previous year $661,G17,147. Exports for the last
year amounted to $G29,252,15G, and for the pre-

Drunk and senseless in liis place,
Prone and sprawling on his face,

“Xbere’8

libel suit
THE

“fiamon.”
EL

a

000 damage.

PINE FLOORING an.l STEP
SOUTHERN
BOARDS, In lota to salt purchaser*, (or sale low
close

to

mfiS

a

consignment

RYAN &

KELSEY,

No. 161 Commercial Street,

